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I. INTRODUCTION 
The curriculum for classes of mentally retarded 
children has for a long time consisted of adapting the 
reading, arithmetic, social studies, etc., of norm~! 
pupils to the requirements of the special class rather 
than with the organization of n curriculum around the 
core of vital living problems, according to Ingram 
(11:374). Featherstone, in his introductory chapter 
(2:7) offers the criticism that too much of special 
class instruction in the past has been simply grade 
material adapted to the needs or the group with Manual 
Training and Domestic Science added to fill in. It is 
the object of this study to get away from that type of 
a curriculum and to offer one built up around a core of 
vital living problems in the form of projects or units 
of work. Ritter suggests {17:47'1) that this _type of 
pupils needs to be educated by means and methods differ-
ent from those in academic and literary courses of study. 
~he Manual activity and Industrial Arts should serve the 
same purpose for the mentally handicapped as lessons 
in geography, history and spelling do for the normal men-
tality, namely the development of observation and atten-
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tion in all its phases. 
It is not to be understood that the material offered 
on the following pages is a hard and fast program to be 
exactly followed or that the teacher need not bother with 
drill when needed. Drill has its place in every program. 
AS Inskeep says (3:15) ubecause of the short memory span, 
lack of attention and inability to concentrate, much more 
drill is necessary than with the normul child." However, 
this drill should begin with something the children know. 
As Inskeep states (3:16) "various devices may be used to 
keep the interest keen, and th~ periods of drill should 
be brief but frequent.oi whipple concurs in this opinion 
(7:17) and recommends short and frequent drill periods. 
11
'l'he drill, however, should be by situations and problems, ol 
says Whipple (7:144) "which demonstrate the need for such 
proficiency.u Inskeep maintains (3:20} "that the project 
should be followed by intensive anu well planned drill 
on the phases in which the project has shown the children 
weak.:: 
Thus in preparing the lists of units selttcted for 
each of the various levels of accomplishment, the ~urpose 
has been to select those projects that will organize the 
class, as lnskeep suggests {3:18} on the oasis of life 
situations but with the limited range of interests of the 
retarded children. ~3:19). ·llflis range of interest begins 
2. 
with what Featherstone calls the "phenomenally real, the 
imm~diate environment" (2:143) but as the child grows 
the experimental environment widens and contributes to 
more remote requirements. \3:144) ~hue the simple activities 
of the young retarded child are an integration of experiences 
from his own environment., " an amassing of. concrece particu-
lara,· according to r·eatherstone (3:144) which carry him 
on into richer experiences as he grows older. 
~hese lists of projects are not exhaustive but 
rather are suggestive and the outlines need not be fol-
lowed closely but shOUid be adapted or modified by the 
teacher to fit her local needs. .t is the teacher, 
says lnskeep, "who must breathe the breath of life into 
her projects. ~ ~he right kind of projects, 4nskeep 
declares ,3:18) "will organize the class on the basis 
of life situations and out of this will grow more cases 
in which social and moral adjustment cun be met than 
orctinarily arise in merely learning lessons.:: As the 
main objective in work for retarded children, accord-
ing to Inskeep (3:14) is "to fit the lives of these 
children into the social structure of their environment 
as self-controlled, self-supporting citizens, any project 
or unit that comes within the range or· the pupi.t.s: in-
terests and knowledge, \3:23), may be selected in place 
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of those offered here if"it can be completed before in-
terest is lost and involves the hand, head, and heart 
activities and if its outcomes can be unified with the 
probable life work and social adjustment of the chil-
dren" says Inskeep (3:19).With this introduction we next 
approach the situation in the spacial class center of Lynn. 
The Problem 
At the Lynn Ungraded Class Center there are ap-
proximatal7 200 pupils who are classified as three or 
more 7ear mentally retarded and therefore according to 
state law must be placed in special classes.* Of 
these, about 32% are girls and 68% boys. Bennet (19:63) 
says there are more than twice as man7 boys than girls, 
so our proportion is normal. The problem here is the 
proper classification of pupils and, as already mention-
ed a curriculum that will bear fruit in the lives of 
pupils who have been failures in their grades in the 
elementary school and as Mac~n says (13:104) will help 
them to become self-supportins, self-controlled citi-
zens. 
The plan of organization outlined in the Manual 
for Special Classes, by the State Department of Ecucation 
(4:4) provides for three groups of pupils, a low, a medium 
*Bulletin-Regulations for Determining the Number of Children 
Three Years Retarded in Mental Development. Chapter 358, Acts 
of 1931 Commonwealth of Mass. Dept. of Education and of 
Mental Diseases. pp 1. 4. 
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and a high group. '!'his manual shows a ten ta ti ve program 
of work based on the foregoing organization. Such an or-
ganization, as an integral part of the elementary school, 
has as Wallin points out (5:140-42} many advantages, such 
as: (a) classes are more· accessible, {b) there is less op-
position to assignments, ~c) grade teachers will visit 
oftener, ~d) earlier transfer, \e) deficl. ents learn more 
imitatively from normals, (f) special schools more expensive.! 
However, if we consider the matter from the standpoint of 
efficiency of instruction Wallin admits ~6:142) that the 
advantages are in favor of a center which can provide more 
adequate facilities for this type work at a much lower 
cost to the taxpayers and, as Kennedy ¥raser adds (6:206), 
it provides for better classification of pupils. 
~n Lynn, the special class center was organized in 
January, 1928. ~he mentally retarded pupils of junior 
high school age were sent to this center from over the 
entire city. At this time, placement of pupils was made on 
the basis of their mental age, one or the methods recom-
mended by wallin (5:165), but this proved so unsatisfactory 
that another method was tried. wallin states ~5:166) that 
~ording to his judgment, proper classifications must take 
into consideration the pupil's level of attainment in the 
various school branches. ~his we have attemptea to uo oy 
5. 
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giving the Waverly Accomplishment Teat* during the spring 
~each year. The academic teacher has likewise given her 
opinions on the accomplishment in the same list of sub-
jects and using these two basis as criteria, promotion 
has been made to a higher group at the beginning of the 
fall term. If a sixth grade reading level has been 
reached, trial promotion to the Junior High School has 
been made before the closing of school in June. Each 
year about 10~ of the pupils have been thus promoted, but 
about 50% of those promoted prefer to leave for work. 
Chart A. accompanying this sheet, gives the organization 
of classes as of January 1934, Chart B. gives a general 
idea of the success of those pupils promoted to Junior 
High School since the school has been in operation upto 
and including September, 1933. 
The Waverly Accomplishment Test* has recently been 
revised by the State and at this writing we have no data 
as to its efficiency. The old test was baaed on a "form-
al diacipline 11 theory of instruction which Featherstone 
(2:87) characterizes as quite the lowest point in the scale 
of teaChing technique. Moreover, it failed to cover material 
as graded in the Lynn Schools so that it was not entire-
ly satisfactory for our needs. It is expected that one 
*The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Record Sheet for School 
Test DMD Form A106 
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COBBET UNGRADED SCHOOL 
BASIS OF GROUPING 
ELEVEN GROUPS 
AS OF 
JANUARY 15, 1934 
- - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Grade c.A. M.A. 
Group Number Sox Accompllshlnents Group oroup 
A )LO\V 7 Girls Grades I-II 12-2 to 15-10 6-4 to 8-4 
)Prim 
B)ary 11 Girls Grades II-III 11-11 to 15-7 6-8 to 9-7 
C)Prim 19 Girls Grade III 12-4 to 16-0 7-4 to 10-10: 
ary 
D)Inter- 20 Girls Grade3 IV-V-VI 13-0 to 16-2 7-2 to 10-0 
mediate 
F 18 Boys Grade I 12-2 to 15-10 6-1 to 8-6 
G 18 Boys Grado3 I-II 11-7 to 15-8 7-0 to 9-11 
H 19 Boys Grades II-III 12-7 to 15-6 7-6 to 9-9 
I 18 Boys Grade III 11-6 to 16-2 7-10 to 9-11 
J 18 Boys Grades III-IV 12-6 to 15-10 8-6 to 10-0 
K 17 Boy3 Grades IV-V 12-0 to 16-1 7-2 to 10-0 
L 15 Boys Grades IV-v-vi 13-4 to 16-3 9-0 to 10-9 
X 14 Mixed .Pre primary 9-9 to 11-9 3-10 to 8-1 
194 
7. 
Date 
Promoted 
June 1929 
June 1930 
June 1901 
June 1932 
·June 1933 
C H A R T B 
Number GRADE 
.n.eported 
Number to 
Promoted Jr. High 7 
16 8 
14 10 2 
13 11 6 
18 15 7 
17 13 
C OM!'LE'f~D '1'0 DA'l'E-SE.P'l'.1903 No. who 
dropped 
o'..lt '.in 
8 9 10 11 Hrade 7 
1 4 2 1 
2 4 2 
3 2 
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School success depends to a 
very great extent on the cooperation 
;i of the~ home with the· .school·. If 
~ parents are interested to see that 
!I their children· get .to school on time 
l, and are present every day, unless > prevented by sickness, much loss of : work and consequent school failure 
~ can b · e avoided. School work goes 
'! on day by day and the pupil must be 
J present each day to: keep up with his 
I class. · 
Habits of onnduct are 
largely products of the home \~ich 
carry'over into school conduct. Much 
difficulty may be avoided if parents 
keep in constant touch with their 
children's t~achers, both home and 
school cooperating to solve the 
J;r oblern. 
The Cobbet Ungraded School 
desires your sincere cooperation and 
invites you to visit and find oub how 
your son or daughter is progressir~g. 
LYNN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
UUGRADED CLASSES 
COBBET EIE MENTARY SCHOOL 
REPORT CARD 
This report card is sent in 
order that the parents may be better 
informed about the progress of the pupils 
in whom theJ are interested. It is a 
fact in school life, as well as in later 
life, that much of a person's success 
depends on his or her relationship with 
other people. Therefore, we are rating 
the pupil on certain of these relation-
ships as well as on his school accompli 
ment. The school desires your hearty 
cooperation and interest in this report. 
WAL'l'ER I. PIPER 
PRINCIPAL 
i 
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COBBET UNGRADED SCHOOL 
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CITIZENSHIP 
G - Good F - Fair U- Unsatisfactory 
~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - ~ -
Attendance 
~r9J!!P~ness_t tt1:_~y_) 
Courtesy 
Self-Control 
Neatness 
Industry 
Helpfulness 
·Fairness 
Effort 
Interest 
Imp~Qve~m~e~n~t~------
No. of Times Absent 
No. of Times Tardy 
Parent Signature 
First QUarter ____________ _ 
Second Quarter __________ __ 
,.--. ~ 
following subjects by those items no~, 
·crossed out: 
First g.uartar-d --nc---- -·7-
~ pupil !:!, doing good ~ .,!!!: 
Reading Spelling Drawing Shop 
sewing Cooking Vlriting Geography 
Arithmetic Language Science Handwork 
Gym j 
.!!:!! pupil .!.!, doin& fair !2.!! .!,!!: I 
! 
Reading Spelling Drawing Shop I I Sewing cooking Writing Geography 
Arithmetic Language Science Handwork 
'l Gym 
~ pupil !! doing satisfactorl ~ ~: I 
Reading Spelling Drawing Shop 
Sewing Cooking Writing Geography 
Arithmetic Language Science Handwork 
Gym 
Second guarter 
~ pupil !! doing Bood ~ !!:= 
Reading Spelling Drawing Shop 
Sewing Cooking Writing Geography 
Arithmetic Language science Handwork 
Gym 
-The pupil _!! doing fair ~ ,!:!: 
Reading Spelling Drawing Shop 
Sewing Cooking Writing Geography 
Arithmetic Language science Handwork 
Gym 
!! doing satisfactory ~!a: 
Reading Spelling Drawing Shop 
Sowing Cooking Writing ,.7 Geography"c "' 
Arlthme tic Language Science Handwork 
I'! ....... 
of the results of this study and of the revised curricu-
lum will be a series of tests suited to the needs of 
this type of instruction. The report blank as shown 
(exhibit C) has been an o~tgrowth of this study. Until 
the present year there has been no report to the home 
as to school accomplishment. Wallin says (5:213) that, 
wh~ report cards are not universally approved for 
special classes, such reports are useful in stimulating 
pupils as well as encouraging and satisfying parents. 
Thus it is hoped that this report will aid greatly in 
bringing about a better cooperation between home and 
school. Needless to say, it is different from the usual 
school report card, but it gives definite information 
as to the progress of a pupil not only in the various tool 
subjects, but, as Wallin suggests (5:214) in those 
attitudes and habits that should lead to good citizen-
ship. The report blank is in mimeographed form as it 
was felt that changes might be effected the more read-
ily. One change has already been adopted, as it was 
found the method of marking school subjects by crossing 
out certain subjects (page 3, exhibit C) was confusing 
to teachers, pupils, and parents. It was, therefore, 
decided to mark both pages two or three alike with one of 
the three symbols after each item. 
10. 
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THE ArPROACH 
In order to orientate this course of study, it seems 
advisable to start with the rhilosophy of Education as 
adopted by the general curriculum committee, which should 
be applicable to any or all groups, within the system. 
·.t:his was approved sor.1e four years ago when the Lynn .t-ub-
lie Schools began an extensive revision of the school 
curriculum, but at the present writing a rommittee is 
studying on a further revision, It is as follows: 
"Free public education in our American democracy 
should give the child an opportunity to plan and develop 
his career according to his capabilities, interests, 
and needs, ·.L·he development of his a ttl tudes, knowledges, 
skills, appreciations, and powers should enable him to 
live a life more satisfying to himself and more valuable 
to the social order. ±hrough this development he should 
gain increasingly an accurate conception and a sympathet-
ic understandine of the civilization of which he is part, 
and should attain a cooperative attitude toward community 
betterment. 
·1·hrough the medium of the curriculum, the school 
should attempt to make this growth and development possi-
ble by setting up certain major objectives: health, com-
mand of the fundamental processes, worthy home membership, 
vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure, ethical 
character. 
11. 
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The aims, methods and subject matter of the curricu-
lum must be broad in scope, must contribute to the develop-
ment of self-expression and creative ability, and must be 
varied enough to embrace the leading aspects of life. ~n 
a program of continuous curriculum reconstruction, we 
should recognize and provide for the needs of th~ individ-
ual in a rapidly changing civilization." 
'i'he next step in the development of this curriculum 
was the development of the guiding principles, or special 
class philosophy of education. Inskeep says in part l3:3J 
regarding the aims, .: these children under our democrary, 
must be trained to meet their civic and moral obligations 
by a properly ad jus ted com.;·non school education. ·• ·.L'hus our 
aims, although much more specific because of the nature of 
the pupils, are built upon civic and moral and industrial 
needs with specialized activities to meet the conditions. 
(3:13) '.l'hese have been set down under six headings as 
follows: 
SrECIAL CLASS ~HILOSO~HY 
1. 1o help the individual pupil to develop right attitudes 
and habits of character through definite life situations. 
{Social Livingi-~nskeep 3:6) 
2. ;ro stimulate in the pupil a desire to strive for 
success wit~ honor, for happiness with a clear con-
science and for usefulness and self-control. 
\Social Living 3:6) 
12. 
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3. To discover individual aptitudes and provide oppor-
tunities :tbr their development. 
lVocational uuidance-nallin 5:173} 
4. ·.1'0 lead the pupil to recognize the necessity for co-
operative living as the foundation of success for 
the individual, at home, at school, and in the com-
mun.ity. lCooperation~hipple 7:37, \Social Living 
3:6} 
5. iO become thoroughly acquainted with the mental , 
physical and social status of the individual through 
case study. \l·eacher. Objective-Wallin 5:250-51, 
6. :.eo assist each individual through a guidance program 
that would help htm to develop himself according to 
his capabilities, limitations,interests, and needs. 
\GUidance-wallin 5:173) 
~LACEMENT OF PUPILS 
New pupils entering the Cobbet ungraded School must 
be given the Binet ~ntellig~nce ~eats and the waverly 
~ndiviauai ~ccomplishment ~est to which we have already 
referred. The results of these tests are charted on a 
profile sheet (#) and the exnminer•s report is usually 
attached. ~~ese are sent to the principal who places 
the pupil in the group listed on Chart A to which his 
school progress entitles him. 
'l'he school organization is based on a semi-depart-
mental plan. Hallin claimed (5:136) th~t department-
alization is advantageous to both pupil and teacher. Our 
#M.D. Form A 101 Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Department of MenuJ. Diseases 
School Clinic Record 
13. 
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plan is a modification of this in that it allows for 
teachers of special subjects but at the s~me time con-
fines all the academic instructicnfor each group to one 
teacher, thus giving this teacher a better understanding 
of the individual pupil. Wallin says (5:167) that if she 
is a real teacher, she will be the best mother many of 
the children ever have had. 1f.he school day is divided 
roughly into thirds, one third of which is spent in aca-
demic work, uncbr the direction of one teacher, the 
second third is spent in the shops or domestic science 
classes, while the remaining third is subdivided into 
periods of music, science, and handwork,--such as weav-
ing, embroidery, rug making and drawing. Inskeep recom-
mends (3:337) that, for children over fourteen, probably 
three-fifths of the day could profitably be spent in some 
il 
form of handwork, an estimate that correlates rather closely! 
:I 
!i 
with our practice. With this type of an organization, it 'I 
•I 
;j 
was found advisable to work out a set of policies to aid 1 
'i 
!l the teachers in correlating their work, as Featherstone :1 
q 
asserts (2:76) that contacts between subjects should be :1 
provided. After several conferences the group of teachers 
decided on the procedure as next outlined. 
'11he purpose of each unit of work is to stimulate 
pupil activiwin a learning situation. ~nskeep asserts 
14. 
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(3:12) that if the teacher follows up the interest cue, 
a learning situation will arise that will enable the 
child to approach success. 'l'o approach success means 
in the words of Inskeep (3:12J working toward the ideal 
of self-controlled, self-supporting citizens. In order 
to successfully operate towards this ideal in a depart-
mental program it has been found necessary to outline 
a cooperative procedure, as follows: 
1. units of work, having as their main purpose the 
growth of the pupils in academic subjects, should be 
developed in the academic classrooms. ~eachers of 
apeciul subjects may initiate units in their field and 
request the correlation of academic studies with such a 
unit. 
2. when planning a unit, the teacher should call a 
conference of those teachers whose classes will be asked 
to contribute and, as Chairman of the conference, work 
out the various details and plans for the successful 
ptrticipation of all. 
3. ~nits should be the result of a demand for in-
formation and should be planned to meet the needs of a 
group so that each one of the entire group may partici-
pate according to his or her ability. 
4. rupils in other groups with special abilities 
should not be called in for assistance. 
15. 
5. ~he conference should plan the work so that the 
class time of participating teachers should not be un-
necessarily interrupted and conferences should be called 
whenever a change is contemplated in the development of 
the unit. 
II.GENERAL AIMS 
Education for mentally retarded pupils needs to be 
as concrete and, in so far as possible, illustrated says 
Whipple (7:15) andclosely related to the environment 
and experience of the child (7:10). In harmony with 
the point of view of BreVIer, Education for mentally re-
tarded children needs to be "Guidance." Guidance, 
says Inskeep (3:214} is even more necessary than with 
the normal pupil. witty & Lehman assert (14:735) 
that the dull are in greater need of vocational guid-
ance. Inskeep presents in graphic form (3:6-7} a 
scheme of guidance towards the goal of self-controlled , 
self-supporting citizenship. It consists of guidance 
in health, social livinG, getting and holding a job, 
thrift, and lastly in efficient use of leisure time. 
Academic Work 
The aims of this work might be briefly stated as 
follows: 
1. To supply, through the medium or projects, these 
activities, experiences, and skills that may function 
16. 
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in the present as well as in the future needs of these 
pupils to the full extent of their mental capabilities. 
Inskeep suggests (3:188) that "fundamental value of 
the social studies is to relate the child to the world 
in such a way that he will get a vision of the brother-
hood of man and the interdependence of all life.~ 
2. To prepare those pupils, who show sufficient promise, 
with the knowledge required for promotion to the junior 
high school (5:150) as suggested by Wallin. 
Shops 
Shop work is entirely projoct worK but there are 
various projects that should be brought directly into 
the academic classes, which, because of the departmental 
type of worl{, have not been correlated. Shop work, be-
cause of the fact that often successful accomplishment 
for the mentally retarded lies in this field of manual 
activities,bring the pupil into a closer touch with 
realty. Kennedy Frazer says (6:163) that since backward 
children, for the first time, have been able to hold up 
their heads in the presence of their more normal brothers 
because the;t have brought home some finished product of 
their hand work. Inskeep suggest (3:333) that hand work is c 
one of the factors in waKing up the child's mind. 
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Hence, the aims, as specified below, are very definite 
1. Health - To offer a program of education which will 
contribute to the safety and well-being of those in 
all classes of legitimate occupations. (Guidance in 
health and safety in industry is ignored by reference 
material.) 
2. Responsibility - To assist the boy to understand and 
exercise the responsibilities of employment. 
(Self-reliance and dependability, Whipple 7:229) 
3. Application - To create real situations which may be 
solved by the application of the boy's mental re-
sources to the problem, thus fixing certain princi-
ples in the intellect of the boy, for his practical 
use. (Industry 7:229) 
4. Individual adjustments - To discover special apti-
tudes and interests, and assist in their development. 
(Build desirable, reliable habit patterns, 5:178) 
5.· Esthetics - To teach an appreciation of the arts of 
industry which are within the comprehension of the 
boys' ability. (Useful, with the beauty of form, 3:342) 
6. Habit Formations - To assist in the development of 
the self-expression skills, and habits of manual work. 
(Self-expression 3:341 & 43) 
7. Guidance - To assist the boy to find his proper 
standing in his present out of school activities, so 
as to make the most of his abilities, (1:562) 
8. Economics - To assist in the development of producer 
and consumer intelligence. (Economics 5:168) 
9. 
10. vocational Guidance - To guide boys into employment, 
and arrange school work in such a way that cooperation 
will be fostered, and school work will supplement 
the work of the boy. ~To get and hold a job 3:7) 
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11. Correlation - To correlate shop work with the aca-
demic by means of concrete units of study. (5:169) 
12. Motivation and Economics - To assist in the devel-
opment of useful, self-supporting citizens in the 
co~~unity, in instruction, moral and social think-
ing, and acting. (Social adjustment 3:340, Econom-
ic 5:168) 
13. Avocational - To foster in each individual one or 
more special avocational interests. (Leisure 
time 3:7) 
There is a large field for industrial preparation 
that has barely been scratched but a start has been made. 
Wallin says (5:169) that, ideally, shop classes should 
develop specific vocational skills through definite and 
varied hand and craft traininG• In the following 
material (#) trn re is a brief outline of preparation that 
a boy or m~n should have to be a successful worker in a 
filling station, also a chart for a check up of his work. 
In this case, a boy was prepared and allowed to work part 
time until sixteen, at which age he was given steady em-
ployment. His one weakness on the job was the lack of 
ability to remember who were charge and who were cash 
customers. This field will be given i~portant considera-
tion when business again picks up. Ingram maintains 
(12:514) that the majority of this group become semi-
skilled and unskilled workers after leaving school. 
lfSee page 301- 305 
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Manual work 
In the manual activities the primary aim is to 
teach skills with the hands, industry and a knowledge 
of as large a number of skills as practical. Wallin 
again says (3:1G9) that it is easier and less costly 
to supply a rich curriculum of developmental or edu-
cative manmnental and industrial arts traintnc than 
to supply trainin3 in definite trades or crafts. 
under this heading is listed drawing rather than under 
art. _rawing for these pupils consists largely of 
copying and often a great deal of talent is found. 
Here, says Inskeep, {3:332) is the opportunity fcrthe 
teaching of beauty of line, color and form. 
Home .r;conomics 
Home economics, like shop work, is made up of 
projects. The aim is, as vrith the boys, to make these 
projects the manns of training for self-supporting, 
self-controlled citizenship \3:2). Ingram states (12: 
514) th~ many of these girls marry early, therefore 
the training in cooking and sewing has a direct utili-
tarian value for them. 'l'he concomitant values of 
home economics are so much the same as the values of 
manual training that they need not be mentioned here. 
~he specific aims are listed directly with the material 
submitted. 
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'.L'he next step is the presentation of material for 
the different levels of ability, such as lists of projects, 
outlines and completed projects as illustrative of the 
different methods of development as carried out by the 
different teachers. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PREPRIMARY LEVEL GROUP X 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. Outline--Winter Safety 
4. units--The Store 
Birds 
The Home 
Bibliography 
'l'his group of children are not sufficiently developed 
mentally to undertake academic work, according to Whipple 
(7:341), as their mental ages vary from 3-10 to 7, for the 
most part. She declares that pupils with M.A.'s below 6f 
or 7 should be pl~ in the preprimary group. (7:341) 
This group consists of both boys and girls,--Broady says it 
is not necessary to segregate until the ages of 13 or 14, 
(8:7),--who live within walking distance of the school, 
the accessibility of classes being an advantage according 
to Wallin. (5:146) 
Kennedy-Fraser (6:7) says that the ~reprimary class 
is the place to learn matters which the normal pupil learns 
in his everyday life before he comes to school, thus much 
of the instruction takes the form of play. Inskeep (3:17) 
says the ~y instinct is a "teaching procedure, capable -
22 
of broad and worthwhile development." 11 The child must 
attain knowledge of himself and his environment beginning 
.from his primary needs 11 says Kennedy-!<'raser ( 6:77), thus 
our projects for this age level have been selected with 
the thought in mind of beginning within the interests of 
the child's primary needs, which he enumerates under four 
headings as follows: (6:77 J (a) 11 the need to feed ourself 
,including air and cleanliness), (b) the need to defend 
ourself against various dangers and enemies, and \c) the 
need of activity, to work with one:s fellows, recreation, 
self-development, light, and repose. The types of environmen 
are the family, school, society, animal, vegetable, and 
mineral world,and the heavens.~1 
1'he .first list o.f projects, submittea <.:Omes under the 
heading of the animal world and is to be developed in 
harmony with centers o1' interests of the members 0.1 the 
group, ,6:78) but, as u.ennedy-.tt•raser suggests, in a very 
simple and elementary fashion. ,6:77) Whipp~e ,7:214) re-
commends the study of an~ ana even the Keeping of pets 
in school. (7:209.) 
·.rhe fa::nily environment is studied through such pro,jects 
as uccupation and Shelter. ~ach of the various subjects 
listed under neighborhood, while taking in a bit more of the 
environment than the home, have a definite place in the four 
23 
primary needs as outlined above, the stores help to supply 
the necessary food, the fire station to protect the home 
from danger, the policeman as whipple points out l7:342) as 
a friend whBn in doubt or danger, the post office, street 
cars, theaters, hospital as social needs for all. Whipple 
recommends the school store for training in number work 
(7:159) and the fire department as a project in citizenship 
l7:52); care of the sick (7:181) for which the hospital has 
been substituted in this outline. 1nskeep (3:105) recommends 
the Post Office as a valuable project for retarded pupils 
and transportation (3:241) but in this case one menns of 
transportation, the Street Car, is to be used with this group 
as suggested by Whipple (7:47). She also mentions theaters, 
libraries, and other social organizations as worthy of 
study (7:66). Thus, the immediate neighborhood of the 
child's primary need can be covered. uther projects con-
nected with the interest and needs may be added from time 
to time. 
We have several times mentioned the interest factor 
in connection with the pupil's needs. This is perhaps the 
most important factor to be considered for this group. 
Inskeep (3:221) says that ••the work must follow the natural 
growth of the child' a mind and his interests. 'l'hese Yd.ll 
naturally lead from the immediate environment to as much 
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of the world as the child can use with some profit and en-
joyment. 1t will range from the street on which the school 
is located and the obvious police regulations governing the 
conduct fo·r the low grade Moron to world geography and the 
functions of government that should be taught to the child 
on the border line of the normal. 11 In another place Inskeep 
says l3:12) "the interest of the child must be aroused.and 
he must feel the need of knowing something." wvallin in 
referring to the "doctrine of interest'' (5:199) says ".Pro-
ceed from the mild's nature and acquired interests. In-
terest supplies a powerful entering wedge to the child 1 s 
mind. ~o elicit a child's interest is to insure attentive, 
secure, ready, enthusiastic cooperation and maximal output 
of effort. 11 
r~hipple, too, (7:9 1 says "other things being equal, that 
material is to be preferred for the curriculum which meets 
a present need of the pupil and'appeals strongly to his in-
terests." Kennt:Jdy-.r•raser ( 6:72) has been cl.ted as believing 
that the curr~culum is organized· around centers of interest 
instead of the customary subjects.'' 
Lynn, being a seashore c~ty, a study can be stimulated 
by an excursion to the beach and although Whipple does not 
mention the seashore directly, she does mention t~e study of 
rocks and minerals \7:219) which the Lynn seashore has the 
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advantage of supplying. ~hus the child•s environment I furnishes 
:I 
an interest and incentive for nature study at the seashore. 
Inskeep says that the seasonal interest of a project 
should be considered \3:20,. J.hus the Study of Birds which 
Whipple suggests in m r Nature study material l 7:216) could 
i 
i best be taken in the spring of the year. Inskeep also recom-: 
I 
!( 
mends the study of Birds (3:229) in her chapter on social I 
I 
i studies. 'i 
'! 
'I 
The project on milk has a double approach, first it con-1 
'I 
earns the child• s primary need 11 to feed himself" referred to: 
i 
'I 
by Kennedy-Fraser (6:77) and second, it has an important i 
bearing on Health instruction and is listed as the first pro~: 
ject under this head by Inskeep (3:280). 
'l'he fact, that mentally retarded children of this age 
need to have matters which the normal pupil learns before 
he comes to school, has already been referred to ,6:7). Thus 
the study of the School Community serves to bring to the 
attention of these pupils facts they need to know. Instead 
of the project 11 'l'he School yard", which Inskeep recommends for 
pupils eight or nine years of age chronologically \3:189), 
in view of the fact that the school has very limited yard 
facilities, the project the "School Community" has been re-
commended. .a.t might perhaps be better phrased as "Know your 
School". whipple says (7:41) that "It is important for 
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society as wall as for tha happiness and walfara of tha in- :1 
ll 
dividuals concerned that the retarders of a community learn II 
:j 
·I to deport themselves in accordance with these standards" il 
il 
thus it is important for the school that its standards, rules!, 
mn procedure be understood by the school co~unity. ~he il 
\I 
recommends a study of the home \7:44} the canmunity, the ii 
:j 
board of health, health clinics (7:54) and even school nurses! 
:j 
l7:56} but fails to mention the school itself as a community.~ 
:i 
,I 
!! 
.t;he field of biography is used as a means of character 
and citizenship training. "hipple (7:32) says that "well 
II 
chosen stories that are within the range and comprehension o~l 
the pupils are effective means of introducing ideals of good !I 
II citizenship and of influencing character. History and · !I 
biography afford excellent lessons in good c:Ltizenship. 11 !I 
II 
'l'ha t these pupils need definite training in the right habits II 
of li,ring, none, who have had experience with retarded 
children, will deny. fYhipple says l7:29) "That the school 
,/ 
should maKe an especial effort to undertake such training 
I 
I 
~ (right habi-ts of living J in the case of subnormal children is i! 
il 
II 
:I 
:i 
I 
evident because,coming as they often do from poor environ-
ments, these pupils have little opportunity for receiving 
If 
'I I, instruction in character building other than what the school 
11 
gives them, and lacking normal intelligence, they'are less 
likely to discover for themselves through experience and 
ooservation the laws that governmnduct and make for sue-
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cessful and satisfactory living." '.L'hus we conclude that 
our curriculum should use biography and stories freely in 
the effort to build up ideas of right conduct. 
The flags of many lands might begin with a project 
on "Our Flag". Inskeep"says (3:190) "work with the u. s. 
flag should begin here and extend throughout all of the 
school years. The right kind of teaching at this time 
will make every child feel towards the flag as one feels 
to a dear and powerful friend. 11 After the study of our 
flag, the flags of other nations could be used to give a 
world viewpoint. Inskeep points out (3:19~} that "the 
present day child should have a world view that wiil make 
him a loyal citizen of the united States and also give him ~ 
II 
an understanding, brotherly attitude toward all men." !I 
'I 
Inskeep in referring to the value of music appreciation ij 
'I ! 
says (3:31) ''Althoush health and social adjustment are 
among the reasons why music should be taught to mentally r 
It 
I 
retarded children, the teaching of music appreciation is the i 
i 
one that overshadows the others." From this it is but a step; 
II 
I, 
ii to the study of the children of those lands from whence the 
rl 
music comes, then games, songs, dances and stories. Inskeep :i !I 
'I 
xuggests (3:321) that a part of the music period be de- !I 
.II 
II voted to telling something about the theme and conposer of 
one of the selections, which is a beginning a successful 
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teacher may use. 
'l'he subject of safety comes under the catagory that 
Kennedy-Fraser calls the "need to defend oneself against 
various dangers" (6:77). Whipple outlines (7:332) a 
safety project on general safety measures. ~nskeep says 
(3:272) that "mentally retarded children meet more accidents 
than normal children." ·.l'hUs the value of such projects as 
winter safety, street and playground safety, She says that 
"safety first'', is fundamentally a rna tter of judgment, poise 
and muscular cooordination. ihese are qualities notably 
lacking in retarded children (3:272). Whipple recommends 
(7:178) specific safety training and also includes safety 
as a part of each project. 
Travel is a transportation project such as Inskeep 
suggests (3:240-45) simplified for the preprimary group 
and consisting of stories of boats, trains and airplanes. 
"Children delight in hearing and telling stories 11 says 
Whipple (7:102) "a fact which the teacher should utilize 
for teaching many lessons in laneuage. 11 In place of 
boats, trains and airplanes, she has the general subject 
'
1How passengers and goods are transported" ( 7:46) using 
various methods of land travel, as well as trains, travel 
by water and travel by air. 
Child health is recommended as a project by most 
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authorities. Inskeep (3:6) lists it as a major objective 
and devotes chapter X to its consideratinns. (3:263-92) 
Wallin (5:216) emphasizes the need of such training. nhipple 
devotes chapter X (3:165-193) to the subject of health and 
physical education. The reason, that the month of May was 
specified in this chapter, lays in the fact that the Lynn 
Public Health Dept. usually has a definite health day or 
program in this month. General health is strongly stressed 
at all times but a special project is usually undertaken in 
May. 
The School Band is a rhythmic band made mostly in 
the school shops and used with a victrola. It consists 
of various drums, sticks, bells and triagles. nhipple re-
commends such a band (7:195) inasmuch as "children can·best 
develop a well-defined sense of rhythm by performing some 
bodily activity in tune to music.·· Kennedy-¥raser adds 
(6:81) "One particular type of rhythmic training, which is 
having successful results, is the simple percussion band, 
including drums, cymbals, triangles and tambourines. 1he 
teacher ph ys the piano and the children accompany her on 
the percussion instruments with one of themselves acting 
conductor." 
The making of a museum in nature study specimens is 
reconnnended by Whipple (7:210). "The children should be 
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encouraged to build an aquarium or a terrarum and to make 
individual or group collection of specimens, leaves, 
rocks, insects or whatever their interests dictate." 
flowers, 
:i 
!I Inskeep 
recommends the same procedure (3:259-61) • 
.t'lanning parties or assemblies which ~•hipple says 
(7:42). 11 May be and should be undertaken when teaching facts 
about commonplace activities.u Dramatizing the.Three 
Little Bears, etc. become projects that will motivate all 
the work of the classroom for a few weeks" says Inskeep 
(3:108). Kennedy-.r·raser speaks of dramatizations as a 
valuable form of traininB in that it connects words and 
actions and tends to stamp the meaning (6:86). 
A study of the nature will not be complete without 
a study of the seasons especially to pupils of the men-
tality of this group. Whipple suggests in connection with 
the study of Animal Life, the subtopic 11 'fhe Effects of the 
seasons on Animal Life". (7:217) In view of the effect of 
the seasons on vegetable life (7:218) as well, in fact on 
all life, it has a place in nature study for mentally re-
tarded children. 
A window garden project has been suggested by Inskeep 
(3:223) for mentally retarded pupils as valuable not only 
for what it teaches in the planting and care of plants but 
also for developing observation, cultivating a love for the 
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beautiful and emphasizing the sense of duty in the regular 
care that plants require. 11 Whipple also says that "every 
special class should atte~pt some gardening." {7:225) 
She speaks of the value of out of door gardens but in Lynn 
that would not be feasible. She outlines a project "The 
School Garden" {7:330) as carried out on a sand table in 
a school in Wisconsin. This miniature gardening is possi-
ble in any schoolroom where there is plenty of sunshine. 
Kennedy-Fraser says {6:216) that "no opportunity should be 
missed of attaching a school garden to any group of back-
ward classes." 
'fhis does not complete the list of what may be used 
as projects fort his :?;roup but is merely a suggestive 
beginning. .~y project within the interest and understand-
ing of the child may be used if it "leads up to or has some 
bearing on the goal of self-controlled, self-supporting 
citizenship and involves hand, head and heart activities." 
{3:19) and understood thus will be an incentive to the 
pupil to learn. 
Suggestive units 
1. Allimals 
rets 
Farm Animals 
'l'he Zoo 
The Circus 
Noah's Ark 
~reprimary Group 
The Jungle·- Little Black Sambo 
2. 'fhe Seashore 
3. The Neighborhood 
stores 
The Fire Station 
The ~olice Station 
rl'he Post Office 
'l'he Street Cars 
·rhe •rhea tre 
'l'he Hospital 
4. Occupation 
(My father is a carpenter) 
5. eirds 
6. Shelter - Homes 
7. Milk 
8. ·1·he School Co:rru:nmi ty 
Safety 
Traffic Rules 
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~he School Janitor 
The School Nurse 
9. tiiography 
Hiawatha 
Grace Darling 
All Holiday Heroes - Columbus, Washington, 
Lincoln, ·.1.·he Pilgrims 
Bible Stories 
David, HUth 
animal Autobiography 
.Uluck Beauty 
Beautiful Joe - A Dog 
Balto - A Dog 
10. !<'lags of Many Lands 
11. Child Ll fe in Many Lands 'l'hrough Music Appreciation 
t>ongs 
Dances 
Games 
Stories 
12. Safety 
Winter 
Street 
.Pla yground 
13. '..L'ravel 
Stories of Boats 
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Stories of frains 
Stories of Airplanes 
14. Child Health \Month of May) 
15. School Band 
16. Making a Musewn for Nature study Specimens 
17. ~lunning rarties and Assemblies for Special Days or 
Occasions 
18. The Seasons 
19. uardening 
Project: Winter Safety 
How Are We Protected by lolicemen and Firemen 
During the Winter Season 
Aims: 
1. To learn something about the work of firemen and 
policemen 
2. To learn how we can help them 
3. To develop respect for authority and for property of 
others. 
4. ·.ro become conscious of the dangers of the winter season 
and how we may make for safety: coasting, skating, on 
street, at home. 
Academic Suggestions 
1. Learning to read certain signs 
2. nriting and printing signs 
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3. Making up safety rules and slogans 
4. Telling stories 
5. Listenine to stories 
6. Listening to safety officer 
7. Learnlng words of form and size 
8. ouying and selling tickets for safety show 
9. Use of visual aids 
10. Dramatizing a safety situation: cooperation, obedience, 
respect for rights of others, and self-control as 
shown in coasting on hills, skating on ponds, crossing 
icy streets, etc. 
Handwork 
1. Making moving picture show 
2. ~ewing and designing curtains 
3. vrawing pictures 
4. Collecting, cutting, pasting, pictures 
5. ~ainting signs las used by police and fire dept. for 
winter safety and protection) 
Physical Activity 
1. Hammering, sawing, painting 
2. ~laying safety games 
3. vramatization 
4. Operation of movie 
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Project: Making a Valentine Store 
Organization 
1. Discussing kinds of stores 
2. ~lanning how to make store 
3. ~lanning what to put in store 
4. ~ractice in buying and selling 
5. Counting 
6. Learning numbers through price tags 
7. rleading signs 
8. Reading rhymes and verses 
9. rtriting and printing for valentines 
lO.rroviding social situation for training in manners, help-
fulness, cooperation 
Handwork 
1. Making the store - careful use of tools 
2. Making supplies for store 
3. Making signs and price tags 
4. IJecorating room 
5. Illustrating reading charts 
6. Modeling 
~hysical Activity 
1. Ha~~ering, sawing, painting 
2. Neatness in arrangement; cleanliness of workers 
3. rlaying store 
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Unit 
As a result of studying the immediate neighborhood where 
we live, how we go home, what makes up our neighborhood--
£his Problem: How stores are made 
a. What stores do we know 
b. How do stores help us 
c. What kind of a store can we make 
Specific Aims: 
Children' s Aims 
Teacher 1 s Aim 
1. To make a Valentine shop 
2. ~o provide valentines, favors, etc. 
1. io give meaning and purpose to 
February meaning 
2. To give number drill with meaning 
3. 'l'O provide - through playing store -
a social situation wherein child 
might develo~ proper habits of co-
operation, respect for others, fair-
ness, courtesy, and helpfulness. 
Learning Activities 
1. Social Activities 
a. viscussing: 
How we shall make our store 
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What shall we have in our store 
Names of those who buy and :Jell 
How our store can help others 
uur behavior in store 
b. Planning: 
With the ~eaf Class for sale 
c. Lis tine: 
Other stores and what they sell 
SUpplies for our store 
nhat Deaf Class needs for party 
d. Telling store stories 
e. Telling kinds of valentines seen in stores 
f. Composing rhymes and verses 
g. Making up store problems 
h. Making up stories for charts 
i. ~earning poems and songs about stores, valentines, 
politeness 
j. Looking at books and pictures 
k. Listening to music and singing 
2. Constructive and Creative Activities 
a. Collecting boxes and wood 
b. Making store 
Painting store 
Making awning 
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Making counter, shelves, cash drawers 
Makin~ shelf paper 
c. Making things for store 
Valentines 
Collecting flower pictures 
Making parer lace; drawing, coloring 
~aper cutting, painting, design 
Valentine boxes 
Place Cards 
Paper Caps 
Decorated paper plates 
Modeling Clay heart candy 
Frint;ed napkins 
Invitations 
Envelopes 
Valentine puzzles 
d. Decoratine store 
e. Making signs, price tags, and sales 
Cutting up calendar numbers 
.t'rinting 
Making red letters for signs 
r. uecorating room 
Heart color chart {for border) 
Heart flower decoration 
g. Drawing - Illustrations for reading chart 
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3. Dramatic Activities 
a. Cleaning and arranging store 
b. Arranging and counting money 
c. BUying and selling and being cashier 
d. Dramatize work of carpenter, painter, in maKing stor~, 
i 
4. ~hysical Activities 
a. Hammering, sawine, painting, modeling 
b. 'l'aking turns playing store 
MATERIALS 
1. In School 
Crayons 
Scissors 
Paints 
Brushes 
Paper - drawing, news, oak tag, colored 
construction, onion skin 
~aste 
Tools - Hammers, saws, screw driver, chisel 
,Nails tacks 
Yardsticks, string 
ioy money for practice 
Needles - thread 
unbleached cotton 
runch 
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Clips 
Weaving materials 
2. outside School 
Orange boxes, packing boxes, cardboard boxes 
Oil cloth 
!uagazines 
nib bon 
.Lace Paper mats 
Sample envelopes and valentines . 
w~all paper 
Cellophane· 
t-aper plates 
ned and pink clotn 
READING 
1. Charts based on activities 
Exrunple: George and Alfred brought boxes for 
our store 
Charles made the counter 
Robert made the shingles 
~ney are like hearts 
Jimmy painted our store red 
We have a I·ed and white awnine; 
2. stories about visitors&na customers 
~he Health Class oought valentines 
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3. ACtion Words 
4. Rhymes 
5. Signs 
il 
:I 
,j 
ihey were polite l 
,[ 
'I 
Miss neardon went to o~r store 1 
il David was storekeeper ~ 
He sold a pretty Va.Lentine to Miss Reardon ~~ 
You may be storekeeper 
cashier 
customer 
Valentine rhymes and verses 
(Children asked for these signs) 
WET PAINT 
KEEP IN LINE 
OUT 'J:O LUNCH 
6. Word drills and phonics 
A word that rhymes with true 
blue 
you 
Complete rhymes 
7. Informational reading - silent reading seat work 
Get a big piece of paper 
Make a big red heart 
Make a little red heart 
Get some blue flowers 
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Get some paste 
Make some valentines 
Color 4 hearts red 
Color 6 hearts blue 
Color 3 arrows yellow 
Colors 
Our store is painted 
------
The window is 
-------
'rhe shelves are 
Yes and No 
we have milk in our store 
We have valentines in our store 
Riddles 
I work in the store 
I keep the store clean 
I am polite 
I see valentines 
I a'll the 
I want a valentine 
I go to the store to buy 
I ask for tho prices 
I run a 
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Low Group 
I count money 
I make change 
I am careful 
I am the 
ARITHMETIC 
Learning numbers through price tags and signs 
Counting 
High Group 
Measuring (simple board and string measurements) 
Simple addition and subtraction 
Making up and solving problems 
E.x. 2¢' from 5~-----
1¢' from 10¢' ___ _ 
How many cents in a dime? ________ _ 
Miss Davis bought a valentine for 5¢' 
She gave the storekeeper 10¢' 
How much change did she get? 
Miss Fogg had 8~ to spend for a valentine 
How many 2~ valentines could she buy? 
There are 18 Children in the deaf class and 
2 teachers. 
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How many napkins shall we make? 
Honesty in stores 
o:;el f -co n trol 
Helping others 
CHARACTER TRAINING 
Respect for property of others 
Courtesy 
Waiting turns 
Manners 
Counting 
Color drills 
Sorting valentines, toy money 
Weaving red and white mats 
Stringing hearts 
Following d1 rections 
&r.ranging valentines 
.Modeling clay 
{£racing 
Memory - rhymes 
HEALTH AND SAFE~Y 
Storekeeper must be neat and clean 
Handling money - keeping money out of mouth 
Street safety in running errands 
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NA'fURE S'rDDY 
Frost and snow crystal designs for paper lace 
Flower, star, and bird designs 
WRITING 
Low Group 
Printing and copying of numbers, prices, single words, own 
names 
!!!._@ Group 
Writing, spel-ling, language 
Making up and writing of jingles and rhy:nes for valentines 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BOOK 
Child's Own Way First 
Reader 
Elson First Reader 
Progressive Road to 
Reading 
Child's Own Way Primer 
Story land 
Good Reading 
Elson Reader Bk.l 
Bobby and detty With the 
Worl<:ers 
New Stories 
Busy Carpenters 
AUTHOR 
Hardy 
Elson-Gray 
Firman 
Hardy 
Bryce,Hardy, 
Turpin 
Manly, Pickert, 
Lanbire 
Elson Gray 
Dopp 
Hardy 
Tippet 
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PUBLISHER 
Wheeler-
Scott Forsman 
Silver Burdett 
Wheeler 
Newson 
Scribners 
Scott Forsman 
Rand McNally 
Wheeler 
World Book 
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BOOK 
-
Under the Story Tree 
City Stories 
The Riddle Book 
POEMS 
Fairies & Chimneys 
Market Square 
AU'l1HOR 
LaRue 
Mathews 
Coffin 
Dootson 
AUTHOR 
Fyleman 
Milne 
MUSIC 
and 
Politeness Juvenile Music 
II II 
Things to Love 
What We Like To Do In trod.l c tory 
If 
II II 
Valentines 
II tl 
My Valentines 
Valentine Song 
progressive II 
II II 
St. Valentine's DaY 
Valentines 
. II 
Elementary 
II 
II 
Pass It On 
Five and Ten Cent store 
One I Love 
Sing a song of sixpence 
The Street Cars 
Songs About ShipS 
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PUBLISHER 
MacMillan 
Macmillan 
Rand 
PUBLISHER 
·r 
II I, 
II I 
Doubleday-Doran II 
Doubleday-Doran il 
!I 
Ginn 
II 
II 
II 
" 
Silver Burdett 
II II 
Ginn 
If 
Lynn Music Dept. 
,, If 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" " If 
Ginn 
!I 
!I 
1\ 
!I 
jll 
I 
il 
il 
!I 
H II 
:I 
'I 
i,i 
Victor Records 
Hearts and Flowers 
The Toy Maker's Shop 
outline of Unit on Birds 
Aims: 
1. To learn to recognize the birds in the neighborhood 
2. '1'0 learn how birds help us 
3. 'l'o learn how we can protect the birds 
4. 'llO appreciate bird-life so that kindness 
may replace cruelty and destruction 
Academic suggestions: 
1. Bird observation 
2. Picture Study 
3. Making bird books 
4. Making up stories for reading charts 
5. Reading and spelling action words 
6. Blackboard writing (with drawing) 
7. Writing rhymes 
s. Measurement for bird house construction 
9. Learning words of size and form 
10. Counting 
11. Color drills and guessing games 
and protection 
:r 
I 
: ~ 
:; 
12. Learning songs and poems about birds and their 
:j 
activities, 
13. Listening to stories :! 
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14. Listening to victrola records 
15. ~lanning handwork 
16. Dramatizing kindness plays 
Handwork 
1. Construction of bird houses, f~g stations, bird 
baths, plant sticks of bird cut-outs 
2. hlaking bird books - cutting, collecting and pasting 
pictures; use of printing set; drawing, coloring, 
painting 
3. .Making blackboard drawings and borders 
4. Illustrating reading charts 
5. Modelling 
Physical Activity 
1. EXcursions to see and listen to birds 
2. Hammering, sawing, glueing, painting 
3. v1orking in the school yard--supplying nesting material, 
feeding stations, etc. 
4. ~utting up birdhouses 
5. Games and dances 
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Project: The ~ 
~roblem: How the Home is Made 
Care of the Home 
Organization 
Academic 
1. Discussing kinds of houses 
2. Planning how to make home 
3. flanning what to put in homo 
4. DiscussinG work of carpenter, painter, etc. 
5. Discussing work of housekeeper, mother, father, etc. 
6. Making up stories for reading charts 
7. Making reading books 
8. Learnin~ to road names of rooms and furniture 
9. "riting and printing 
10. ~elling time (meal time, bed time) 
11. Measurement (simple) 
12. Comparison 
13. Learning health rules as applied to home 
14. Learning rules of politeness and table manners 
15. Learning songs, poems, and stories of Home Life 
16. Looking at pictures of homes 
17. ~laying house - providing the social situations for 
training in courtesy, helpfulness, cooperation 
Handworlc 
1. Making the house - careful use of tools 
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2. Making furniture 
3. Sewing 
4. .Painting and decorating 
5. Making reading books 
6. Illustratins reading charts 
7. Modelling 
8. Working in kitchen for party 
Physical Activity 
1. Hammering, sawing, paintin!3 
2. Playing house 
3. Arrangement of house - neatness and cleanliness 
4. Setting table for party 
Unit: THE HOME 
Situation: 
The children are from the poorest .families, many shift-
less and careless, with no standard of proper living; 
disgraceful manners, and habits o.f eating, no concep-
tion of real home life. 
'l'eacher' s Aims: 
~--------- ------
1. To teach the essentials of good living, cleanliness, 
proper food and health habits. 
2. To develop proper habits of courtesy and manners 
3. ~o teach child how he might help mother and 
father in the home. 
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Children's Aims: 
1. To make a play house for the battered school room 
doll 
Learning Activities 
1. Discussing 
2. Deciding 
3. Making up 
4. Learning 
· 5. Listening 
6. ,tJlanning 
Kinds of houses 
How we shall make ours 
How many rooms 
What to put in house 
Work of painter, carpenter, etc. 
"ork of housekeeper, mother father, etc. 
How to do their duties 
Stories for chart 
stories for reading boom 
songs and poems 
Names of rooms 
~ames of furniture 
About meals 
·ro stories 
For a party 
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II. 
•ro entertain 
To celebrate Christmas for the doll 
Constructive and Creative Activities 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
Making the house 
Collection wood, boxes, wire, glass 
Sawing and measuring 
Shingling 
Wall papering 
,painting 
Making the furniture 
Chairs, tables, piano, radio, bureau, 
bookcase, shelves, bed 
Sewing 
curtains, mattress, pillows, cushions, 
quilt, table cloth, rug 
Making 
Dishes, vases, bowls, pictures, 
window boxes 
Getting ready for party 
Making doilies 
Making place cards 
Making favors 
setting table 
Making sandwiches 
Making cocoa 
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6. Decorating and arranging house 
7. Making individual reading books about home 
•· Cutting out pictures 
~rinting names of rooms and furniture 
vrawing pictures 
8. Decorating home for Christmas 
9. Illustrating reading charts 
III. Dramatic Activities 
1. Cleaning and arranging house 
2. Playing house 
3. Dramatize work of father and mother 
4. Dramatize work of carpenter, painter 
5. Dramatization of health habits in home 
6. Dramatization of habits of courtesy 
7. Pantomime of eatine properly 
IV. Physical Activities 
1. Hammering, sawing , painting, and modelling 
2. Playing house 
3. Games and dances 
Health and Safety in ~ 
Health and Safety rules 
Keeping home orderly and clean 
Care in handling food 
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What makes up a g?od meal 
How can we prevent accidents in the home 
Neatness 
In school room, lunch room 
Writing ~ Spelling 
Low Group 
Names and addresses 
Printing and copying single words and simple sentences 
for reading books 
rllackboard writing 
High Group 
Writing and spelling 
All silent reading drills 
words and stories about home 
Health and courtesy rules 
Language 
1. rr you ~re lost, can you tell where you live? 
My name is ____________________ _ 
I live at 
2. Language Games ror good usage 
a. Please bring me some ice cream, David. I haven't 
any ice cream 
b. Guessing ga.rm s 
3. Making up stories for charts 
4. Telling original stories 
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Character Training 
cooperation 
Playing house, together, taking turns, helping others. 
Helping at home 
Self-control 
Care with tools 
Table .Manners 
At home 
In lunch room 
Courtesy 
Sense Trainin8 
Memorizing rhymes 
Modelling clay 
'l'racing 
Counting 
Color Drills 
Following directions 
Balance 
Carrying water and food without spilling it 
Sorting and arranging in the house 
Touch 
Recognizing familiar objects by touch 
Speech training 
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Reading 
1. Charts based on children activities 
l!:x. llillis and Robert brought boxes for a house 
We want a house for our cb 11 
we have a radio in our house 
Pony made a little red table 
2. Labelline objects in room 
~x. House, table, clock, window 
3. Individual reading books 
.Pictures with names of room and short original 
sentences 
~x. This is the living room 
~e read in the living room 
4. Action words or sentences 
~x. Sit on the chair 
Wash your hands 
Go to sleep 
Eat slowly 
5. Signs 
Ex. Mail box 
Keep off the grass 
wet paint 
5. ~vord drills and phonics 
~x. I am thinking of something in the kitchen that 
begins with the sound st 
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Matching VIOrds 
7. Informational and silent reading 
A. Phyllis may be housekeeper today 
George may be father 
Doris may be mother 
B. Draw a house 
Color it red 
Make a November garden 
Draw two trees 
c. Colors 
Ex. Our house is painted 
'l'he cb or is 
------------------
'rhe curtains are 
D. Yes ancl No 
Ex. We sit on the table 
ne sleep in a bed 
E. Missing Word 
Ex. We eab in the 
We wash in the 
Mother cooks in the 
F. Courtesy 
Ex. What do you say when 
-----
~ You want a piece of bread? ·~,i 
Someone gives you an apple? 
You go to bed? 
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G. Health 
Ex. Be clean at the 
~·, Drink and chew ______ _ 
Clean your finser 
------
H. Riddles 
Ex. I work in the house 
I s·::eep and wash o.nd iron 
I take care of uaby 
Who am I? 
I hang in the bathroom 
I am red and.white 
I keep your teeth clean 
Who am I? 
Arithmetic 
Low Group 
counting 
Learning numbers 
Ex. The nu.'Tlber of your house 
The number of your room, etc. 
'l'elling time (simple) 
Ex. What time do you get up? 
What time do you go to school? 
~-l What time do you have supper? 
What time do you go to bed? 
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High Group 
Telling time 
Measuring (simple board and string) 
Comparison (Simple) 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BOOK 
Fairies and Chimneys 
When We Were Very Young 
Busy Carpenters 
Under the Story Tree 
City Stories 
The Riddle Book 
courtesy Book 
Everyday Manners 
out and Playing 
The Little Family 
The Gay Kitchen 
Tommy Tinker's Book 
Dinty the Porcupine 
Peter & ~olly in Autumn 
Goops and How to Be Them 
Three Little ~igs 
Better Health for Little 
Americans 
AUTHOR 
Fyleman 
Milne 
Tippett 
LaRue 
Coffin 
Dootson 
Dunlea 
Macmillan 
Gage 
Len ski 
Sherman 
Blaisdell 
.Baker & Baker 
Lucia 
Burgess 
Neill 
Lawson 
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PUBLISHER 
Doubleday-Doran 
Dutton 
World Book 
Macmillan 
Macmillan 
Rand 
Beckley-Cardy 
Macmillan 
Mentzer 
Doubleday-Doran 
Little-.l::)rown 
Little-BrO\'ffi 
Hobbs Merril 
A.m. Bk. Co. 
stokes 
Artemus Co. 
Beckley-Cardy 
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BOOK AUTHOR PUBLISHER 
Clematis Cobb Arlo 
Everyday Manners Macmillan Macmillan 
Blaisdell Little-Brown 
Primer Field and Martin Ginn 
Child's Own Way Primer Hardy \Vheeler Pub. 
Progressive Road to Reading 
Winston Primer 
Elson ~re Pri~er 
Child's Own Way Primer 
TITLE 
Breadma.king 
Doorbells 
Politely 
Animal Crackers 
'l'he 'l'able and the Chair 
'!'he Happy Thu.nlc You Day 
'l'hree Polite Children 
Malty Firman Silver Burdett 
Kleiser, Ettinger 
Shimer John Winston 
Elson-Gray Scott-Forsman 
Hardy vVheeler 
POEMS 
AUTHOR .I:'UBLISHER 
King Whitman 
Field II 
Milne II 
Morley II 
E. Lear II 
Anon II 
Anon II 
The \Vhole Duty of Children Stevenson Artemus 
Little Keys Anon 
SONGS 
Music Appreciat 
Series 
:::.::::;;:::;:_:;_~-=====::: 
I 
Mother's Cookies 
Mother Love 
Tick Tock 
Keeping Time 
· In the Kitchen 
Eatings 
li Little Lady 
Lullaby 
Mulberry Bush 
.t'Oliteness 
!i! 
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SONGS 
Introductory Music Series Ginn 
II II II II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
New Educational Music " 
" 
II II II 
rrogressive Music Series Silver .burde 
" 
II II II II 
,, II II II II 
" 
II II II 
" 
Juvenile Music Ginn 
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CHAPTER III 
THE LOW PRIMARY GHOUP (GIRLS AB) 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. outline of unit - Health 
4. Units with Bibliography 
Pets 
Health 
Introduction 
'l'his group has been subdivided into two divisions, 
A and B, and is made up of girls of a chronological age 
from 12 to 16. ·.l.'he A group have achieved a first or low 
! 
second grade level in the academic subjects, while the B !1 
II group are somewhat more advanced to a aero nd grade or a li 
doubtful third grade level in some of their subjects. /1 
ll 
.lilOSt of these girls are beginning to read but, as jj 
Inskeep states (3:25), no texts have been written for 11 
li 
dull and retarded children. She suggests (3:45) that :1 
ii 
i! 
the preprimary method of teaching reading may be oontinued ij 
1: ,, 
to advantage by the use of flash cards, black boards, ~ 
ti 
:I 
games, etc. 'l'herefore, the projects that have been list- ii 
:· 
" ed are those that can be worked out in a simple and concrete :J 
,, 
way. lnskeep states (3:84) that a teacher without experience! 
with retarded children will be surprised to find out how 
lacking these children are in seneral information and she 
suggests that much of our language instruction should 
supply this simple information, or as has been mentioned 
previously, the work should center about the objects in 
the irmnediate environment of the child in which he is most 
interested (3:189). Inskeep recommends in this connection 
the school yard laid out on a sand table. a similar pro-
ject recommended in this list is the school community-
traffic rules and conduct. Inskeep suggests (3:191) that 
the rules of the school can be compared to traffic rules 
and inasmuch as in our organization there is much passing 
from room to roo.:n the practicability of this unit is self-
evldent. 
'l'he study of units dealing with community life, 
home conduct, street conduct, play and health conduct 
are steps into the environment where the child's interests 
are centered and yet where the retar~ed child lacks much 
of the information which Inskeep says (3:84) that normal 
children acquire readily. ·nork in all subjects must con-
cern itself with present day living, says Inskeep (3:199). 
Whipple declares (7:4) that material for the subnormal 
must have that quantum of knowledge which both normal and 
subnormal should possess and those facts, skills, habits, 
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and attitudes most needed by subnormals. She also states 
(7:7) that the nearer the presentation of facts approaches 
conditions of daily life, the more effective the learning 
will be. 
Thus the health instruction outlined for this group 
is a matter of cleanliness developed in a simple practical 
way beginning with the daily inspection which Inskeep says 
is so important (3:265). Cleanliness need not be confined 
to the hands, teeth, body, but should extend into the 
child's environment. Inskeep suggests (3:265) that the 
wise teacher will go with her children into the school 
environment and explain the need of cleanliness at the 
drinking fountain, in the wash room, with towels, etc. 
She says, moreover, that health education should oo so 
attractive that the children will ta.ke the precepts into 
the homes and practice them. One of the Health projects 
listed by Inskeep (3:280) is one on milk which is included 
in the list of this group. 
· It is only a step from the study of milk to a unit 
on the farm. Both Whipple (7:228) and Inskeep (3:363-4) 
recommend the value of farming. Inskeep goes so far as to 
suggest a window box farm l3:364) if no other farming pro-
ject could be carried out. She uses the farm project 
developed on a sand table t0:69) as one of the methods 
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of developing reading for a group of about this stage of 
accomplishment. ~his indoor farm is not to be compared 
to a real farm or garden project that was carried out suc-
cessfully in Oakland, California l3:3o5). Kennedy !'·raser 
says l6:216) that no effort should be spared to have a 
school garden for· backward children. lf a farm project 
is carried on some reference must be made to the weather 
or the season of the yeur. uhipple refers ,7:218) to the 
effect of the season on the trees but does not mention it 
in onnection with the farm, but the influence of the 
seasons on farm life is as great as in any occupation. 
a Store project for this group would be much dif-
ferent from the one outlined for the previous group. 
Inskeep recommends (3:167) the store project as valuable 
for the use of simple arithmetic, language, spelling, and 
social studies. iVhipple (7:159) lists the store as a 
teaching device of value. 
Inskeep has listed l3:235) a shelter project that 
is adaptable to this group. Shelter and the home are 
so closely connected that there is a splendid opportunity 
to utilize the child's interest in his primary environment. 
Inskeep {3:327) suggests tha value of a furnishing project 
in connection with the rooms of a house or even a doll 
house. .&.his group could doubtless make the approach 
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better from the doll house angle. 
.. 11 children are interested in pets, as we know, 
therefore, we are not surprise~ that Inskeep mentions a pet 
sho\"T, and an animal or menagerie project. Our entire 
il 
'I 
II 
II 
i 
I 
li$ seems to be in harmony with the best procedure because it 
II 
is an at tempt to attach itself to what Inskeep calls ( 3:199) :1 
present day living. 
As yet, biography has not been mentioned in this 
chapter but it has been mentioned as a means of teaChing 
character. (7:32) The training of self-controlled, self-
supporting citizens (3:2) is character training at its 
!/ 
II 
!j 
il 
'I h II 
:j 
:, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
best and biography read to this group by the teacher cannot 1 
It 
but help show these traits that developed these personal-
ities. The names submitted for this group have been 
chosen because of their appeal to the interest of the 
girls. 
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Biography: 
PROJECTS 
LOW PRIMARY GROUP 
Florence Nightingale 
Clara Barton 
Carrie Nation 
Jennie Lind 
Julia Ward Howe 
Community Lifea 
Home conduct 
Street conduct 
Play 
Health 
Farm 
Health - cleanliness 
Milk 
Pets 
School Co~~unity 
(GROUP AB) 
Traffic rules and conduct 
Seasons: 
Spring - ~lantin8 
~ummer - Vacation activities 
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Shelter - Homes 
Store Unit 
Organization for unit on Health 
ACADEMIC 
a. Daily inspection 
1. 'l'eeth 4. Hair 
2. Hands and nails 5. Clothing 
3. Face, neck, ears 
b. Learning of poems on health 
c. 'l'ooth brush and hand washing drill 
d. ~alk on care of teeth 
e. Trip to a dairy in study of milk 
f. Reading health stories to class 
g. 'l'eaching of good foods 
h. Use of the handkercnief 
1. Value of sleep 
j. Dramatization of stories 
k. Class discussions 
1. Irevention of colds 
m. using food advertisements in arithmetic problems 
HANDWORK AND DRAWING 
a. Posters on 
1. Clean hands 
2. Vegetables 
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3. Sleep 
4. Exercise 
5. Bathing 
b. Coloring of health pictures 
c. Construction of a good health house out of cracKers, 
spaghetti, rice, milk bottles, etc. 
d. Drawing original pictures 
COOKING 
a. Planning balanced breakfast, lunch, dinner for children 
of their own age 
b. Cooldng simple breakfast dishes and wholesome deserts 
c. Stressing need for cleanliness in preparing foods. 
SEWING 
a. Hemstitching handkerchiefs 
b. Mending clothing 
c. Making winter and summer dresses 
d. How to launder clothing 
e. Ironing 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
a. Weighing and measuring 
b. Watchin8 progress in weight 
c. ¥osture drills 
d. Games for exercise 
e. Devices to be used in dramatization of health stories 
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f. ~hysical examination 
g. Visits to a dental office 
h. ~laying out of doors when the weather is war.m 
i. Showers 
j. Instructions on the proper way to keep one•s hair and 
nails. 
Unit on Pets 
Aims: 
To teach kindness to all dumb animals 
To teach children to love animals for their dependa-
bility 
Become familiar with all tame animals 
ARI 'rHME'fi C 
1. Using out out animals on number charts instead 
of numbers 
2. Finding cost of food for: 
Cat 
Dog 
White Rats 
Guinea Pigs 
Horses 
3. tlUying and selling animals 
4. Playing store and buyine and selling animal 
foods and toys 
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5. cost of boarding dogs 
SPELLING 
Learn how to spell and use in sentences: 
dog house chicken 
cat feed duck 
mouse kindness animals 
kitten 
puppy 
hay 
corn mash hens and other simple words 
LANGUAGE 
1. rrint or write four and five word sentences on 
ooard for class to copy in notebooks 
2. •rell stories of own pets to class 
3. Match words to pet pictures 
4. ~icture study 
5. Observine and studying our white rats and euinea pig 
HANDWORK AND SHOPS 
1. Drawing, tracing and cutting out animals from 
patterns 
2. using jig saw to cut out animal toys from odds 
and ends of wood 
3. .t<'ree hand drawing of manners of animals 
4. studying habits from live models 
5. Makin~ and keeping notebooks. cutting out pictures 
of pets and writing s'~ort stories about each. 
6 • Make comic animals from pipe cleaners 
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7. Make animals from vegetables 
8. MaKe animals from peanuts and candy 
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR PETS 
BOOK 
pets - Their History 
and Care 
AUTHOR 
Crandall 
PUBLISHER 
Holt and Co. 
My Pets Saunders 
s 
Griffith & Rowlana. 1 •.. 1 
_t~ress 
i 
New Silent Readers 
~ets and Playmates Lewis and Gehres 
Pets for ~oys and Girls Mac self 
Cat Stories 
Magazine 
Parents Magazine 
Nature Magazine 
Popular Mechanics 
House and Garden 
Atlantic 
Book 
New Silent Readers 
Mrs. Jackson 
Publisher 
4600 Diversey AVe., Chicago, Ill. 
1214 16th St. N.W., Washington, D. C. 
200 ~. Ontario, Chicago, Ill. 
1714 Locust St., Demoines, Iowa 
10 Ferry St., Concord, N.H. 
Author Publisher 
Lewis & Gehres Winston 
Pets for Boys and Girls Macself Dutton 
Cat Stories Jackson Little-brown 
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HEALTH 
Mental Ages - 7-10 Chronologocal ages 11 - 16 
Group aB 
HABIT FORMIN; ACTIVITIES 
General Aims 
1. Formation of essential and desirable cleanliness habits 
2. Appreciation of the aesthetic and health values of 
cleanliness 
3. Knowledge of essential cleanliness habits and reasons 
for them. 
4. To establish in them the habits and principles of living 
which throughout the school life and in later years will 
assure that abundant vigor and vitality which provide the 
basis for the greatest possible happiness and service in 
personal, family, and community life. 
Cleanliness of Hands 
1. Wash hands thoroughly using warm wate~ and soap before 
eating, after going to the toilet and after other oc-
cupations which definitely leave the hands soiled. 
2. Manicure the nails carefully. '11rim and clean nails and 
push back the cuticle. 
3. Dry the hands thoroughly after washing them to prevent 
chapping. 
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! Method 
1. A few trained girls demonstrate and help other girls 
2. Check habits daily 
Cleanliness of Body 
Habits 
1. Wash face in the morning, before going to bedmrl at 
other appropriate times. 
2. Wash neck and ears carefully every day. 
3. J.'ake an all-over cleansing bath twice a week. 
4. Cut and clean the toe nails regularly and carefully. 
5. Change underwear at least once a week 
Methods 
1. Checking habits daily and weekly. 
2. Give opportunity for washing if necessary. 
3. Stimulate children to come clean from home 
.l:{esult 
Some girls saved their money to buy underwear 
Cleanliness of Hair and Scalp 
Habits 
1. Brush hair thoroughly each day using brush rather than 
a comb. 
2. Wash hair often enough to keep it clean. 
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shampooed.~ Wash brush and comb at least each time hair is 3. 
4. Use own comb and brush. 
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Method 
1. Demonstrate how to brush hair. 
2. Help some to arrange it more becomingly 
3. Demonstrate shampooing and have them shampoo classmates' 
hair. 
4. Show the difference in the glossy appearance of the 
hair when it is clean and well brushed. 
5. Notice improvement. 
Cleanliness of Teeth and Mouth 
Habits 
1. Brush teeth at least twice a day in a correct way 
2. Use O\vn tooth brush 
3. Take proper care o~ toothbrush. 
Method 
1. Mirror so that children may inspect their own teeth 
and see whether they are clean, white, and attractive 
to look at. 
2. Showing how to brush the teeth. 
3. Explain reason for using own individual brush and for 
keeping it clean. 
Cleanliness of Environment 
1. Eat at regular times, in clean, neat surroundings and 
in an accepted way. 
2. Help to keep the school desk and surrounding ~loor clean 
and in order, no ink or pencil marks, no papers on ~loor 
3. Keep school belongings clean and neatly arranged. 
4. Leave the wash bowl neat and clean for the next person. 
5. Put used towels in the waste paper basket and leave the 
floor clean and neat. 
6. Clean s~ before entering school or home. 
7. Make proper and sanitary use of the toilet, flush after 1 
using, do not mark on or mar wall. 
Methods 
1. Check up on desks and surrounding floor before going 
home at night. 
2. Discuss with the children the best method of leaving 
the wash bowl clean for the next person. 
3. Keep honor roll for best citizens in the class. 
Rules of the Game 
1. A full bath more than once a week. 
2. Brushing the teeth at least once every day. 
3. Sleeping long hours with open windows. 
4. Drinking as much milk as possible, no coffee or tea. 
5. Eating some vegetables or fruit every day. 
6. Drinking at least four glasses of water every day. 
7. ~laying part of every day out of doors. 
8. A bowel movement every morning. 
Checking up as often as possible on the above 
habits. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE HIGH PHIMARY GROUP (GIRLS C) 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. An Outline - Home Life in Holland 
4. units with Bibliography 
Valuable Use of Leisure Time 
Foods We Eat 
Physical Growth 
The High Primary Group of girls are chronologically 
a little older than the last group but have progressed 
according to our accomplishment tests {Form A 106, See 
page 7) to approximately a third grade level. In this 
group has been included another list of biographies for 
the purpose of interesting them in the qualities of that 
make for a better "social living". (3:13) This list 
includes outstanding personalities whoso lives ~ave been 
rich in character building qualities. The events or stories 
connected vrith the lives of t:r.e se men and women are of 
the narrative type, in whtcn the story carries the in-
terest along, states Inskeep {3:63) and makes the content 
easy to re~member. The same would be true if the stories 
were read or told to them as it might be necessary to do, 
owing to the difficulty in getting material concerning 
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these people for a third grade reading level. 
The list of projects suggested still centers about 
the child's environment and interest. Inskeep declares 
(3:191) that all this teaching will fall on barron ground 
unless it begins where the child is interested and holds 
his interest by motivated situations. The environment 
grows larger as the child grows older. Inskeep begins 
the chapter on Social studies (3:189) with a project on i i 
I 
the School ~ard but each succe~ project widens the horizo~. 
of study first to the ~eighborhood {3:192), next to the 
state {3:194), and then the world (3:196}. It is the plan 
of this course to do this, advancing step by step as the 
child's growth and experience widens his horizon, to pro-
ceed from the known to the unkno\vn as wallin puts it 
i 
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{5:193) until his horizon extends into the urUtnown. Inskeep i! 
declares (3:14)"that the program of studies should be pro- il 
gressive, the presentation of a subject should be simple, 
direct and positive; not what to avoid but what to do; not 
learning for learnings sake but learning as a tool that 
helps to fit the lives of these children into the social 
structure of their environment as self-controlled, self-
supporting citizens." 
With these considerations in mind we will consider 
directly those projects submitted for girls of this group. 
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The cafeteria project is suggested as one of the elements 
in the schooleommunity. Inskeep maintains (3:238) that 
it is valuable as a means of teaching manners, food values, 
a balanced ration, prices, etc. ~here are many valuable 
experiences and varied activities in its development for 
retarded children. Here is an opportunity for beginning 
instruction in those standards of conduct which are ex-
pected of people in public places, for teaching thrift 
and hygiene. She suggests the possibility of ending such 
an activity with an excursion or a feast. 
The probability is that the girls of this group have 
had at least one year of training in sewing before enter-
ing this class, therefore, they should be ready for a 
study of Clothing and 'l'extiles as suggested by Whipple 
(7:173,280). Girls, as they mature, take more interest in 
. 
what they wear, but probably these girls may have had to 
take what they could get in the past. Once they have 
become interested in making things for themselves, there 
is an opportunity of connecting this project up with thrift 
habits,--clothing that can be worn several seasons says 
Inskeep \3:302) and that can be repaired and cleansed,--
and with health instructions as to what clotning is suit-
able for various seasons (3:265). 
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"Dairying 11 and "Foods We Eat" are two units that 
may be considered together. While dairying is not 
strictly a study of milk as suggested by Inskeep (3:281) 
it does include all the valuable essentials of that project 
and is closely connected with health instruction. Not 
only is cleanliness necessary in the handling of mdlk and 
butter, but back on the farm the same care is just as 
essential in their production. 1he same is true in the 
foods. Both dairying and foods tie up with the labora-
tory instruction in cooking. Food, says Inskeep (3:277) 
is the fuel for the engine of ourbody and the engine 
is useless without fUel. Here again the teaching of 
health and of thrift have a real meaning if the teacher 
develops the project in a logical way. 
;;Furnishings for a HomeoJ is recommended by Inskeep 
(3:326) as suitable for both sexes of varying ages. This 
project is rich in opportunities to interest pupils in 
the healthfUlness, comfort, and artistic arrangement of 
home fUrnishings (3:328) and also gives ample opportunity 
for the study of reading, geography., history and social 
living. Many of the articles which can be made in the 
classroom can also be used to improve their own homes after 
the project is completed. 
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"Home Appliances" is a kindred unit to the one just 
mentinned. Inskeep says (3:91-2) that retarded children 
should be taught the use of the telephone. Why not 
teach them the proper use of other modern conveniences 
of the home such as the electric iron, the vacurnn cleaner, 
electric washer or refrigerator; Whipple speaks of house-
hold mechanics for boys (7:264), but fails to mention 
household appliances, the knowledge of \Vhich are just as 
important to the girls. 
Laundries may be a corollary unit to Home Appli-
ances. Laundering is recommended for consideration by 
Whipple {7:313) and it is but a step from the consider-
ation of home laundering to commercial laundering or 
lamderies. It might be considered from the angle, sug-
gested by Inskeep (3:290), of a local industries project 
and include a visit to the plant as she suggests. Again 
this ties up with cleanliness and health. Inskeep calls 
a visit to a plant of this sort a project within a pro-
ject (3:291) 
From the study of Home Furnishings, Appliances and 
Laundries, the next project goes afield into ~orne Life 
in Holland. Such a project enlarges the horizon int9 
the realms of the unknown,--the unknown world,--Wallin 
calls it {5:193) by what he terms 11 systematic,orderly 
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progress". It is the beginning of the world view that 
Inskeep declares (3:199) every present day child should 
have. The study starts in the home, the immediate environ-
ment of the child as Wallin suggests (3:193) and leads 
into the unknown in another part of the world with closely 
related facts {5:194) making towards orderly progress. 
11 Growth" is the next step in a progressive series of 
units on Health. In view of the extent and space given 
to this subj~ct in both whipple and Inskeep, the latter 
listing health as one of five major objectives (3:6) in 
a program of men~ally retarded children, itdoes not 
seem necessary to comment on this project at length 
Inskeep says (3:275) that health education will vary 
with the chronological and mental ages of the children, 
aside from the daily inspection, weighing and posture 
work. This unit, however, deals with growth in much 
the same manner as Inskeep develops (3:27-79) the sub-
ject, the body, as a machine, its development and care. 
our next project, Leisure Time Activities, is con-
sidered so important by Inskeep that she lists on her 
chart \3:7) the efficient use of leisure time as another 
of her five major objectives. She says, moreover, (3:5) 
that the potential criminal tendencies that are often 
exhibited by retarded children might frequently be 
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eradicated if they are taught to use their leisure time 
wisely. Lynn has provid~quite generously for the 
leisure time activities of boys, but as yet not much has 
been done for the girls. ~with these two facts in mind, 
it was felt that whatever opportunities there were in 
this field should be studied and the situations motivated 
to function in the lives of these girls (3:6). 
Municipal or community organization might be better 
called a 11 Know Your City Project" such as Inskeep sug-
gests in My City rroject (3:235). Rather than know 
the city as to the character and position of its various 
buildings,the purpose here is to study the city organiz-
ations and how they help the city to function. '!'he 
study of this project might be motivated by a visit to 
some place where the organization or concern that oc-
cupies the building has a decided influence upon the 
social life of the community, such as a newspaper plant, 
which one of our classes visited a short while ago. 'fhe 
inberest in such a trip is a vital factor in this type 
of project {3:238) says Jnskeep. 
The last unit - ihe School Community -has for its 
purpose a better understanding of the social values of 
school life, and the cooperative nature of the institu-
tion. Instead of the study of the school yard that Inskeep 
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recommends \3:192 1as the beginning in the study of 
neighborhood for younger pupils, a study afthe school 
organization itself should be of value for self-controlled 
living. This might seem to be one of those projects 
that Inskeep terms l3:23) the self-evident body of' !'acts 
that all children possess but when some pupils speak of 
the school as 11 Delonglng to"the principal or the superin-
tendent 
evidBnt. 
then one realizes that the facts are not self-
~hus this unit should supply material for a more 
cooperative school community in whim more enjoyment or 
happiness can be realized. 
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PROJECtS 
HIGH PRIMAHY GrtOUP (GROU~ C) 
Biography: 
Molly .t'itcher 
Betty Dale 
Joan of Arc 
Betsey rtoss 
Eva H. .tiooth 
Hannah Dustin 
Elizabeth Lowe 
George Frederick Handel 
Cafeteria 
Clothing and ~extiles 
Dairying 
I<'oods We Eat 
Furnishings for Home 
Growth--Health Instruction 
Home Appliances - telephone - electric iron, sweeper, 
Home Life in Holland 
.loaunderies 
Leisure Time Activities 
Municipal or Community Organizations 
~chool community: a cooperative ~terprise 
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Organization ~ Project HOME LIFE IN HOLLAND 
Academic 
a. Read in regular reading books all the stories about 
Holland 
b. Findin supplementary reading books stories about Holland 
c. rtead in magazines anything of interest about the DutCh 
d. Get books from library about Child Life 1n Holland 
1. Dutch '!'Wins 
2. Our Little Dutch Cousin 
3. reeps at Many Lands 
a. Get information from geographies 
f. Study map of rtolland and learn of surrounding countl·i~s 
and water 
g. ~ind in histories the story of the rilgrims in Holland 
h. .t''ind i terns of interest in 'My vveekly .Reader" and other 
papers 
i. Maxe a spelling list of typical words used in Holland 
such as: dikes, canals, windmill, wooden shoes 
j. Study principal industries and try to think why these 
be carried on successfUlly here 
1. Dairying 
2. Bulb raising 
k. Learn or dramatize - a Leak in the Dike 
1. Oral discussions on Dutch Cleanliness, vvooden Shoes, 
Skating, Windmills, etc. 
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m. Compare Dutch and American Homes 
n. Dramatize "The Open Door" 
DRAWING 
a. Draw typical Dutch scenes 
b. Draw and color tulips and other bulbuous phnts 
c. Make window decorations of windmills, flowers, etc. 
d. Dutch flags 
e. Boys and girls 
ART 
a. study a feVI Dutch Masterpieces 
b. .tc'rame a few tiny prints to take prints 
COOKING 
a. 'l'ry a fevl typical Dutch recipes 
1. uutch apple cake 
2. sauces 
3. Candies 
SEWING 
a. Furnishings for Dutch home 
b. Make Dutch coustumes 
CONST.t\UC'fiONAL WORK 
a. Represent low lands, shore, dikes, canals, in a sand 
tray or on the floor 
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b. Make windmills, boats, bridges, houses, dog carts, 
cows, ducKs, and people 
c. Represent lawns and flovter gardens 
VALUABLE USE OF LEISURE TIME HIGH PRIMARY GIRLS 
This project is especially well suited to the 
mentally retarded child for it caters to the very thing 
he understands the least, leisure time and the best usage 
of it. 
'J.·he children who took part in this unit gained a 
new knowledge for their free hours. ·J.·hey not only learned 
to a fuller extent the vast amount of entertainment the 
public library afforded, but were shown how to properly 
use the library. 'l'hey also learned, through concrete 
examples, the many things that are enjoyable to perform 
about the home such as cooking, novel or fancy recipes, 
sewing for decorating their rooms or making clothes, 
handwork of various types, new games such as 11 checkers 11 
"lotto" "Tiddle-winks" 11 Parchesi", etc. Gardening, too, 
was introduced in a new manner. ..1.-hey became acquainted 
with the process of growing plants f'rom 11 slips", difference 
between bulbs and seeds, planting in boxes and pots and 
the care of flowers so as to promote the best results. 
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It is believed that the child has gained more than 
the knowledge of material things, namely, the necessity of 
good sportsmanship, fair play and team work. ln short, 
the ability to "get along 11 in a group. All these things 
make for better character. (3:12,13) 
By presenting new types of games, work, and litera-
ture, it is hoped that these pupils will continue to use the 
material brought forth in this project in the present and 
future. We can only measure this by frequent informal 
check ups during the rest of the school year. 
1. How the Activitl Started 
'.i.'he project was introduced by" means of a question-
naire la copy is attached). It m~y be seen that this 
tends to have the child consider the use of his spare time 
which, heretofore, he may have thought little about. 
Many questions were asKed by the pupils as to why 
they were obliged to fill in the question blank. They 
were desirous of learning what their classmates did. 
'l'hrough discussion in an oral language lesson, the girls 
hit upon many unthought of methods for recreation ou~side 
of school. 
New magazines, books, and pictures were mentioned. 
'.i.'hings to be done about the home were also discussed. J.·he 
most interesting item to girls was, however, the idea of 
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forming a girlts club. This was not foreign to them as 
many had brothers in the city's Boys 1 Club. 'J:hey decided 
to have a club modeled after the above and elected officers. 
The ensuing activities were carried out as ::club" activi-
ties. 
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LlUSURE TIME 
ACTIVITY UNIT GIRLS 
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II· CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIT 
Discussion on 11 Clubs 11 
Many questions were asked about the activities in 
·a club, why have one, et cetera. The following cantri-
butions were given by the pupils: 
To enjoy oneself 
To make use of entertainments not found in the 
home: 
a. Organized games 
b. 'l'ypes of cooking and sewing 
c. .l:{adio programs 
d. Movies 
e. Doing 11 bits 11 for the community 
'.!.'0 "have fun 11 with one another 
'l'O have more chances to read books and magazines 
..~.o give "plays" and 11 parties 11 
These facts were listed on the blacKboard. It was decided 
to find out just what they could do in their club to 
carry out the list. ..~.he president of the club directed 
the work to be done and was assisted by the officers and 
class. 
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Findine and Studying ~ Material 
The pupils brought in lists of radio programs, 
motion pictures, advertisements, patterns for clothing 
accessories, cooking recipes, and, in great numbers, the 
better magazines such as" Good Housekeeping'; "Woman's 
Companion~"Ladies Home Journal, 11 and11 Saturday Evening .t'ost." 
11
,
 ~he pupils examined all this material and cut out 1 
those that they thought could be used in finding activi-
ties for the club. ~verything that was found was shown 
to the rest of the class. 'l'he president of the club 
then appointed some member to collect all like material 
on like subjects and oreanize it. 
How Material Was Organized 
Each topic was separated into individual piles by 
the children; with help from the rest of the group, they 
decided just how each subject was to be arranged. They 
made booklets from the pictures, etc., that were cut 
from magazines and newspapers. ·J.·he booklets concerned 
house fUrnishings, radio programs, motion pictures 
lthe suitable ones) advertisements, recipes and original 
drawings. 
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III. BRANCHING OUT INTO ARTS AND CRAFTS 
- - - - _.;;..;;_..;.;._.. 
The pupils were very much interested in the idea 
of ~oing something that would benefit someone else. They 
had diswssed the welfare work of adult clubs of the city 
and wished to do something themselves. 1t was decided to 
make a furnished doll house for the children 1 s ward of 
one of the Lynn hospitals. 
Construction 
'l1he house was made from two orange era tes; each com-
partment formed a room. ·.rhe girls cut four windows on 
each side. ~ach room was papered by the pupils who con-
tributed the material. .t•·loors were made of cardboard and 
these were effectively painted with poster paint. ·.rhe 
house itself was painted white, the cardboard blinds, 
green, as was the roof made of corrugated paper. 
the girls made window shades of green parchment. 
and hangings were made for each room. ~he furniture was 
ing paper which had a light coating of shellac to make 
the crepe paper stick. 
Dancing 
In the gymnasium, the girls learned a simple folk-
dance. they also were introduced to the fundamental steps· 
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.t'Oetry 
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II, of dancing such as the waltz-square, Fox trotting and polka. 
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Knowing the children held little interest for poetry, ,i 
II 
after the meading period a short poem was read to the class. I 
The class soon were asking to have poetry read to them. II 
Games II 
!I 
i! 
II 
II 
II 
I 
uames were played on every occasion. In the gym-
nasium, the more highly organized games were played such as 
. 
a simple form of basketball, indoor-baseball, and volley-
ball. They also play "Fox and Rabbit", "Drop the Handker-
I 
chief" "Three Deep 11 , "Bull in the .Pen11 , "Ca. t and Mouse", and!! 
' II vario~nf:::s~:s:::::,H:::·~essing games were introduced] I 
and also some contests. One very popular game was ::'l1he 
Boiler Hursts 11 • 'l1he contests dealt with academic work -
See Ja st page. 
Music 
The girls listened to a classical program of records 
on the victrola. 'l.'he pieces were t;eethoven' s Moonlight 
sonata, Rachmaninov's Prelude in C# Minor, Aria from 11 Aida 11 
and the "Pilgrims Chorus" from 'l'annhauser. 
'!'he girls were asked to see if they recognized any 
of the peices and where they had heard them. 
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Trips 
A rather extensive study was made of the points 
of interest in Lynn. The class made two field trips; one 
to the Lynn public Library where they were sho\vn every 
room and cranny plus being entertained with a story told 
by Miss Stromdahl. To show their appreciation the girls 
wrote letters to thank her for her kind attention. The 
second trip was to the Historical Society building on 
Green Street. Here they gleaned many interesting things 
from the historical objects shown to them. 
IV. A SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES 
READING 
For background, directions, and appreciation of 
literature. Also, to introduce new books within 
their ability. 
LANGUAGE 
Class discussion, letter 
writing, short stories 
' manship, object lessons i 
' p cture lessons. 
SPELLING 
Learning to spell 
project. Contest 
ARITHMETIC 
the words in use during 
between two te ams. 
current 
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II CITIZENSHIP I 
II !i 1 ~ Playing games fairly. Good sport badges were awarded IJ 
il II 
each girl. If anyone was otherwise than fair the i 
II 
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badge was taken away until the offender showed her 
lesson had been learned. 
LITERATURE 
Audience reading, reading stories like "sara Creme" 
and Norse Myths 
HISTORY 
Trip to Historical Society. Reading from book, 
"History Stories of Lynn". 
MUSIC 
Music appreciation, study of classical pieces. 
ARTS AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Building House 
Making furniture 
Making curtains, etc. 
Knitting 
Making luncheon sets 
Original drawings 
Cooking fUdge, gingerbread and apple sauce cake 
Sewing on material for house thereby gaining ideas 
for own room 
Making and orgm izing booklets 
il I 
I 
I 
Painting house and furniture 
Slipping flowers 
~ TO INTRODUCE PROJECT 
1. What do you do afternoons? 
2. What do you do after supper? 
3. What do you most enjoy? 
4. Do you like to read? 
5. What books do you read? 
6. Do you like to read magazines? 
7. What magazines do you read? 
8. Do you do any sewing at home? 
9. Do you do any cooking at home? 
10. Do you do any handwork at home? 
11. Do you like to take walks? 
12. How many times a week do you go to the movies? 
13. Do you take books rrom the pUblic Library? 
14. Do you go to the beach in the summer? 
15. Do you take care of.you~ brothers and sisters? 
lo. Do you ever play games at home - indoors? 
17. Do you ever plaw gamt~s outdoors? 
18. Do you belong to any clubs? 
IP. 19. would you like to b along to a girl!!' club? 
20. Do you go to the playground in the swnmer? 
BOOK 
HISTOHY S'l'OtUES OF LYNN 
Animal Friend Series 
The Twin Series 
Character Building 
Through Recreation 
Recreation Games 
Phys. Education in 
Elementary Grades 
Recreational Games for 
Home & Playground 
At Home 
Grandfather's Farm 
My Weekly Reader 
No. 2 for Gr. III 
Adventures of Peter 
and Lotta 
City Stories 
Foods We Eat 
First Lessons in Nature 
study 
Clothes We Wear 
One Hundred Best 
Poems 
Toby Tyler 
AUTHOR 
Pupils of Lynn 
K. L· Heaton 
E. N. Hebbert 
Bancroft 
Cora Martin 
Helen Read 
Beskow 
Matthews and 
Collier 
Carpenter 
Palch 
Carpenter 
Barron 
F. D. Kaler 
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PUBLISHER 
Nichols Press 
Putnam 
Macmillan 
Scribners 
Scribners 
Harper 
Macmillan 
Am. Book Co. 
Macmillan 
Harper 
il 
!I 
II ,, 
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!I 
BIBLIOGRA.PHY 
MAGAZINE PUBLISHER 
St. Nichols St. Nichols Co. 
Better Home & Garden 1714 Locust St. Des Moines, 
American Girl 517 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 
Saturday Evening Post curtis 
Child Life Magazine Hand McNally 
Ladies Home Journal Curtis 
Nature Magazine American Nature Assoc. 
Good Housekeeping International Magazine Co. 
Needle Craft Augusta, Maine 
Women's Home Companion Crowell Pub. 
FOODS WE EAT Group C Girls 
Aims: 
1. To bring to the children a realization of the 
food supply 
2. To impress upon the children the need ror co-
operation between all peoples 
Geography 
1. Study of the countries from which we import and 
to which we export food 
2. study of the contributions made to our state by 
states, north, south, and West of us 
3. now Massachusetts contributes to the food supply 
/ 
il 
II 
II 
4. 
'I 
II 
study of climate and soil in relation to production J/ 
of crops I 
5. study of transportation as it is related to import 
and export of food 
6. Map work. Location of places studied 
7. Movies 
Reading 
1. Stories of the countries we have studied 
2. Geography reading 
Arithmetic 
1. problems dealing with buying and selling of food 
2. study of prices in newspaper advertisements 
3. Finding profits made 
4. problems involving use of liquid and dry measures 
5. work and cost of meal 
.Language 
1. Letter writing apropos of work taken up 
2. Story telling 
3. Make recipe notebooks 
4. Make household hint notebooks 
I 
I 
i 
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Spell in& 
I 
1. Study of words necessary for use in writing 
and other papers 
lettersij 
II 
History 
1. Comparison of the coloni~l times ani present time 
2. Comparison of types of transportation in the past 
and present 
3. Comparison in kinds of food used in past and 
present 
Handwork ~ Sewing 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Kitchen curtains 
Tablecloth and four napkins 
Dish mops 
Dish cloths crocheted 
Lettuce bags 
Clothespins decorated 
7. Clothespin bag 
8. string bag 
9. Tray 
cookins 
1. Preparation of meals 
2. Serving of meal 
3. study of table manners 
4. Weight charts 
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/i 5. study of dairying - milk, cheese, butter , 
I I 
I' 6. Play of food habits I 
Physical Education 1 
1. Dances or games typical of countries studied in 
connection with food supply 
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR UNIT 
BOOK 
The Foods We Eat 
How the World is Fed 
our Food 
All About Milk 
Table Service 
Food and Health 
Foods and Household 
Management 
Aunt Martha's Corner 
Cupboard 
Good Housekeeping 
Ladies Home Journal 
Woman's Home Companion 
Leaflets and Posters 
FOODS WE EAT 
AUTHOR 
Carpenter 
Carpenter 
Worthington & 
Matthews 
PUBLISHER 
Am. Book Co. 
Metropolitan Life 
Insurance (Free Booklets) 
Lucy Allen 
H. Kinne and 
A. M. Cooley 
" 
II II 
Little-Brown 
.Macmillan 
II 
Curtis Pub. 
I 
! 
BOOK 
How We Are Fed 
Food Products from Afar 
Nuts and Citrus Foods 
Kettles and Campfires 
Story of Foods 
Learn to Study 
Readers-Bk.II 
Better Health for 
Little Americans 
Health Plays and 
Dialogues 
The Amer.ican Home Diet 
.. ·.-.c·=======---=='-1=== 
AUTHOR .PUBLISHER 
J. F. Chamberlain Macmillan I 
E. H. s. Barley 
Francis Owen 
Ellen Ramsay 
Forest Crussey 
Horn-McBrown 
E. W. Lawson 
Florence Signor 
E. McCallum 
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Century Co. 
F. A .. Owen Pub. 
Girl Scout Inc. 
N. Y. 
Rand-McNally 
Ginn 
Beckley Cardy Co 
I 
F. A. Owen 
F. c. Matthews 1 
I 
II 
I 
Growth - ~hysical 
Objective 
1. To recognize health practices as related to health and 
growth, not as ends in themselves. 
2. 'J.'O f'orm personal habits advantageous to pupil 1 s own 
health and the health of' others 
3. To f'orm ideals of' healthy living f'or herself' and her 
friends, ideals likely to help in the improvement of 
the vigor and vitality of her own lif'e and of the 
state and nation 
Discussion 
What is health? 
"Health is what nature gives you plus what you g~ve 
yourself''1 - TUrner. 
Some Signs of Health 
1. How do you feel when you are sick? 
2. How do you feel when you are well? 
3. Contrast the sign of' good health with ill health 
4. Good posture, bright eyes, clear skin, vigor, cheer-
fulness, activity, amall signs of good health. 
Some Signs of Growth 
- ----
1. wearing larger shoes 
2. ~laying more difficult games 
3. Doing harder work 
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4. Weighing more 
5. While one is growing she should be careful to build 
strong foundation. After the growing years are over 
it is hard for one to change the foundation. 
Value of Health 
Discussions 
1. To have strong bodies means happiness for your family 
as well as yourself. 
2. All girls want to succeed and they can best succeed 
by having good health. 
3. What are you willing to do to get and keep good health? 
~ Makes Our Bodies Grow? 
~ Does ~ Body Grow? 
Knowledge 
1. To know in simple terms the principles of body structure 
and how the body keeps in working order 
a. To know that the cells are supplied with food by 
the circulatory system 
b. To know that the blood picks up air from the lungs 
and carries it to different parts of the body 
c. To know what the kidneys do 
d. To know the importance of water to the body 
2. 'l'o know the v1o:rk of the digestive track and the facts 
ofinternal cleanliness 
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I 
a. To know that starch digestion begins in the stomach i 
II 
b. To know the structure and work of the stomach I/ 
c. '!'o know the general structure and work of the 11 
II 
intestines 
d •. To know what is meant by the absorption of 
digested food material from the intestines 
e. To know the habits which aid digestion 
f. 'l'O know what happens when constipation exists 
g. To know how to keep the digestive track clear 
ComEare Body~ Engine of~ 
Discussion 
What was the biggest load you ever saw a truck carry? 
Discuss hard work of the engine. 
Discussion of following on blackboard: 
Truck Girl 
1. It does hard work 1. Does hard work. Housework, 
PUlls he~vy loads playa, runs, jumps, etc. 
,I 
II 
II I~ 
I 
II 
lr 
1' 
,r 
1/ 
I.'  
II 
II 
2. Needs gasoline. Driver 2. Needs food. Who is driver? \1 
II 
II 
feeds gas to keep fire 
burning 
3. Tm faster it goes, or 
.the bigger the load, 
the more gas it needs 
3. 
Girl herself 
Girls sometimes do extra 
II 
II il 
II 
II 
work. Jump, play, volley // 
ball, skate, etc. They II 
need more food. ~ 
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i! 4. If the gas supply gives 4. The body does not stop 
l: out, the engine slows if it gets no breakfast 
down and then stops. 
I (or not enough) Why is 1' 
The body has storage 11 it? 
of energy. What happens 
when it is used up? 
Foods Necessary for Growth 
Kinds of Food 
Protein - for building and repair 
Knowledge - What are protein roods? 
Carbohydrates - To make body go and keep it warm. 
Knowledge - What are carbohydrates? 
Fats - To keep body warm 
Knowledge - What are fats? 
Vitamins - To keep body growing and healthy 
Knowledge - What are vitamins? 
Activities 
Children bring different kinds of foods {pictures and 
boxes) to school. Classify these foods according to the 
different classes. 
Example 
Potato, egg, carrot, cabbage, apple, may be brought in. 
oatmeal boxes, paper from cans of tomatoes, pint milk 
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bottles. Class then select from these goods a good breakfast~ 
I' 
! 
lunch and supper. Write menu on board and find out if it is 1 
appetizing and if all the differant types of food are in-
eluded. Children tell how food is prepared. AVOid fried 
food entirely. Emphasize boiled and baked dishes instead. 
Check as often as possible. 
Discussion 
Why each one is necessary to keep healthy 
Posture 
Characteristics of good posture. 
is one way of expressing good health. 
an erec·t position 
Seven Points To be Observed in Good StandinS Posture 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Foet a little apart with toes pointing straight ahead 
Weight on the balls of the feet 
Abdomen pullai in 
Chest high 
Head high and chin in 
Arms relaxed at side 
Hack straight 
Points £! ~ Sitting Position 
1. Hips pushed well against back of chair 
2. Feet resting flat on floor 
3. Back straight (without exaggerated curve at waist) 
4. Chest high 
I 
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7. Arms relaxed in lap (or arms resting on desk) 
Activities 
With ca1•dboard mannikin {cut out the parts of the 
figure and assemble) 
Discuss four different types of posture by working the 
different parts of the figure. 
Rules for the Care of the Feet 
----------
Divide the class into seven groups. ~ach group takes 
one of the following rules which have been written on the 
blackboard and make posters, illustrating the point. a 
scrap book may be made of the best posters. 
Rules 
1. Walk with your toes pointing straight ahead. 
2. Exercise your feet through play and work. 
3. Wear proper shoes for working, standing, and walking 
4. Keep your shoes in good repair, paying attention to 
'"\ 
run down heels. 
5. Wear stockings which are long enough and shaped to fit 
the feet. 
6. Take off rubbers, or rubber boots, when indoors 
7. Keep your feet clean and wear clean stockings. 
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Growth - Social 
Aims 
1. To get along well with everyone 
2. To establish a wholesome attitude towards life and to 
provide an opportunity for the development of character 
What is Expected £! ~ Well-rialanced Child? 
1. She is interested in the world about her and is curious 
to understand it. 
2. Expects success within her own limitation 
3. Does not "day dream;• so much that she fails to meet 
the actual situation. 
4. Tries to acquire qualities of cheerfulness and courage 
5. Not to brood or sulk or indulge in morbid introspection. 
6. Acquires objective interests, friend, hobbies, games 
in which she finds adequate self-expression. 
7. She is companionable and mingles easily with other 
children. 
8. Adapts herself easily to cooperative enterprises 
9. She has a sense of responsibility for the happiness 
and well-being of her friends. 
Methods ~ Acquire Above Habits 
Discussions 
1. Why health is important to our happiness 
2. Effect health has on our friends 
ii 
li 
3. Reasons why we should try to keep healthy 
4. tteview "rules of the game" 
5. Che cldng up on them 
6. Appoint monitors to help with checking - giving every 
girl a chance to do it. 
Forming ! Health Club 
Discussion 
1. Reason why we are forming Health Club 
2. Importance of cooperating with others in the club 
3. uiving girls chance to practice leadership 
Safety 
Course of study - Lynn Public Schools 
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CHAPTER V 
THE INTERMEDIA'l1E GROUP 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
(GIRLS D) 
3. Units with Bibliography 
Personal ~ppearance 
How to Plan a Home 
Community Aspects of Health 
Introduction 
This is the highest group of girls in the Gobbet 
Ungraded School whose accomplishment level is not much 
above the 4th grade level. ~here are, however, a few 
from this group who attain a sixth grade level in reading 
and arepromoted into Junior High School on that attainment. 
Wallin states \5:147) that classification may be based on 
educational achievement and may vary from a first to a 
6th grade proficiency. He also recommends (5:150) that 
,I 
!I organization of industrial divisions in Junior High Schools I ~ Jl 
!,1;
1
! for these pupils with standards of adrni ttance lowered to 
11 
11 
meet the needs, which is in accord with our procedure \See ,,
1 j; I 
!J chart ci) • 
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ll The list of biographies for this group is of the. same i 
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I! ! i! type as former lists and used for the same purpose, namely, 1 
li If 
! character and citizenship training. Wallin states (5:176) II 
II 
that mental inferiors are peculiarly in need of instruction l 
and practical training in the fundamental personal, social I 
and civic virtues and Inskeep mentions (3:6) the need of 
emphasis on character building in all teaching. To ac-
complish this whipple suggests (7:32) stories and biogra-
phies as one effective means and suggests (7:111) drama-
tizations as another. 
Inskeep suggests l3:197) teaching the history of the 
state, not by facts or events, but through some pupil's 
grandfather's grandfather who was a boy when the colonist 
fought to gain their rights. '!'he same procedure or one 
similar would stimulate interest in the project on Colonial 
Life as listed. 
project which might well be motivated by pagentry of the 
colonial or pioneer times, pointing out how reading, 
geography, hygiene, and citizenship naturally arise from 
such a project. 
Little attention is given to our county 
by our schools. Inskeep jumps over that phase of our 
political organization and from the neighborhood and city 
jumps to the state, possibly because of the unimportance 
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of the county in her section of the country. However, in 
our state the county is still an important link in our 
political organization, and as such should have a definite 
place in our program. Those boys and girls, who transgress 
the law even as minor offenders, are put on probation by 
the county court or are sent away to a county training 
school. Inskeep declares (3:217) that many of these 
children come from homes of distorted vision where law is 
considered an attempt of "higher up", to keep others down. 
If this is true, then we need find no better argument for 
this civic project. 
In view of the fact that there are a few of this 
I 
I 
II 
II 
,I 
I 
I 
i 
II 
group who may succeed in going on to 
education and schools should be just 
the junior high school, li 
as much a part or our 11 
study, as police and fire service or the public library, 
in fact, Inskeep mentions the school (3:217), as well as 
these civic organizations, as institutions set up to 
minister to our con1fort and enjoyment for which the pupils' 
fathers mu~pay taxes. Education is one of the greatest 
assets in the "Making of Americans" which she suggests as 
a dramatization project {3:217) for a class of mentally 
retarded children. 
· In the previous chapter "Child Life in Holland" was 
suggested .for study. In this chapter a further step is 
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,j 
lj taken and "Home Life Around the World 11 is suggested as a I 
project. Inskeep tells us (3:199) that the present day /j 
child should have a world view that will make him loyal 
to his own country and yet give him a brotherly attitude 
towards all men. She suggests in another place {3:198) 
a transportation project around the world in which dolls 
are dressed to represent nationalities. This project is 1 
another way of doing the same thing and reaching virtually 
the same objective. 
"International Friendship" may be a subsequent 
project to Home Life Around the World. At least its 
objective, a brotherly attitude {3:199), would be the 
same but the approach might be through the consideration 
of our neighbor Canada. In fact, Inskeep mentions {3:200) 
the Peace Arch and the Canadian-United States relationship 
in connection with the study of North America. 
The S~udy of Foods is here confined to the Meat 
Industry. While not strictly speaking a local industry 
of the type ~uggested by Inskeep (3:290), the large 
department food stores in this city have large meat 
i1 
ji departments to which a visit could be made. Visi ta tiona, 
'i 
!1 says Whipple { 7:25), should be included in the regular 
li 
J! class program. Insl{eep also recommends ( 3:290) visi ta-
li 
1: tions to local plants. Preparation for a trip of this 
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sort is a project in itself if arranged for entirely by 
the children says Inskeep (3:291). This trip, with the 
purchase and preparation of the food, makes a project in 
which health, sanitation, and the various tool subjects 
have sufficient motivation. 
"Home Making and Mother Craft" is a subject that 
girls approaching sixteen should study carefully. Brewer 
says (1:187) that the child's home life presents to her 
one of the most difficult tasks of her whole career. He 
asks how a child is to work out her relationship to the 
home when surrounded by distorted pictures of home life in 
films and newspapers and when the parents give so little 
help and set such P?Or examples. Inskeep says (3:279) 
that Home Making and care of the sick and Mother Craft 
should be taught to retarded girls. It will help these 
girls, she says, to be more intelligent little mothers 
to younger brothers and sisters as well as prove a train-
ing for earning a living. A certain amount of social 
hygiene should be taught in this unit bub Inskeep believes 
(3:280) that this should be individual instruction to meet 
individual problems. 
Job getting and job holding is the third of the five 
I 
II 
j, 
major objectives outlined by Inskeep (3:7) to which we have \ 
referred. She says (~:4) that there is a personal attitude 
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towards work that must be developed1n the classroom. ~rewer 
(1:304-7) charts the steps that a normal child should take I 
before attempting to secure a job. These same steps, with 
the instruction made simple and concrete are just as valu-
able for the retarded child. 'l'hey usually take the first 
job offered and even then do not know how to apply for a 
li 
il 
!i 
:1 position. whipple (7:57-60) deals with this problem in 
i[ 
Jj much the same way as Brewer. She says (5:59) that every 
II 
:1 pupil should know how to apply for a job and the definite ;I 
II 
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' demands e.xpected.of them. Brewer lists the steps as fol-\l 
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lows: 
1. Discovery of Interest and Abilities 
2. Studying occupational Opportunities and ¥roblems 
3. Choosing the occupation 
4. Making Preparation 
5. Steps for Securing Work 
6. Steps for succeeding 
Inskeep reco~nnends (3:193) a local history project 
as one greatly neglected in many localities. The fourth, 
fifth and sixth grades of the city of Lynn, on the occasion 
of the 'J:ercentenary celebration, had as their project the 
history of ·the city. ~hey collected the facts, wrote the 
stories and the school Board published it as a text book 
on Lynn History-;.;-
~nistory Stories of Lynn, Lynn School Committee 1931 
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I' I ~ this, of course, is too big and difficult a problem for j 
II I 
I! retarded children but is suggestive of what can be done. I 
/! Inskeep makes no mention of the study of .National I 
!; Governmenv although a study of the United States from a j 
!i I ~ a geographical and historical point of view is outlined 1 
!I 
i/ (3:213-16). She does say (3:216) however, that beginning 
,, 
" il I! with the local unit, these children are old enough to be 
II 
ii interested in opportunities of employment and in the part 
,, 
I! ii which the state, UnitedStates and the world play in local 
11 
li i! labor conditions and asks what are some of the local state 
n 
!! and national laws that people must obey? Whipple, how-
i: 
:I 
11 ever, says (7:50) that these children should study who 
II 
!I makes the laws and who the important persons are in our 
li 
11 government (7:51). This intimates that some study of our 
I 
I! form of governmen1; should be made. 
The Unit in Personal Appearances was suggested by 
Professor J. J. Mahoney, in his course "School and Society". 
He set forth the idea that girls who are interested in 
ndolling uptf might properly be taught in school how to . rl 
Inskeep suggests a "care of th~ 
II 
This would be combined j 
make themselves attractive. 
feet project" (3:287) and Whipple specifies (7:176-78) 
care of Hands, Hair, Feet and Skin. 
here into one project - Personal Appearance - that would I 
correlate with Sewing, Health and the Tool subjects. 
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In this group of girls certain aspects of the School 
Community would be dealt with differently than in the 
other groups. This would concern school conduct more es-
,I 
li 
ll 
!i I 
Inskeep recomnends I 
(3:111-12} a project in class gover~~ent and Vfuipple speaks I 
pecially; phases of self-government. 
(7:69) of Room and School Committees on which pupils should 
serve. Girls have a place on the school traffic squad and. 
also bring offenders before the School Court. In a later 
chapter the unit, School Court, will be taken up in detail 
so will be passed over here. 
The State Organization is hinted at by Inskeep (3:216} 
in her reference to state and national laws that must be 
oo eyed, therefore, it would seem that a unit on the state 
political organization would not be amiss in this group. 
A geographical and historical study of the United 
States is outlined by Inskeep (3:213-16) which shows the 
growth of the country since colonial days. The unit here 
would cover the growth of our country, not only on the 
continent, but its expansion outside, and its consequent 
importance as a world power. 
The Health Unit for this group correlates rather 
I 
I 
li 
iJ 
II 
I 
I 
II 
closely with the Home Making Unit in that it considers II 
the comnunity aspect of Health as compared with the personal! 
aspect for the younger group. It, however, deals entirely 
with the health situation as recommended by Whipple , 7:183- I 
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Intermediate GrOU£ 
Bakeries 
Biography: 
Madame Curie 
Helen Keller 
Anna Sullivan 
Louise Alcott 
Schumann Heink 
Mrs. Robert Perry 
Elizabeth Blackv1ell 
Jane Adams 
Colonial Life 
County Organization 
Court 
Schools 
Education - Schools 
Foods - Meat Industry 
Home Making ani Mother Craft 
Home Life Around the World 
Health - Cow~unity aspects 
International Friendship 
• 
- _·-.:-~-:--:·---::::-.-::·--·---:::: 
Group D 
To find why Canada and the U. s. are and should be 
good friends. 
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Lynn 
National Government 
Personal Appearance 
school community - conduct 
Traffic Rules 
School Court 
State Organization 
1: 
:i ~ United states and Its Possessions 11 
'I 
1: 
li PERSONaL APPEARANCE - Group D I' 
li !, ~ I' 11 Aims and Objectives: 
)) 1. Apprecia ticn of the Aesthetic and Health Values 
1
1 
lj of Cleanliness ,I 
!I I li 2. Create in children a desire to be clean by helping ' 
ii them to realize and appreciate the joy, pleasure, 
1
1 
I' 
1
/ and feeling of well-being and self-respect which Jl 
'
lij I:.J· oomes from cleanliness 
l) 3. To teach the cost of proper clothing and personal IJ 
It 11 
/1 beauty necessities. 11 
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Arithmetic 
1. Buying clothing 
2. Types of material 
a. Different prices 
b. Wearing apparel 
c. Cosmetics 
d. Learning how to care for self rather than 
paying experts. 
e. Buying patterns for making clothing 
f. Learning how to measure yard goods 
g. Learning American money 
1. How to make change 
2. Actually buying at local stores 
LANGUAGE AND HEALTH TALKS 
A. Cosmetics 
1. Kinds and brands to use 
2. Quantity to buy at one time 
3. Proper use for different occasions 
4. Cleanliness important to acquire desired attractive-
ness in use of oo smetics 
B. Hair 
1. Method of shampooing 
a. Making own soap lotions 
2. Method of clearing unclean head 
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2. Method of clearing unclean head 
a. Prescription from doctor 
b. Home cleaning 
1. Hot vinegar 
2. Kerosene 
c. Active brushing with stiff brush 
d. Using fine tooth comb 
3. Arrangement of hair 
a. Simple hairdressing most attractive 
b. Use of hot irons for curling and permanents 
injurious to healthy heads 
Nails 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Importance of clean nails to an attractive ap-
pearance 
How to clean and polish nails 
Reasons for not biting nails 
Good and bad taste in polishes 
a. liquid 
b. powder 
c. cake 
Filing and shaping nails 
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D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
Mouth ana Teeth 
1. Cleaning teeth 
a. powder - liquids 
2. Liquid antiseptics, mouth washes, etc. 
3. Visiting dentist at stated time 
4. Foods to be eaten for strength of teeth 
s. Causes and remedies for unpleasant breath 
1. Daily bathing 
2. Daily change of underclothes 
3. How to prevent body odor 
4. Proper underclothing to be worn during different 
seasons 
Shop ~ Handwork 
1. Make simple powder boxes 
4. Make posters and pictures 
Physical Education 
1. Pep talks by instructor 
Demonstrations 
a. Shampooing 
b. Facials 
3. Games and dances for poise and posture 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BOOK 
Outline for Cleanliness 
Teaching 
The Health of Youth 
Cause of Study in Health 
Education 
Games 
Dances-course of Study 
AUTHOR 
Munson 
Meredith 
Bancroft 
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PUBLISHER 
Cleanliness Inst. I 
:~a:~ston 1 s Son 
1
1 
Common. of Mass. f 
Dept. of Educ. I 
MacMillan 
I Lynn Public Schools 
Lynn, Mass. i 
• 
The unit started from the many conversations with 
girls in the older groups over house furnishings and what 
they wished in homes of their owno Their ambitions were 
for ornate veneered furniture, gaudy satin spreads and 
curtains, grotesque dolls and pillow ornaments. To over-
come this ambition and to lead them to appreciate simple, 
substantial things as well as to belie~ that the furnish, 
ings of rooms portrayed in movirg pictures are not seen 
in everyday homes, the work on "HOW TO PLAN A HOME" was 
started. 
Problem: 
I· Selection of a neighborhood 
II. Selection of house or apartment 
III. Furnishing the bedroom 
Iv. Furnishing the kitchen 
v. Furnishing the dining -room 
VI. Furnishing the living-room 
VII. How to care for sickness in the home 
VIII. Preparation for the baby 
Care of the baby 
I 
I 
I 
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Aim: 
To teach girls how to furnish rooms attractively, 
neatly, and cheaply. 
Objectives: 
II 
I 
To instill an appreciation of harmonious colors j1 
To try to overcome the love for bright, gaudy materialJ! 
To teach how to pick out good materials ~ 
To teach the value of plain material of a good quality lj 
To avoid cheap silks and satins 
To teach saving of material left from previous work 
To teach that, at small cost, many attractive things 
for the home can be made 
To teach the girls not to envy the gorgeous portrayal 
of rooms seen in the moving pictures 
To try to persuade them to use money spent on movies 
for more satisfying and lasting things for their 
home 
To aid them in developing a helpful spirit in and 
towards their homes 
To try to get them to make their home so attractive 
that they will take pleasure in having their 
friends visit them. 
Lastly, but most important, to help them to become 
better members of society and by instilling saner 
idea of life and living conditions,better future 
mothers. 131 
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Problem: HOW TO PLAN FOR A HOME 
-----
Problem I. Selection of~ neighborhood 
Problem II. Selection of a house or apartment 
1. Location of house 
Plenty of air space 
South and west exposure 
Yard room 
2. Selection of house or apartment 
Many windows 
Type of heat (which best) 
Bathroom - Location and ventilation 
Cellar - (should be dry) 
Closet room 
Lighting - location of fixtures 
Plumbing (new or old type) 
Wall paper and plastering 
Cooking and refrigeration 
Financing 
Rent 
Problem III. Furnishing a Bedroom 
Bedroom: 
Quilt 
Mattress (good quality - restful) 
Bed (not too ornate or expensive) 
Dresser or vanity - dressers best as 
more roomy 
Chair 
Rugs 
curtains and overdrapes 
Linen: 
Sheets ( 6) 
6 pillow cases 
2 blankets 
1 quilt 
2 spreads (washable not satin) 
1 extra blanket or puff 
6 bath towels 
6 hand towels 
3 dresser scarfs 
1 mattress cover 
5 yards of unbleached cloth 
Butter£lbs cut from scraps left from dresses, aprons, 
shirts, blouses, etc. 
Lining of quilt 
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Lining of Quilt 
An old blanket of plain color or an old bed spread. 
This lining is much better than batting as it can be 
washed easily and thoroughly and v1ill not bunch up 
like batting. 
Dressing Table 
Two uses - small for shoes or other articles and 
table as well. 
1wo orange boxes nailed together painted with a ten 
cent can of paint. 
II 
J. 
Boxes on Table j 
Mirror 
Found at bargain table 
Cardboard from old advertisements )boxes covered with I 
cretonne 
One yard of cretonne 
Overdrapes 
Two and one-half yards of unbleached cloth 
Double rod 
Extra Pillows 
Made from pieces left from materials, filling out 
rags and string 
petal Pillow - made from two old dresses 
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Pictures 
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I 
Made on glass with common enamel paint. Have hangings! 
as simple and straight as possible. In doing this 
II 
they can be easily laundered, will not gather as much i 
I 
dust and will not fade in streaks. 
Wash Cloths 
Made from best pieces of old 'l'Urkish towels 
Academic 
A. Buying material 
B. Study of prices 
C. Making change 
D. Reading advertisements 
E. Measuring cloth 
F. Fractional parts of a yard 
G. Fractional parts of a dollar 
H. Estimating material needed 
I. Bills 
J. Receipts 
K. Budgeting money for furnishings 
L. Keeping an ACCount Book 
M. Spending an allowance 
N. Buying groceries for family 
o. Advantage of sales of canned goods 
P. study of time 
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Selection of a tenement 
B. Selecting a good neighborhood 
c. Windows for sun to come in 
D. Plenty of room for fresh air 
E. Airing rooms regularly 
F. Making beds 
G. Airing beds and bed clothes 
Selection of foods 
I. Diets and menus 
J. Selection of right kind of furniture 
K. Selection of right bedding 
I 
I L. Exercise - walks - fresh air 
I M. I Healthful living - well-balanced life 
I 
I 
.N. 
II o. 
Useful amusements 
Apportionment of time 
'I 
II 
Shop 
I' I A. Walls for rooms 
I 
I B. 
I 
Model furniture (simply made) 
I 
\ 6. Making sets for pantry and kitchen out of old tin 
cans 
D. window boxes 
II 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
II 
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II 
Ehd tables 
H. Lamps 
r. Book Cases (from old boxes) 
J. Dressing table and shoe racks (from old boxes) 
K. Kitchen cabinets 
L. Mop handles 
Hand Work 
Selection of materials 
B. Color schemes 
c. Appropriate materials 
n. Cutting 
E. Fitting patterns 
,tt'. Designing curtains 
l.T. Designing runners and chair sets 
Designing and selection of rugs 
r. Making of rag rugs 
J. Hooking rag rugs 
K. Use of old clothes and stockings 
L• Advantages of dyeing 
M. Dyeing old materials 
Ne Pressing rags for rugs 
o. Stamping designs 
p. Making original aesigns 
'<(.• Making patch work quilts 
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T. 
u. 
v. 
w. 
Quilting and knotting quilts 
Making lunch sets and breakfast sets 
Selection of dish towels 
M~king wash rags from string and old Turkish 
towels 
Making of pot holders, string bags, etc. 
Selection of bedding 
Problem IV. Kitchen (color scheme chosen - green and yellow 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Location 
Size - not too small 
Plumbing fixtures 
Sink (height of sink very important) 
Floor (hard wood or linoleum?) 
Labor saving devices 
Arrangement of furnishings to save time and effort 
Color scheme 
Closets and drawers 
Cooking utensils - few well m osen and durable 
rather than many cheap ones 
Linen 
1 doz. dish towels 
1 II g]a ss II 
6 wash cloths 
6 holders 
3 breakfast sets 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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Dining-Room (Color scheme, black, white, orange jj 
Overdrapes - unbleached cloth - cross stitch IJ 
colonial designs 
Curtains- plain whitescrim 
Lunch sets 
Unbleached cloth designs stamped in cross 
stitch to harmonize with curtains 
Buffet scart or buffet set stamped on linen 
crash toweling (all stamping done by pupils 
from transfer designs) 
Furniture 
1. Table 
4. Chairs 
1. Buffet (If circumstances allow) 
1. Rug 
I 
Problem VI. Living -Room (color scheme rust and brown) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Curtains 
pongee - hand drawn and hemmed 
several scarfs and small doilies 
Chair back sets 
Hand41ooked or braided rugs 
Furnishings 
Some chose a three piece set, others pre-
ferred separate pieces 
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1 divan 
2 or 3 smaller chairs 
1 large table 
1 end table 
1 floor lamp 
1 clock 
2 pictures 
Problem VII. Course in Home Nursing 
--
Problem: To Teach Pupils How to Care for Sickness in Their 
Home 
Academic 
A• 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
. 
Selection and care of sick room 
Study of symptons of illness 
Use of simple home remedies 
Sunlight and cleanliness best disinfectants 
How to avoid disease 
vYhen best to call the doctor 
Care of sick person 
Use of medicines 
How to give medicines 
How and what to feed sick people 
Duties of sick attendant 
Temperature chart 
How to read a thermometer 
I 
II 
'I I. 
=L~ II 
II II I, 
lj N. Recipes for sick people 
II ~ o. Diet chart 
I' 1: 
11 P • Sets of exercises 
il 
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!! Hand Work 
A. Bed making 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
N. 
Making sheets and pillow cases 
Making comforters 
Making mattress pads 
" bed jacket 
" wash cloths 
" small pads for dressings 
Covers for hot water bags 
How to make a bandage from cloth 
Bandaging arm or leg 
How to put on a temporary splint 
Making and use of triangular bandage 
Note book to be kept throughout course to be 
given to pupil on completion of work 
Making of charts illustrating: 
1. Bandaging 
2. Arrangement of sick room 
3. Furnishings of sick room 
4. Diet 
5. Temperature 
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6. Lists of home remedies every one mould 
have in medicine closet 
7. Lists of diseases 
8. Lists of poisons and their treatment 
9. Lists of antiseptics 
Eg,UiJ2ment Necessarl 
1. Bed - mattress 
2. Chest of drawers 
3. Medicine closet. 
4. 2 sheets 
5. 2 pillow cases 
6. 2 pillows 
7. 1 blanket 
8. 1 oomforter 
9. 1 spread 
Make a bed table 
B. Make a rack to support back when able to sit up 
c. Make a bed side table 
n. Make a medicinecloset 
E. Make a night lamp 
Tray to carry medicine bottles 
G. Wind deflector 
H. Make a stupe wringer 
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Problem VIII. Care and Preparation !£! Baby Before and 
After Birth 
Handwork 
Layette 
3 Flannel binders 
3 Knitted bands 
3 Shirts 
2 Sleeping robes 
4 Dresses 
3 Petticoats 
12 Diapers 
2 Knitted sweaters 
2 Flannelette jackets 
2 Wrapping blankets 
Basinette or Crib (which is much better as more airy and 
-- ---- (more easily cleaned 
Basket 
1 Mattress 
4 Sheets 
2 Bl.anlcets 
1 Comforter 
3 Pads 
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Care of Infant 
--
3 Wash cloths Oil 
4 Towels Unscented soap 
cotton wads Small bath tub 
J::Soric acid 
Talcum Powder 
swabs 
Academic 
A. Buying material for layette 
B. Measuring of material 
c. Increase and decrease in weight 
D. Charts of weight and height 
E. Charts of schedules for care of infant 
F. Collection of literature on care of infants 
G. Lists of articles necessary for feeding infants 
H. Estimates of costs for one week for baby 1 s food 
I. Prepare formulas of various baby foods 
J. Description of care of baby's bottles 
K. Budgeting a given amount of money for purchasing 
layette 
L. Keeping a notebook fDom start of making layette 
until baby is eight months old 
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Food 
A. Buying food for baby 
B. Preparing food for baby 
c. II II " II at 6 months 
D. II " II II at 1 year 
Group D 
Community Aspects of Health 
Aims 
To establish in them the habits and principles of 
living which throughout their school life, and in later 
years, will a s_sure that abundant vigor and vitality, which 
provide the basis for the greatest possible happiness and 
service in personal, family,and community life. 
Home 
Discussions 
1. Meaning of home 
2. Their contributions to the home 
3. Health an important asset to happy family life 
Result 
Each one decides to keep to the "rules of the game" 
to make herself a better person to live with. 
Weekly ckeck up on "rules of the game". 
Discussions 
1. What is most important room in the house? 
I 
I T II 2. Kitchen. Vfuy? Its use. 
II 
il 3 • Food is prepared. 
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4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Why kitchen should be clean 
What are best ~oods to use in a kitchen? 
What do they do to help make their kitchen cleaner? 
Make scrap book of magazines pictures o~ kitchens they 
like. 
Dining-~ 
Discussion 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Its use 
Ways of eating 
Social habits 
Their contribution to make meals more pleasant 
5. Importance of coming clean to table 
6. Magazine pictures of dining-rooms they like 
Bed Room 
--
Discussion 
1. Its use 
2. How many hours should they sleep? 
3. Importance of £resh air 
4. Cleanliness of beds 
5. Picture scrap books 
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Bath Room 
Discussion 
1. Its use (cleanliness inside and out) 
2. Importance of cleanliness habits 
3. Clean bowl and bath after using 
4. Magazine pictures for scrap book 
Living Room 
1·. Its use 
2. What is their contribution to improve it 
3. Ways to improve it 
·4. Should bring friends to their home 
5. How they spend their leisure time at home 
6. Magazine pictures for scrap book 
First Aid 
1. Is familiar with proper use of co~non antiseptics 
(iodine and mercurochrome) 
2. Cares for minor wound promptly 
1 
li 
li 
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II 
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3. Is able to apply clean dressing to a minor wound I 
Knows how to arras t nosebleed, but calls help if bleed- I! 
il I. 
li ,I 
II 
4. 
ing continues 
Goes to adult for help in injuries arl wtshes for phy-
II 
II d sican's attention if injury seems serious 
II 
II ! 
6. Acquires appropriate knowledge regarding dangers of 
infection in wounds and ways of preventing such 
infection. 
Bibliography 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Introduction 
Introduction 
List of Units I I 
I 
A Basic Outline - Birds I 
II A Unit with Bibliography 
II 
California !1 I 
I 
,I 
!I This group of boys, although over twelve years 11 
ij chronologically, is able to do work only at the first I 
I d li grade level. It is about on a par with the girls in A I 
1
1
,,1! 
1
1 group, not quite as high, if anything. Owing to the fact 
'I I ~~~ that there are seven groups of boys, it is possible to /I 
11 
arrange a much more homogeneous grouping than for only II 
,, i 
d I 11 three groups of girls. '!'hat is one of the advantages of I 
I I li 
11 a center according to Wallin (5:136). The type of work ~j 
ri ~~~~1 ll must be of the simple and concrete beginning, as Wallin 
II 
11 says (5:193) at the child's level of attainment and know- 111 
It I i! 
il ledge and with familiar facts acquired at home or in the 11 
ll Jl 
II neighborhood and gradually extending his horizon into 11 
1
1
J
1 
realms of the unknown, the state,. the nation and the world. II 
I! 
fl Therefore, the start in this group should be to discover !I 
il II, jj what the child does or does not· know and what he can or I 
I! I 
ii Ill 11 
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cannot do. although not in favor of the project method, 
Wallin admits (5:195) th~ it is possible to begin with 
simple projects and to proceed to more complicated ones. 
~his is what we are attempting to do in the list 
submitted at the close of this introduction. Our list of 
biographies is of the type that will interest boys of the 
ii 
/i 
II 
earlier ages, stories of men who were pioneers and adventur-J 
II 
II 
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ers,but were characters worthy of emulation. Doubtless 
the stories from the lives of these men will have to be 
read to them in order for them to get a real appreciation. 
Inskeep declares (3:21~) that a few biographies, properly 
motivated and given in their historical setting, will 
teach many valuable lessons to these children. 
In selecting these projects, care has been used to 
see that they were within the level of the child knowledge 
and his interests. Inskeep says (3:214) that the teacher 
should lead them to select such problems as will be moti-
vated by their present life interests as well as furnish the 
desired knowledge. 'l'hus "Boats" as a project fits into 
place, Lynn being a shore city and having had its harbor 
recently dredged and enlarged. Inskeep mentions (3:244) 
in her Transportation project the ract that boys want to 
I make boats. It is much more simple and concrete a project 
1/ for boys of this age level tha.m a transportation project 
II 
II 
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or the travel study suggested by Whipple (7:46) and fits 
the qualifications previously outlined. 
The boys of this group have either been promoted 
from the mixed group in this building or from other groups, 
five in all, from as many different elementary buildings of 
the city, where their work has been all with one teacher. 
One of the first units to be presented should be their own 
school community, its regulations, traffic, general pro-
cedure and school program. This is different from the 
school yard as suggested by Inskeep (3:189) in that it is 
a study of the school itself rather than ofitSl structural 
aspects. She implies, however, l3:190) that the study of 
the building or yard is for the younger children, as she · 
says that some outstanding rule, made for children's wel-
fare will pave the way for knowing later what laws are for. 
He will begin to realize, she continues, that because he 
lives with other children in the school \3:191) there are 
rules which have to be obeyed so that everyone may have his 
rights. 
In the consideration of the community, the school 
and then the home have somewhat similar yet diverse duties 
to perform in the bringing up of the child. Inasmuch as 
the school has had to assume many of the duties of the 
home. Inskeep states in her first chapter (3:2) that mum 
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that is part of the home training of normal pupils must be 
II 
)I 
II 
taught from many angles to the retarded' child. Therefore !1 
' II 
the home and the school should be compared and their differ- jj 
ences and their place in the education of the children made II 
very plain. l::Srewer says ll: 187) that there is need for r. ii 1: 
II 
II ,, 
guidance in home life problems in order to inhibit wrong 
attitudes and develop correct ones. 
!I 
"Gardening" is an activity that is recommended highly !I 
!; 
11 
It 
/I 
II 
il 
by most authorities. Inskeep (3:363-66) goes into detail 
of how it can be developed; Kennedy-Frasier (6:216-17) re-
oommends it highly for any group of backward classes; wallin 1/ 
!I 
(5:244) calls the growing of vegetables in the school gardenjl 
II 
a practical project; and whipple devotes a short chapter to 11 
" 
the subject (7:225;28). With such a unanimity of opinion, !I ii 
there can be no doubt as to the desirability of such a pro- !J 
ject. However, in this school, the project would have to 
be carried out by the window box method such as suggested 
by Inskeep (3:364) as being desirable, although admittedly 
it is not as desirable as a real garden would be. 
The value of a project on milk has already been con-
sidered in another chapter (p.22) ro that there is no need 
'I 
[I 
II 
!I 
n 
il 
'I 
II 
II j! 
'I 
II 
It 
!! 
of discussing its value in this connection but simply to i/1 
say that its consideration would be more definitely a health i 
II project motivated by a visit to one of the large milk plants 
1
1 
I[ 
in the city. 
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"Nature study 11 can be developed readily in a number 
of ways. Inskeep lists {3:259-60) the study of the tad-
poles, fish turtles in an aquarium; leaves and trees, wild 
flowers, seeds, caterpillars, cocoons, insects, etc., some 
of which have been listed on our project sheet, 
with this group. 
"Pets 11 is considered under the heading of "Nature 
Study" by Whipple (7:214) as one phase of animal life. 
Inskeep has two projects, one a pet show (3:23.1) and the 
other an animal or menagerie project \3:233). 
evolution of living quarters from primitive times to the 
present. She says that it will furnish interesting and 
varied work in Ja nguage, reading, (use of clippings from 
papers and catalogues) geography, history, and social 
living, hygiene, arithmetic, art, manual training, and 
Domestic SCience. 
In connection with the project of "Shelter11 an 
auxiliary project on "Weather" would be the logical step. 
Inskeep mentions the fact (3:235) that out of this project 
(shelter) should arise an appreciation of homes suited to 
the climate and the environment. whipple devotes space 
(3:213-14) to the consideration of weather under subtopics 
of rain, frost, snow, dew, clouds, rainbows, wind, tempera-
ture and weather forecasts. 
'l'here are, doubtless, many other simple projects that 
will be added to this list from time to time, that come 
under the category of "simple environmental situations•• 
{3:12) and that meet the standards which Inskeep sets up 
for a project \~:19) namely a "purposeful, motivated piece 
of work within their comprehension, involving hand, head 
and heart activities whose outcomes are unified with prob-
able life work and the social adjustment of such children." 
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:1 it I, d ~ ~ROJECTS 1· 
11 1 
~~ GRADE I LEVEL (BOYS GROUP !: ) ~~ 
I 
Biography: ) 
Daniel Boone 
David CrocKett 
Kit Carson 
Robert 11. Clark 
Columbus 
William Cody 
Roger Williams 
Boats 
community Life: 
The Home 
The School (Traffic, Organization, Behavior) 
Gardening 
Milk 
Nature Study - Birds - Trees - Aquarium - rrild !''lowers 
Pets 
Shelter - ~rLnitive and lndian Homes 
Weather - \7:213) 
~------·-·- --.-··-·· --
Group F C.A. 10-4 to 15-1 M.A. 6-4 to 9-9 
INTRODUCTION 
a. Learn to recognize some of the common wild birds by 
using Audobon Bird Chart No. 1 
b. Take an excursion to nearest woods early in Spring 
1. Observe birds 
2. Listen to their notes 
3. Keep a list of birds seen 
c. Study chart again to verify findings 
ACADEMIC 
a. 'l'eacher reads short stories about birds to pupils 
b. ~upils and teacher discuss stories 
c. nead and memorize poems 
d. Match card with printed name of bird to picture 
e. Learn to spell names of birds 
f. Give oral description of birds 
g. !''ind place on nap where we live 
h. Find place on map where birds migrate 
HANDWORK 
a. vraw outlines of birds and color 
: 
:I 
:I 
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II 
II 
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II I ~ 
!' 
II 
II 
b. 
!! 
II 
'!'race outlines on rough side of oilcloth and color with l1 
:; 
crayons 
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c. Make window decorations of birds j1 
d. Make lantern slides on ground glass colored with special~~ 
Keystone crayons 1 
SHOP WORK 
a. Construct bird houses 
b. Make feeding trays 
c. Make cement bird baths 
d. Make bird markers for gardens 
OTHER ACTIVITIES 
a. Lecture on oirds (Audobon Society) 
b. Bird Club for pupils who wish to join 
c. ~onservation of Birds 
1. Of great value to farmer 
2. Very desirable around homes 
·~--- c •••• ·~··~·- ~-· ~ ·- • ·-"- .. ·~·~---· ~ ··- ~~- ~. ~ -· 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
TITLE 
Handbook of Nature 
Learn to Study Readers 
Book II 
Story Adventure ~ourth 
.oook 
Elem. Science by grades 
.oook II 
.!'athways in Science 
riks, IV,V,VI 
The Travels of Birds 
Elem. Science neaders 
Second .tjOOk 
Nature Magazine 
Comstock 
Horn and Me 
Bloom 
Suhrie & Gee 
.!'ersing-
reeples 
Craig and 
Johnson 
Chapman 
.!'ayne-
ljarrows 
PUBLISHER 
lTinn 
world Book Co. 
Appleton 
Ginn 
Appleton 
Schmerber 
American Nature 
.H.SSOC • 1214 
16 St. N.W. 
Washington, 
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I 
A UNIT OF WORK ON CALIFORNIA 
I ----
Aims: I 
II To develop an understanding of the extent of our li 
. II 
1. 
country. 
II 2. '110 develop an interest in travel and transportation 1/ 
3. .o develop habits of study and observation ~~ 
4. .~.o train pupils to compare intelligently, two I 
states as different as California and Massachusetts ,I 
I 
II other to attain success. .tS:mphasize the success of li 
II 
ij I~ 
are in size, climate, products, achievement. 
5. To train pupils to work together and help each 
the group rather than individual success. 
6. ·.ro develop an appreciation of the men and women 
who have made California what it is today. II II 
7. .~.o develop an appreciation of the great men of 1 
both states and the qualities that made them great.) 
; 
Academic I 
I 
jl 
Compare ...,alii.O.t·n.Lti w~ th Massachusetts in regard to: 
1. Size and climate 
2. Rainfall 
3. Industries 
4. Products 
5. Shore and beaches 
I II p 
II II 
II 
II 
,I 
!I 
II 
ll il li 
ii 
'I 
II 
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6. Historical interest 
7. Natural beauty 
8. Great men 
9. Large cities 
D• A visit to an Orange u-rove to obse.rve: (by means ul" 
pictures) 
1. Size and arrangement of trees 
2. Irrigation 
3. Use of smudge pots 
4. When the fruit ripens 
5. How the oranges are harvested 
c. A visit to an Orange Packing House to observe:(by 
means of pictures 
1. Washing the fruit 
2. Sorting according to size 
3. Discarding the poor fruit 
4. Wrapping the oranges 
5. Packing and shipping 
D. A visit to Yosemite Park 
1. Yosemite Valley 
a. Yosemite Falls 
b. Nevada Falls 
c. Vernal Falls 
d. Bridal Veil Falls 
e. Merced River 
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E. 
B. 
c. 
Art 
A. 
B. 
f. Grant Cliffs 
g-. Mirror Lake 
2. Maraposa Grove of Big Trees 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
r: 
I' I 
a. Warwons Tree with Driveway cut through i 
b. Telescope Tree 
c. Massachusetts Tree 
Make a spelling list of words used in the project. 
Give oral composition on a chosen topic 
Simple problems on the cost of 
1. Travel 
2. Living in California 
3. Clothing and furniture 
Making irrigation troughs 
Making smudge pots 
Cutting three ply wood for mounting pictures 
A study of "The Blue Boy" (because it is now in 
I' 
I' 
/, 
I 
1: 
I' 
i 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I~ 
I 
I 
I, 
I' 
Ji 
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i' 
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I' 
I! 
I' 
Pasadena, California) Miniature colored prints of thiJ 
li 
picture were mounted on three ply wood and shellaced i' 
to take home as souvenirs. 
A border of pictures representing scenery of 
California was made by pupils for the classroom 
/: 
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Handwork 
A. Signs printed 
B. Chart of Massachusetts scenery made by collecting 
pictures and mounting on 18 X 24 paper 
c. Making and mounting maps 
Activities 
A. Collecting souvenirs of California and displaying 
them in a small show case 
B. Making a chart of Massachdsetts views for comparison 
with those of California 
c. Collecting pictures of California and sorting and 
labeling as follows: (labels printed by pupils) 
lo Yosemite Park 
2. Old Missions 
3. Orange products 
4. Great Trees 
5. Pacific Coast 
6. Large Cities 
D. Study of road m~ps of Massachusetts and California 
for comparisons 
E. Exhibition of Tree Specimens from California 
F. Exhibit of products of California 
G. Decoration of paper plates to hold products such as: 
raisins, prunes, English walnuts, figs, oranges 
lemons 
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H. Drying a bunch of Malaga grapes to make raisins 
1. Planting seeds of fruits from California to watch 
their growth. 
1. oranges 
2. dates 
3. lemons 
4. prunes 
J. Exchange of pictures and nature souvenirs with a 
school in California 
K. Debates to decide which of these two states is the 
better place to live in. In these debates we conside 
the following: 
1. Climate 
2. Natural beauty 
3. ~laces of interest to visit 
4. nays of making a living 
5. advantages 
6. Dangers \earthquakes, floods, etc.} 
7. Sports (winter, summer) 
Lo Making a cactus vish Garden to represent a desert 
scene 
M. Maps 
Puzzle maps of United ~tates 
!I II 11 California 
II 
" 
11 Massachusetts 
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'l'he pupils made maps, color, cut up, and then put 
together and locate a few important pl.aces. 
N. Representation of an orange grove on the sand table 
1. We set out tiny seedling orange trees that 
we raised from seed a year ago or more. 
-.rhese were set in regular rows with irriga-
tion ditches between the rows. 
2. A tin irrigation trough filled with water fed 
the ditches. 
3. Smudge pots, at each corner and in the middle 
of the outside rows, were represented with 
small pieces of pipe and scraps of stick 
incense supplied the smoke. 
4. Adjoining the orange grove on the sand table 
was a desert scene with dry s~nd and cactus 
plants. 
~UESTIONS FOR FINAL CHECK 
1. which state is larger California or Massachusetts? 
2. How far would you have to travel to reach California? 
3. In which direction would you travel in going from Massa-
chusetts to Californiay 
4. A friend came from California to visit me. ln which 
direction did she travelY 
5. Which ocean borders on valifornia? 
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6. Which ocean borders on Massachusetts? 
7. ~-ihich of these two states that we have been studying has 
the most people? 
8. Name some fruits that grow in California but cannot 
grow in our own state? Why? 
9. Ma~{e a list of vegetables that can be raised in either 
of these two states. 
10. Which of these two states has the coldest winters? 
11. Which state has the most rain? Snow? 
12. Which of these two states has the most sunshine? 
13. Where do earthquakes do much harm? Why? 
14. What kind of people would you find in California? 
15. How many times larger is California than Massachusetts? 
(19 times) 
16. Where are the old Spanish Missions? 
17. Name four ways of traveling from Massachusetts to 
California. 
18. Shov1 on the map how one would travel by boat. 
19. Show on the map how the Lincoln Highway crosses the 
country. 
20 Describe an orange grove. 
21. Why ro orange trees have to be irrigated? 
22. Why are smudge pots used? 
I 
23. Toll what happens in an orange packing house? 
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24. Wh!lt does California do with so many oranges? 
25. Name some of the interesting p~ces to visit in 
California 
26. Describe the great trees. 
;i 27. Choose one of the following to tell about: gold, 
!j 
11 oil, waterfalls, gardens, submarine gardens, mountains 
:I 
28. Name some interesting places to visit in our own state. 
29. Choose one of the following to talk about: Plymouth, 
Bunker Hill, Boston, Autumn Woods, Beaches 
30. What great men have lived in California? 
ii 31. Name some great men in Massachusetts. 
i! 
:! li 32. Find two large cities of California on the map 
I) 33. Find on the map two large cities of Massachusetts. 
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TITLE AUTHOR 
American Explorers Gordy 
American Lands and People Smith 
Elson Basic Readers 
Bk. IV, pg. 217 
Human Geog. Bk. I 
New Geog. uk. I 
Our Nation oegins 
Our Neighbors Near and 
Far 
The Story of America 
Stories of American 
Explorers & Settlers 
our Na~ional rarks 
Stories of Luther 
ourbank & His School 
scott 
Smith 
Frey-Atwood 
.tjarker, .uodd & 
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Carpenter 
Burnham-Jack 
.tieard-.1\.ing 
Muir 
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PUBLISHER 
Scribner's 
Winston 
Foreman 
Winston 
uinn 
Rowe, .teterson 
Am. tiook Co. 
Winston 
Winston 
.tlOUghton-Miffl 
Scribner's 
Introduction 
CHAPT.KK VII 
GRADE I-II LEVEL (BOYS G) 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. An Outline - Farm Project 
4. units with ~ibliography 
Our Solar System 
Aviation 
This next group is rated as a ~-II grade level, the 
difference between this group and the one below being very 
slight. This means that in some subjects the pupil will 
have a second grade accomplishment while still first grade 
level in other subjects. ~he reading level as a rule was 
about a first grade level, so that the type of wor1c would 
be about the same as in the lower group. The list of 
biographies is of the same type as in the lower group, but 
covers a wider range. 
The sug-,~ested projects vary somewhat from the 1m-
mediate inviron.'1l.ent \Vhile still in the field of the child's · 
knowledge and interests. In fact, Wallin (5:201) suggests 
that the teacher should be on the watch for new interests. 
In the preceeding chapter we considered the unit, gardening, 
168 
but in this chapter the "Farm" is to be considered as one 
phase of community life and the city as another phase. It 
would be beneficial to many boys of retarded mentality if 
a school of this type could be located at least on the 
of a city where there would be the opportunity of operating 
a farm on a small scale. Kennedy-Frazier (6:216) recommends 
a residential school on a farm for certain cases of backward 
and wayward boys. Inskeep {3:363-4) declares farm work to 
be one of the most healthful as well as developmental oc-
cupations for these children. It is to be hoped that the 
day will soon come when the city schools may be so located 
that more of this VTork can be done in the natural environ-
ment. 
The City in this unit is to be considered from the 
point of view of a cooperative social enterprise in which 
the various organizations,--which Whipple enumerates 
(7:50-55) as, who makes the laws (local), who enforces the 
laws, how the community is made safe (health and fire pro-
tection), how the city is kept clean and how we get our 
water, have a definite service ro perform for the good of all 
the citizens. Inskeep maintains (3:235) that a "My City 
Project" which she lists should result in a strengthening of 
i
1 
the attitude of a good citizen towards the cleanliness, up-
ll !i keep, beautifying, and regulating of the community. 
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When we get into the subject of nature study which 
Inskeep (3:259-60) and Whipple (7:208-21) recommends, there J 
I 
is a large field for projects. Birds are listed here as in 1~. the previous chapter because of the seasonal interest,- il 
which Inskeep says (3:20) should always be considered,- 'I 
that the subject has for all children when the birds begin to i. 
return in the springtime. wallin says \5:191) that far more JJ 
II 
repetition is needed here than with normals and, if approach- il 
. II 
ed dif.ferently, the boys are sure to maintain an in.terest at Jl 
the right season. But in order to vary the nature work, plant 
II life, vegetables, weeds, rock and minerals, oil and the Solarr 
System are listed as recommended by nhipple l 7:217-21 J. The 11 
Solar System has been developed as one of the units submit- II 
ted in this chapter. Whipple lists {3:211-13) a similar unitJj 
under the .title 11 The World and Its Neighbors in Space". 
Instead of Transporta~ion as a project suggested 
by Inskeep l3:240-45), two phases of transportation -rail-
road transportation and aviation qave been chosen for this 
group. The latter links up with the biography of Lindberg 
which is listed !'or this group •. whipple uses (7:46) Travel 
by Land as the subject of a similar study. It does not 
A study of the Se9:sons and the activities that are 
carried on according to the change of.season is only casual-
ly mentionn in other connections by Whipple such as (7:217) 
the effect of the seasons, on animal life, on flowers and 
shrubs (7:218). Inskeep declares {3:199) that some study 
of climate conditions will be required in a transportation 
project. Therefore, if both these authorities agree that 
some attention should be given climate changes, a project 
tbat will reveal all the facts ought to contain sufficient 
valuable material for pupils of the retarded group. 
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PROJECTS 
Grade I-II Level Boys 
Aviation 
Biography: 
Eric the Red 
Lief Ericson 
Lindberg 
Miles Standish 
Capt. John Smith 
George Frederick Handel 
Sergeant York 
Ernest seton Thompson 
Henry Hudson 
Connnunity Life: 
The City 
The Farm 
-<-··---· "-""~--- ---- --~--~-··- ...... c- -. ~--
-- -
(Group G.) 
Nature Study - Birds Pl~nt life, vegetables, weeds, 
minerals, oil, solar system 
Railroad Transportation 
Seasons: 
Autumn - Harvesting 
Winter - Sports 
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Spring - Planting 
Summer - Care of growing 
things 
-- --- !L 
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Shelter - Homes of Today 
Shipping 
Store 
Winds 
Summer Plans - work or play 
First Aid (elementary) 
Care of body 
ORGANIZATION FOR FARM PROJECT - Group G 
a. Proper place for farm 
b. Selection of buildings 
c. Selection of animals 
d. Preparation of soil 
e. Selection of seeds 
Academic 
a. Planting of seeds 
• b. Proper vegetables for the ordinary family 
c. Fancy fruits and vegetables for market 
d. City and coll.ntry farms 
e. Proper care of growing plants: 
Thinning 
Water 
Sun 
Fertilizer 
Loosening soil 
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g. Lantern slides 
h. Demonstrations (making butter) 
i. :Picture study 
Handwork 
a. Designing, cutting and painting buildings, people and 
animals 
b. Individual drawings: 
Farm life 
Garden produce 
c. Knowledge of color in planting flower gardens 
Science ~ Physical Education 
a. 
b. 
c. 
a. 
strong bodies and clear minds needrl for farmers 
Difference in food value in the ordinary fruits and 
vegetables 
Long hours on farm 
Building main farm buildings: 
Chicken coop 
Pig pen 
Dairy 
Glass hot beds 
Fences 
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! · b. Cutting from tin: I Silo 
I 
Feed and water pans 
Milk cans 
Wire fences 
Activities 
I 
1: 
I' 
I 
I 
i. 
I' 
I. 
I: 
li 
I, 
a. Visit country farms I 
Plant seeds in flower pots for transplanting when large li b. 
enough 
c. Have small "backyard" garden of own 
d. Visit out door markets 
e. While on farm observe manner in which vegetables are 
washed and packed for market 
f. Visit to freight yard to see refrigerator cars 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FOR FARM PROJECT 
Fun at Sunnyside Farm 
American History Story 
Book 
{Parts read to class) 
Muor 
Blaidell & Ball 
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Ginn & Co. 
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Organization for Project OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 
~ Science 
a. Learn to locate the Big Dipper 
1. Find the pointers 
2. Find the North Star 
b. Locate the Little Dipper 
c. Locate other constellations near the dippers 
1. Casseopeia 
2. Dragon 
3. Taurus 
4. The Crown 
d. Learn that stars are really suns 
e. Compare our sun with the stars 
f. Learn to name the planets 
g. Compare planets and stars 
h. " 
II II our sun 
i. The Sun 
1. Distance from earth 
2. Importance to all life 
3. Motions 
4. Eclipses, causes, etc. 
j. 
1. Size 
2. Motions 
I 
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k. The Planets 
1. How many? 
2. Distance from sun 
3. Motions 
4. Moons 
1. Our Moon 
1. Phases 
2. Motions 
3. Distance 
Eclipses 
a. Of the sun 
b. Of the moon 
c. Cause and duration 
d. Appearance at different stages 
Hand Work 
a. Make scrap books of clippings 
b. Make atar map 
c. Make booklets showing constellations 
d. Window transparencies of familiar constellations 
e. Make lamp shades showing constellations (when 
lighted) 
f. Make an illuminated star box 
Academic 
a. Read simple stories about stars 
b. Discuss points of interest 
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I c. Read ancient myths about heavenly bodies 
d. Learn to spell simple words in connection with 
this study 
e. Oral reports of stars observed 
f. Memorize simple verses descriptive of stars, etc. 
g. Arithmetic problems comparing distances, diameters, 
etc. 
UNIT ON AVIA'riON 
Aims 
1. To give the boys a knowledge of aviation because 
of its growing importance to the world 
2. To show ho\v the development of one thing may prove 
to be of great benefit to the world 
3. To study the leaders in this field, whose struggles 
and daring have made aviation possible 
4. To have the boys realize and admire the character-
is tics of the flyers 
Geography 
1. Routes of famous flights 
a. Transcontinental routes 
b. •rrans-Atlt:~.ntic 
c. Trans-Pacific 
d. Around the world routes 
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11 2. Map study j~ 
3. Topography 
a. In relation to recent mishaps 
b. The change of the commercial to the u. s. 
in air mail 
Reading 
1. (Much of reading will have to be done by the 
teacher ) 
2. Lives of famous fliers 
3. Lives of the inventors of planes 
4. Simple stories of flying 
5. Newspaper articles - tracing position of planes 
to newspaper articles 
6. Collection of newspaper and magazine pictures as a 
basis for Ja nguage and reading 
Arithmetic 
1. Problems on time used in flights 
2. Amounts of fUel needed 
3. Cost of planes 
4. Freight charges 
·5. Weights safely carried in an airplane 
6. Fare to New York from Boston, etc. 
7. Problems to do with the mail 
I' 
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Language 1: 
I II 
1 1. Story Telling !: 
il 1:_ ! II 
• 2. Some might do letter writing ~ 
:, 'i ~ 3. Oral discussions of flying heroes ~ 
ll 4. Dramatization j\ 
II i: 
: .. -, Spelling fi 
ii 
l1 1. Simple words used in telling and writing of stories li 
')I i 
,I i may be studied 
i 
!I 
!f 
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History 
1. History of aviation - from past to the present 
1. Construction of kinds of planes 
a. monoplane 
b. hydroplane 
2. Construction of hangars - landing field, etc. 
Drawing 
1. Drawing of aviation pictures 
2. Collection of such pictures from papers and 
magazines 
Handwork i 
ill, Principles - picture composition - perspective 
1, 11
1 
Skills - pencil sketching - chalk - ink - crayon - colored 1, 
II! paper cutting I! 
II 
1
.1 II II 
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a. Drawing of airplanes - different kinds - in pencil 
in ink - crayon 
b. Frieze on sheathing paper showing air field with 
airdrome and different kinds of planes 
c. Any work requested by academic teacher 
Science 
a. Internal combustion engine 
b. Magneto 
c. Generator 
d. Weather 
e. Air pressure 
f. Moisture 
g. Altitudes 
h. Clouds 
i. Battery 
j • Deisel Engine 
I 
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tiiBLIOGRAPHY ON AVIATION UNIT 
!I 
I 
BOOK 
(Man's Wings 
(How to Fly 
The Skycraft Book 
Lindberg - His Story in 
Pictures 
The Boy's Life of the 
Wright Brothers 
Playing Airplane 
The Alphabet of Aviation 
Courier of the Clouds 
MAGAZINES 
Popular Aviation 
Sky Flights 
Airway Age 
AUTHOR PUBLISHER 
J. M. Richardson Reilly & Lee 
Laura B. Harney 
Miller 
Mitchell Charnley 
John McMamara 
Paul Jones 
E. Shenton 
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D. c. Heath 
Putnam 
Harper & Bro. 
Macmillan 
Macrae Smith 
Macrae Smith 
PUBLISHER 
Aeronautical 
Publications, 
Chicago, Ill 
I; 
" i; 
,, 
[, 
[: Co.;, 
ji 
Co.i: 
Beverly House, Inc 
New York, N.Y. ii 
I, 
Simmons Boardman!! 
30 Church St. 11 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER VIII 
GRADE II-III LEVEL (BOYS H) 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. ~ Outline in Science 
4. Units with Bibliography 
The Post Office 
puppets 
This group of boys has attained an accomplishment 
level of a second or low third grade and this advance is 
more decided than the two previous groups. The work, how-
ever, must still be on the primary level. Consequently, 
the listof biographies is a continuation of the type used 
in previous lists with the range including several inventors 
and one poet. Inskeep suggests (3:_330) that the teacher 
read an appropriate poem and in another connection (3:65) 
she sug,~ests using poetry as reading matter. "snowbound" 
read after a real winter's storm may well open the way, not 
only to an appreciation. of poetry, but to an interest in 
the life of a poet. 
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1 The topic "Heroes of Science" is 
l 
biography carried 
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II 
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into the field of science. The study of science was begun 
in the lowest group, therefore, knowledge concerning some of I[ 
li 
il li 
I! 
II 
the outstanding men in this field who have shown marked 
industry and perseverence,--character traits listed by 
Whipple (7:36),--cannot be amiss. 
I' II In this group a project on transportation is recommended' 
I' 
I 
but again instead of covering a large field as recommended 
by Inskeep ( 3:240-45) or land travel as suggested by Whipple 
1
1 
{7:46), one phase of land travel, Bus Transportation, has 
been listed. The bus is fighting today with the railroad 
for its share of passenger and freight transportation and 
the coming generation must solve some of the problems of 
this competition, therefore its consideration is opportune. 
Inskeep says ( 3:241) that·. all children (including retarded) 
are interested in the present, the latest make of truck, -
II I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
and recommends a cross section of today as more satisfactory,! 
consideration of the evolutioJI if time is limited, than the 
II 
I 
of transportation. She suggests (3:241), moreover, that I 
II 
I 
I 
the present and the future should be presented before the 
past. 
I 
Dairying was recommended in a previous chapter as a i 
II ,, 
project for girls at about this group level. It is EqUally 
suitable for a group of boys. Whipple mentions (7:242) \[ 
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dairying as more suitable for an agricultural community, 
but a wise teacher can adapt the project to the present 
need. Wallin says {5:253) that a superior special class 
teacher will be essentially a clinical teacher. Moreover, 
Inskeep declares (3:239) that any children who have no 
interest in country life should be taught aboutthis life. 
As there are dairyfurms in close proximity to the city of 
Lynn, the best motivation for the project would be a visit 
to one of these farms, as Inskeep suggests {3:290) should 
be done in the study of a local industry project, and the. 
project should be concluded by a visit to one of the local 
milk plants. 
One of Lynn's neighboring cities is quite famous for 
its fishing industry and as Lynn itself is a shore city, ' I 
I 
a project on fishing, while not strictly a local industry i 
II project as men~ioned by Inskeep (3:290) would have sufficient 
interest and motivation. Inskeep says (3:22) that there are~ 
nature interests, social living and hygiene contacts in 
almost all projects and Fishing is no exception to this. 
Moreover,it has definite bearing in the goal of self-con-
trolled, self-supporting citizenship. (3:23) 
The Post Office project has been outlined by Inskeep 
(3:105-107} as one in which almost any child is interested. 
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. She suggests a small collection of stamps as a good start. 
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The interest in this project was somewhat intensified 
because of the fact that there was a new post office under 
constructio~ during the period of the study and trips were 
arranged to both the old building and the new construction 
work. 'l'he introduction to the project explains more in 
detail the activities involved in developing the project. 
'l'he Puppet show was initiated with the idea of teach-
ing character through the use of dramatization. Inskeep 
maintains (3:108} that while little of civics is touched 
upon yet much social living develops in the preparation of 
any dramatic work. She adds that the arithmetic, manual 
I 
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training and domestic science work, while concerned with i 
the mechanics of' the production, also give lif'e situations. 
1
1 
d 
The School Community here is to be ronsidered as a 
social or life situation. Inskeep suggests (3:191} that 
rules of the school may be compared to traffic rules. It 
is proposed to go a step farther than this and to show that 
advancement in life and in school lifeare alike, promotion 
comes in both cases from character traits, such as ~hipple 
enumerates ~7:34-38} obedience, honesty, thrift, self-
control, industry, trustworthiness, loyalty and cooperation. 
Sugar, while not strictly a local industry, is an 
industry located in a nearby city and from there reaches 
to Cuba. It has much in common with the cotton project 
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il (3:245) of Inskeep or her cereal project (3:253). It would [! 
be possible to make use of visual aids for the Cuban portionil 
I' 
of the project which Inskeep declares l3:26) are valuable 
to lead up to a project or to motivate the project and 
clarify its problems. 
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Wood Heels has the advantage of being a local industry II 
II I~ 
1\ 
II 
II 
I( 
il 
project (3:290) in a shoe city. The subject has a direct 
bearing on the hygiene of the growing child, good posture 
(3:270-71}. A visit to a wood heel factory would provide 
II 
;I much of value in the arranging of the details for the visit 
11 
li 
as Inskeep suggests ( 3:291) and would provide material as to'! ii 
safety devices, cleanliness, light, air, heat, lunch and 
rest room facilities which this industry provides for its 
employees. 
'l'he Science projects listed for this group are not in 
I 
i( 
II 
II 
II 
II 
!( 
II 
!i the field of nature study as recommended by vvhipple l7: 208- I' 
II 
21). She does mention, (7:220) however, building construe- il 
tion in this connection which is similar to the material 
II 
covered in the subject Homes in Which we Live. 'rhe project [ 
·I 
·On Clothes is likewise similar to the one treated by Whipple 11 
II 
l7: 219) under the heading, 11 Plants of special value to man", jl 
II 
il 
li 
II 
and "How domestic animals contribute to our comfort" 
( 7:215) • 
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ll . "Fire" is not mentioned by Whipple except incidentally Ji 
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inferred by reference to protection of property \7:56) or il 
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!\ Insurance (7:64) and the fire department (7:52). All these \i 
;I phases would be evolved from a study of fire as one of 1\ 
I 1: 
[[ nature's elements • .Lnskeep mentions \3:272-73) the safety ~~ 
!I 1i 
!! instruction necessary in regard to fire, therefore, this !; 
:1 II 
i subject is not at all out of place in our program of studies.!: 
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PROJECTS 
Grade II-III Level Boys 
Biography: 
Richard E. Byrd 
Gene Tunney 
Dewey 
.l.<'arragut 
Perry 
Fulton 
Yfhi ttier 
Decateur 
Marconi 
Morse 
Busses - Transportation 
Dairying 
Fishing 
Heroesof Science: 
Pasteur 
'l'radeau 
Reed 
post Office 
Puppets 
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I 
School Community - ~ Life Situation 
Sugar - Cuba 
Wood Heels 
Science J;'rojects 
Group H 
I. The Homes in which We Live 
a. History of the home 
b. J:'lans and construction 
c. Materials 
1. sources of materials 
li. The Clothes '.l'ha t we Wear 
III. A Study of Fire 
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MATERIAL EQUI~MENT FOR THE POST OFFICE PROJECT 
The physical equipment for this unit is rather 
extensive, and enough so that eighteen boys may be kept 
occupied in the activities. Six of the boys may be assigned 
to the local carrier racks, racking the first-class mail 
i' 
f'or deli very. Three of' the boys mqr work at the traps sort-~: 
ing the first-class mail f'or outgoing trains for distant 
distribution. Two more boys may be at the traps for out-
It 
i' 
ll 
going mail destined for local towns and cl ties. li Four boys !I 
may be assigned to the second and third-class mail which 
includes flat magazines and packages, local, distant, and 
city delivery of' this class of mail must be organized in a 
systematic way. This leaves three boys to carry on the 
business of the post office, s~ch as the money order and 
stamp department. The handling of registered mail, and 
the bookkeeping. The teacher acts as the postmaster. 
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This unit is an activity unit, not in building and con~ 
struction which of course must be done primarily, but in 
handling material which must be read in order to be properly 
handled. Packages must be weighed in order to determine tm 
proper postage, as must be the first-class mail. 'l'he sale 
of st~ps must be balanced with the money received in the 
sale transaction. All packages and first-class mail must 
be properly train sc~med, involving the elements of time, 
I, 
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much material for reading and writing. 
ceived in the mail.as in advertising material. Business 
letters are written by the boys and are found properly 
trapped and racked when sorted from the mass of incoming 
and outgoing mail. 
A wealth of tests involving the speed and accuracy 
of the sorting may ?e inaugurated with desirable results. 
With boys of the lowest grades the sorting of the mails is 
limited m the alphabet, strips of tape bearing the alpha-
bet ratner than street and town designations are used at 
the traps, and racks. 
ORGANIZATION FOR POST OFFICE PROJECT 
Academic 
a. .Mechanics and practice of sorting and identifying 
mail 
b. Sale of money orders 
c. cashing of money orders 
d. neighing of postal matter 
e. Sale of stamps 
f. Sorting of 2nd class matter (flag magazines, etc.) 
g. General delivery 
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i. 
Special delivery 
Air mail 
j. Clerks making up cases 
k. Carriers sorting for delivery 
1. Outgoing mail 
m. Incoming mail 
n. Postal Savings Bank. May itself be a unit 
o. Bookkeeping stamps only 
Handwork 
Engraving Department 
a. The design and manufacture of postage stamps 
" " 
II 
c. II II II 
Scieme and Physical Education 
The Civil Service School 
II II money orders 
II 
" 
posters 
a. Preparation for educational examination 
b. " II physical " 
c. Educational examination and rating 
d. Physical II " " 
Building activities ~ New Post Office Site 
a. Activities in <D ncrete work 
b. It " structural work 
c. Incidental building activities 
d. Model Post Office 
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Post Office Furnishings 
a. Cases for sorting mail 
b. Help in developing equipment for handling mail 
ACADEMIC AIMS 
1. To familiarize the Children with the workings of 
the Post Office 
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2. To instill an appreciation of the services rendered!: 
I! 
II 
by our government to the community I! 
3. 
II 
'l'O inculcate in the children a recognition of theirl1 
,, 
duties and responsibilities to the government. 
Geography 
1. Streets of Lynn 
2. Surrounding towns and cities 
3. Air mail routes 
4. Maps 
Reading 
1. Addresses 
2. Newspaper articles 
3. Fi~ing of letters alphabetically 
a. By Surname 
b. By city and town 
c. By state 
4. Booklets from Post Office on the mailing system 
5. Reading of sentences from blackboard 
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Arithmetic 
1. Buying and selling of stamps 
2. Costs of Special Delivery - Air Mail - Registered 
Mail 
3. Problems involving weight of letters and packages 
4. Time elament in mail system 
5. Money orders 
Language 
1. Writing of addresses 
2. Addressing envelopes 
3. Writing letters 
4. Oral stories on Post Office 
5. Showing pictures in reflectoscope of the growth 
of the Post Office 
Spelling 
1. Words necessary to writing about the Post Office 
2. Learning to spell Massachusetts 
History 
1. Development of mail from early times 
2. pony Express 
3. Making a chart showing progress in mail 
from 1850 to 1934 
4. Collection of stamps 
Visits 
1. Post Office Building 
2. Foundation of the New Post Office 
Work Assigned to the boys ~ the General Shop 
1. An excursion to the local PostOffice 
a. To see the men at their work 
b. To get ideas of the organization of the work 
c. To secure the terminology used in the ~ost 
Office 
d. To note the arrangement of the equipment 
e. To find out how to use the ~ost Office 
equipment 
f. To determine how we could build this 
equipment. 
2. The Post Office Fittings built by the boys 
a. Racks for the sorting of the mail 
b. ~raps for the sorting of the mail 
d. Tables for sorting the mail 
e. •rraps for train scheming 
f. a long bench for the racking of local mail 
3. The mounting of maps 
a. The City Engineers Maps for local carrier 
<' . 
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I 
4. Other work 
a. The making of mail pouches 
b. Stands for train scheming data (time tables) 
5. Additional Shop Program Correlating with Unit 
a. A superficial study of the plans for the 
erection of the new united States Post Office 
at Oxford and Willow Streets 
b. A study of the front lobby elevation, taking note 
of the business transactions window 
c. A study of the v1ork floo:r plan 
d. A lantern slide lecture on the history of the 
Post Office 
e. The boys were taken on an excursion to the 
location of the new ~ost Office while the con-
struction work was going on, a number of lessons 
were based upon this visit, and the visits of 
many of the boys on their own initiative 
f. Made sail makers palm for sewing pouches 
g. Made two tables for post office unit 
h. Secured blue prints of new ~ost Office 
i. .boys looked over blue prints of new Post Office 
j. Illustrated lecture on postal service 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
1. ~ost office gives booklets free giving interesting 
information about stamps, zoning, etc. It is called 
2. World Book Encyclopedia fg. 5768 to 5777 
Authors - O'Shea - Foster - Locke - St. Clair 
PUblisher - w. F. Quarrie & Co., Chicago 
UNIT ON PUPPETS 
Aims 
1. To stimulate creativeness in the children 
2. 'l'o teach character through the personality of the 
puppets 
3. '!'o encourage hobbies of which ~uppet Shows could 
be an entertaining and probably profitable one 
Geography 
1. Italians in America 
2. study of Italy as a place in which Puppet Shows are 
popular 
3. study of the lives of the people there in the small 
towns and how they entertain themselves 
Heading 
1. Pinnoccio 
2. stories with the idea of making them into plays 
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d. Tickets 
Language 
1. Dramatization 
2. Need for good enunciation and pronunciation to be 
an actor 
3. Learning expression in reading parts 
Spelling 
1. Spelling of words used in invitations on tickets 
2. Words used in plays 
3. Words used in advertisements of plays offered 
History 
1. Growth of 'l'ony Sarg' s marionettes 
2. How puppet shows first started and where 
1. Construction 
a. Puppets 
b. Theatre 
c. Scenery 
d. Making of costumes 
e. Lighting 
f. Printing 
g. :Mixing paints 
h. Electric wiring 
Drawing 
1. Posters 
2. scenery 
Handwork 
Principles - Proportion 
Skills painting - pencil sketching 
a. Decorating stage 
1. making turrets 
2. painting 
3. drawfng knight and painting 
b. scenery - construction of puppets 
c. Any work requested by teacher 
Sewing 
a. Curtains of stage 
b. Costumes 
c. .Puppets 
Science 
a. Electricity d. Mechanism of puppets 
b. Light ij. Levers - weights - balance 
c. Sound f. Pulleys 
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TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
Shears 
Glue, prepared 
Cross cut saws 
Rip saws 
Whitine 
string 
Needles 
Chalk, colored 
Paint brushes 
Split plugs 
'!'ape and splicing comp. 
string solder 
Nails 
Christmas Tree Lamps 
Hammers 
tSrads 
'l'ry squares 
Dry colors 
Glue, flake 
Thread 
·.racks 
Crayons 
{copper wire, insulated single 
and 2 cond.) 
Lamp socket 
(Electric soldering iron) 
Soldering paste 
Fifteen watt lamps 
Leather scraps, cloth, tin, cardboard, old boxes, clay, 
cement, sand, rubber, etc. 
WORABLE MATERIALS 
SMALL BLOCKS OF WOOD 
Dyed sawdust for grass 
Confetti for snow 
Glass, white and colored 
Brilliants from combs 
Pieces of lace 
Pieces of reed 
TOoth picks 
String, white and 
colored 
Matches 
'l'humb 
tacks 
Cord 
Jewels from ~oolworths Wire 
!l'ancy buttons oeads 
Old veils 
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WORKABLE MATERIALS (Vfhich may be Needed) 
/i 
I r== 
1: 
l:i 
fi Sections of tree branches, small ends which represent barren li 
trees. \Blueberry. bushes are better) 
Small stones make miniature mountains, cotton batting for 
snow. 
Dolls' furniture fits a small stage. 
a pieceof tar paper in a window, the black night outside • 
Crepe paper for grass and other vegetation. 
~roken mirror for a lake. 
Corrugated iron for ocean waves. 
Zinc or glass from old washboard fer. small waves. 
Bright bits of cloth for battle flags and dressing puppets 
Meat skewers for flag poles. 
Bits of bright tin for swords, spears, and shields 
Old chain pocketbooks for armor. 
Sandpaper, and sand for a desert. 
~infoil for a water fall. 
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II 
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II ~~ Old linoleum for flats and background. ,, 
II 11:11 Colored paper cut from magazines. 
II 1111 rictures from books and magazines to be used as costume 
I il 
I plates. ~ 
I 
,/ 
li 
iictures may be pasted on wood and jig-sawed out • li 
.,, wrinkled wrapping J:aper represents a rough terrain. [i 
i Celophane wrappers makes icicles and sheets of ice 1! 
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I! 
fl pla. y; like the li 
-
mechanism of a mama doll. 
Any musical instruments to aid the play. 
Christmas tree lights for footlights. 
uld fl~sh lights for spot lights, etc. 
~ighting: ------THE WORK OF THE LIGHTING MANAGER* 
'l'he direction, guality, and guantity of the lighting 
count for much. 
color values can not be obtained at high intensity. 
You may have one or the other but not both. With the use 
II 
·I 
\i 
II ! 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
li 
of high intensity comes the garish and crude color arrange- !l 
il men ts. 
Shadows must be luminous and free from sharp edges. 
There must oo m marked focusing--nothing In.etalic about- the 
light. 
THE LEAST POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF LIGHT IN CONFORMITY WITH 
~DETAIL REQUIRED DIFFUSED AND SOFT, lli!! !!fTI! A DISTINCT 
GENERAL DIRECTION AND ~UIETLY TINTED. 
(Quoted from Bassett Jones) 
Methods of obtaining colored lights: i:· 
The gelatin mediums, colored sheets of gelatine 19 11 
x 21 11 at 20 cents each. 
* See page 198, reference #9. 
II 
\i 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
1: 
II 
j! 
II 
I! 
Or sheets of colored tissue paper may be used, though 
the paper does not permit the light rays to pass through 
as easily as does the gelatin sheet. 
Blue gives very little light 
Green a little more 
Yellow most of all 
Straw 
Amber give the strongest light 
Rose 
Dark blue - gives practically no light and iB 
Dark red used principally for color. Mix 
in amber for purpose of light. 
Steel blue light ---------------for moonlight. 
Light green light---------------for moonlight. 
Magenta-------------------------for firelight glow. 
Deep amber is best to stimulate flame. 
Moonlight-----------------------Color does not show under 
i 
i 
j! 
II I j; 
moonligllt. Flowers become ·1 
I, 
li neutral color. II 
Medium blue---------------------Are used to light the back- li 
i\ 
ground the back drops or the jl 
1
1
1 
cyclorama. 
Violet Light--------------------Thrown on red produces and 
intensifies a wonderful 
effect. Violet light is 
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also very beautiful on green :/ 
or blue curtains. This ~ 
medium is also very effectivJi 
in bring out red and blue 11 
Magenta-------------------------;::o::rise or late after-
1
: 
II 
I II 
li 
I 
II 
l1 
noon. 
Crossing green and magenta------For a wierd effect. 
Crossing red and green----------To obtain yellow shadows. 
Blue and violet crossed---------To obtain green shadows. 
Rose and violet crossed~-~------Produce green shadows on 
background. 
Straw---------------------------Which is softer than white, 
doesnot kill the color in 
costumes as amber does. 
Frost---------------------------Is also softer than white 
and may be used when no 
color is desired. 
LIGHT LOCATIONS 
The Footlights-------Should not be continuous but should be 
grouped and movable at will and should 
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The border-lights---The·border lights give the more natural II 
I 
lighting, as in this instance the light II 
comes from overhead. They are hung from !I 
II 
'I 
II 
li 
the inside top of the proscenium arch 
and along the top of each border. li 
II 
The Bunched-Lights--A box .full of lights is now replaced by 11 
II the mazda C-1000 watt unit. It is p 
II 
II 
:I 
\I 
i/ 
II 
fitted with grooves for color screens 
and is used to throw lights through 
window to light back drops. 
j! 
The Dimmer --------~-A rheostat, small portable and inexpen- II 
sive. Several are needed 1D control I! 
the lighting. 
I' ,I 
I! 
'I 
I 
The SpotliBht--------A devise casting a beam of lieht on som~~ 
1! 
li 
particular spot. 
The Flood Light------Like the spotlight except that the light! 
II is more spread out. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BOOK 
1. Marionettes Easy to Make, 
Fun to Use 
2. Marionettes, Masks and 
Shadows 
3. Be a Puppet Showman 
4. Your Workshop 
5. Playmaking 
AUTHOR 
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PUBLISHER II 
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Doubleday 
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Macmillan 
Small,Maynard 
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6. Plays, Acting and Music Symons 
7. Practical Stage Directing 
for Amateurs Taylor 
8. Costumes and Scenery for 
Amateurs Mackey 
9. Community Drama, Playground 
and Recreational A~soc. of 
America 
10. Finocchio 
-11. Kasperle 
Collodi 
Silbe 
PLAYS FOR MARIONETTES 
PLAY AUTHOR 
Finocchio for the Stage Bufano 
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School Walters 
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GRADE III LEVEL (BOYS I) 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. Science Projects 
4. Units 
Leisure Time Activities 
Safety in Winter Sports 
Introduction 
The accomplishment level of the members of this group 
shows, as a rule, less variation than in any of the other 
groups and approaching a third grade level rather closely 
in all the subjects. A typical profile on the next page 
!t 
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II 
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I 
illustrates this condition (red) as compared with the usual 1! 
II 
II 
variations (green). 
In this chapter, as in previous ones, there is a varied 
list of biographies, including heroes of science, by the 
means of which the attempt is made to build attitudes of 
better social behavior. Brewer in his chapter on "Guidance 
in Right Doing" (1:486) suggests as one of three things that 
the teacher should furnish the opportunity for class dis-
cussion on instances, cases, and principles of right doing. 
He also declares (1:491) that our cases should involve to a 
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predominatory extent patterns of good rather than of evil. 
This has been the plan in the careful selection of these 
bibliographies. 
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,! 
'I The Cafeteria project has been suggested by Inskeep 1: 
II ( 3:283) as sui table for teaching retarded children manners,:! 
i: 
food values, balanced meals with proper food combinations, i
1
\ 
!I 
II and prices that should be paid for meals. As many retard- '1 
II 
ed children come from homes of retarded mentality accord-
(\ 
li 
ing to Inskeep (3:216) they are in need of such instruction! 
li 
!I 
as has been suggested. Brewer states (1:443) that one has:: 
:i 
merely to stand at the cashier's desk of a school lunch-
room to see the need of instruction regarding choices of 
foods and he is talking of normal children in this in-
stance, but what he says is equally as true in the case 
sub-normals. 
Whipple says (7:219) that pupils might profit by 
becoming familiar with the interesting features in the 
'I 
IJ 
t: 
'I 
'I !i 
of 1: 
I' ~I ,, 
II 
li 
I! 
!I 
" q
j:, 
I' 
'I 
!I 
" !1 
ii growth and making of coffee, which has been chosen as the 
I II 
next project. Too often growing children use coffee with-~ 
I 
out realizing its harmful effects. Here is an opportunity !I 
II 
to coordinate food and health instruction. Inskeep points li 
'i 
out (3:278) that the human machine is clogged by fuel that !I 
is not of the right kind and recommends (3:279) the con-
sideration of the effect of tea and coffee on the nervous 
system. 
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this level. Inskeep outlines (3;214) a project on early 
American History that might easily be called a project 
on Colonial Life. She emphasizes the value of social 
studies in helping retarded children to develop theability 
to make accurate judgments, to reason out solutions and to 
act on new situations. These abilities are equally valua-
ble to either sex. 
A project on cotton is outlined in detail by Inskeep 
(3:245-52) as especially valuable for mixed ages. This 
project might arise out of the purchase of cheese cloth 
for cleaning and polishing a car, an interest from within 
the pupil's level of attainment and knowledge into realms 
of the unknown, in this instance to cotton growing in the 
South and also in Egypt, thus showing the class what 
Inskeep terms (3:198) the interdependence of nations or 
(3:188) the interdependence of all life. 
Fruit raising is what Inskeep would term a seasonal 
interest project (3:20) suited best for the fall term 
when fruits and vegetables are ready to harvest. Inskeep 
does not mention fruit raising directly, but she says 
{3:261) in all growth the fact should be stressed thgt 
growing things need care and human life is only at its 
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best when the child receives proper· nourishment and shelter. 
Whipple, however, mentions briefly (7:218) the study of 
local fruit and nut trees. Inskeep recommends (3:260) 
field excursions for purposes of nature study and in this 
instance a trip through different orchards would be valua-
ble if distance does not make it seem inadvisable. 
The next unit, Leisure Time Activities, has been 
developed at some length. Inskeep declares (3:5) that 
education in the efficient use of leisure time should have 
a place in the subjects of the curriculum. She further 
states thatpotential criminal tendencies cnn frequently be 
eradicated if retarded children are taught how to use their 
leisure time profitably. Brewer states (1:562) that 
children who experience failure in school are almost 
li 
certain!/ 
li to make use of leisure time to attempt some form of fancied 
success even if it be in doing wrong. Hence the importance 
and the space given to this unit. 'l'ne outline of the unit 
explains its development. 
The unit, Public Safety, might well be termed a 
Ill II I civic project. Inskeep says (3:217) that the sewers, 
-. I 
i' police protection, etc., shouJ.d be seen by the child as ( 
/ things for which his father has to pay taxes. She declares ~~ 
I (3:194) that a study o:f the neighborhood, (as represented [j 
I
ll in this case by Health and Police Service), should give the II 
ill ~ 
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\' pupil a greater respect for the law which enables people to 
II 
I 
II 
I 
live together with due respect for each others rights and 
comforts. 
Again a project of seasonable interest is presented, 
Safety in Winter Sports. Inskeep mentions (3:272-75) 
Safety First instruction but offers no projects except in 
the case of fire. She does say, however, that retarded 
1: 
I' 
I 
ji 
children should be given dramatically all of the informa tionj: 
that they can be made to understand concerning Safety First .I' 
I' ,, 
Whipple lists {7:332-3) a safety project and mentions skat-
ing as one of the dangers. 'l'his, however, is only one of 
various dangers to guard against in winter so the project 
as developed should aid in developing more care in winter 
activities. 
The Shoe Industry is probably the most important 
local indus try in this city and as such should have a 
place as one of the local industries projects recommended 
by Inskeep (3:290-91). Many of both sexes find employment 
in some phase of the shoe industry when they leave school. 
One boy, whose •nentality was so low that he could not 
count to 100 correctly, found a job where he had to learn 
to ro unt hides and the necessity did what the school had 
failed to accomplish. Inskeep declares (3:290) the study 
of such an industry is valuable to the older children of 
=- ;,---
1 
• 11 
the stable type. 
Another industry in which some of the boys find 
employment is the Telegraph Companies. 'l'he value of local 
industry study having been touched on above, it will not 
be necessary to comment at length here, except to suggest 
it as a project. 
The Science Projects on weather, light and heat are 
not directly mentioned by Inskeep. She does, however, 
mention (3:260} a discussion of dew, clouds, and rain. li 
Whipple cb es menticn (7:214) weather forecasts, frosts, /1 
:1 
sun, the rainbow, the sun, the moon, the stars, all phases t
1
( 
il 
of weather, light and heat so that a class in science !! 
,, 
1\ studying these subjects or projects is surely in the realm :, 
ii 
li 
of the known at the beginning of their work. Just how i1 ,, 
I' ,, 
'I 
deeply the teacher should go into these subjects is, how- /1 
ever, a matter in which the teacher is the best judge as [! 
II 
she is the one who, according to Inskeep (3:23), must il 
II 
il 
breathe the breath of life into her projects. !1 
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PROJECTS 
Grade III Level Boys _ (Group I) 
Biography: 
Paul Jones 
Benjamin Franklin 
Lord Nelson 
William Penn 
James Watt 
Dewitt Clinton 
Lowell 
Cafeteria 
Coffee 
Colonial Life 
Cotton - The south - Egypt 
Fruit Raising 
Heroes of Science; 
Smith 
Koch 
Grenfell 
McMullan 
Leisure Time Activities 
public Safety - Police Protection 
sanitation 
216 
Safety in Winter Sports 
Shoe Industry 
Telegraph Companies 
science 
1. Weather 
a. Changes 
b. Causes 
c. study of instruments 
2. How We Heat Our Homes 
3. How We Lig~t Our Homes 
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i; A UNIT ON LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES ij 
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Ji I. HOW THE ACTIVITY STARTED 
During an oral language period the pupils were dis-
cussing what they did with their time after school. The 
;I 
II 
I' 
II 
I' 
1l 
tl 
li information was surprising because of the fact that they had!! 
il II 
so few hours of leisure. The majority of pupils had a poor-!i 
! 
ly balanced program, but it seemed that with a small amount 1 
I! 
•I li 
1: 
I' 
I! 
of supervision it could be improved. 
A questionnaire was made, based on the information 
,, 
il 
gleaned from the language period. The pupils filled out theii . 
,, 
questionnaire and the unit was based on their needs, as li 
" h 
found therein. 'l'he children were very anxious to tell what ·' 
they did and liked. After tabulating the results we found 
that there were many places in Lynn with which they were 
unfamiliar. 
We planned to cover all the recreational facilities 
offered during the winter and summer months., 
Organization: 
Academic 
a. Class discussions on use of leisure time 
b. Visits to places where leisure time might be spent 
,, 
II 
I! 
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il 1. Boys r Club !l 
i/ 2. Playground if 
~~ 1[1 
;1 3. Library It 
iJ p 
d il 
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:•.) 6. L'f.IUl Beach ·li 
; It 
1\ Written stories visits fl il c. on ij 
1\ d. Selection of worth while reading books, magazines, and 11 
moving pictures 
e. Dramatization 
f. Map work - finding locations of places of interest in 
the city, also the whereabouts of playgrounds 
I' 
! 
!I 
,, 
tl 
II 
!I 
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I Planning short trips that might be taken to surrounding ' il 
:I 
g. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
h. 
i. 
a. 
cities. 
Suggestions given for development of ability 
Study of newspaper radio programs 
Science ~ Physical Education 
Learning of games and sports 
1. tiaseball 7. volley ball 
2. Football 8. wrestling 
3. '!'ennis 9. .Newcomb 
4. Bowling lG. Didgeball 
5. Basketball 11. Bat ball 
6. Soccer 
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c. 
d. 
e. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
a. 
Development of sense of fair play 
Development of body by participation in exercises, 
games, sports, and track. 
Stunts 
Handwork and Drawing 
Basket weaving 
Weaving 
Chair caning 
Drawing illustrations of seasonal activities 
Making of scrap books 
Draw and construct kites 
Modeling 
Construction of 
1. Boats 
2. Tilts 
3. Ping pong rackets 
4. Flower boxes 
5. Miniature playground 
6. Heflectoscope 
7. Book ends 
8. Letter openers 
9. VVhisk broom holders 
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il 
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!I 
!I 
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10. Bread boards 
11. •rrays 
12. Sugar scoop 
one's spare time if one wishes. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
II. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV, 
Music 
Listening to records and learning to recognize and 
name those pieces which are familiar classics 
Learning to sing those songs which are classified as 
community songs. 
Starting a harmonica band 
Listening to music on the radio if possible. 
WHAT HAS LYNN TO OFFER IN THE FIELD OF WHOLESOME 
RECREATION? 
General-OUtline 
Grade level - second - third 
Age - 12 to 16 years 
Time - Three weeks 
Objectives 
1. To give the pupils an acquaintance with and 
an appreciation of the amount of recreation 
offered in Lynn 
2. l' To give each pupil an opportunity to see con- \i 
,I 
I: 
cretely lby handwork) the opportunities of 
recreation facilities in Lynn. 
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I 3 h 11 • ~o enric and enlarge children's knowledge; h 
~ to show a profit~le means for use of leisure 1 
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time by teaching various types of handwork 
and games. 
4. To use informational material as a means to 
further drill in the tool subjects. 
!NTRODUCTION 
'l'he pupils who par:bicipa ted in this unit gained 
factual knowledge of the recreational facilities offered 
in Lynn. 
They learned to organize materials; appreciate and 
enjoy good musical selections; to know how to play simple 
games; to select both moving picture shows, radio programs, 
books and magazines. 'l'he unit also provided an excellent 
opportunity for an abundance of handwork; these pupils 
also learned to appreciate better what is offered in the 
line of recreation in this community. 
~hrough the presentation of these various types of 
recreation we hope to have effected a more profitable use 
of leisure time for these pupils. 
lii. CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOBMENT OF THE UNIT 
A. A list of possible field trips were made by the pupils 
1. 
2. 
The Boy's Club 
.rublic Library 
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3. Young :Men's Christian Association 
4. Lynn Heaches 
5. .Lynn woods 
Nature 'l'rail 
DUngeon nock 
6. Boy Scout Troop 
The pupils decidedto visit the Boy's Club and the 
.Library. 
First tripnade to the ~oy's Club 
The boys were conducted through the entire building 
and were informed of all the recreational opportunities 
offered. as a result of this trip, we found that the 
Club offered: Games, pool, riowling, ~ing~ing, pack-
gam!non, Card games, Sewing and embroidery, cooking, 
music, orchestra, Glee Club, Tap Dancing, Moving 
Pictures, Art, Library, Recreational reading, Gymnas 
organized sports and games. 
One pupil told how he had earned his dues. This 
aroused interest and made the boys more conscious of better 
means of spending their leisure time. 
c. Trip to Public Library 
1. Results of trip: 
Better acquaintance with entire building plan 
A working knowledge of the use of the library 
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PICTURE OF 
MODEL RECREATION CENTER 
BOYS 
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A. Scr_ap iron 1/411 
b. rounded iron for foundation 
c. vrooden bases 211 x 3 11 
d. tilts li" x 9 11 
e. solder 
f. green paint 
4. Same procedure as fo 1..mdation 4. swings - 6 
of tilts 5. sand box 
a. :1" stock 
b. 4 pieces of 511 x 511 
Reference for construction of above 
taken from: 
Manual Training--Play Problems for 
Boys and Girls - W. s. Martin 
a. 4 courts marked out on 
brown paper 
b. wire netting, posts, string 
nets and stands 
a. lined out on brown paper 
b. 2 posts and hoopa con-
structed out of scrap iron 
8. same as above (7) 
9. Merry-go-round 
II 
II 
II 
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D• 
a. dow1 stick 9" x 1 11 
b. base 411 square 
c. circle 3 11 
d. double stick 1!' x 1/4" 
10. 
a. thumb tacks 
b. crepe paper 
c. ink 
d. clothes pins 
11. 
of summer scenes 
Winter 
1. Single piece of wood bottom 
of box. Lay out squares 1;1 
along each side. .~.race lines 
heavily and blacken each alternate 
square 
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Clothes pin dolls ~ 
I 
I 
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II 
Drawing li 
:i 
II 
if 
1. 
2. 
frieze~! 
I 
.border 
the beach i 
i 
' li 
.l:'·ree hand dra'v"J',-
/1 
and acti vi tiesl 
II 
II 
II 
tl 
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Home Activities jl 
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I 
1. Checkers 
I 
I 
/J 
I 
I 
I 
1. Marble board or rake 
cigar box 1/4!' stock 
f----{1 
0 
0 / 
l_f~t_n] 
a. uowl stick 
round pins, pegs i-"or 1 u 
stock 
square 6" X 6 11 
References from Games 1,2,3 
Manual Training ~tc. 
w. s. Martin 
a. Table marked off in re-
gulation court 
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3. Solitare uame 
:t'uzzle ;;ig 
4. Ping-Pong 
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b. 
c. 
d. 
READING 
LA.NGUAGE 
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1wo racquets madeof 3 
ply wood 
·1•wo posts 1/2': x 4 11 base 
2 11 X 3 11 
Net 
5. Children brought 
their own games 
a. LOtto 
b. .:rarchesi 
c. Camelot 
6. lJrawing same as 
summer 
a. .t<;rieze 
ninter sports, sliding, 
skiing, etc. 
v·. SUMMARY OF ACAD:&'VIIC WORK 
in 
1 
I: 
I' 
II 
'I 
li 
II 
II 
- for information, recreation, and appreciati!bn 
II 
I 
of literature 
- planning and organizing groups to work on 
constructions; writing stories about fieJd It 
I' 
trips, discussions and chart making of the JJ 
best books and magazines to read, movies 
to see, and radio programs to listen to. 
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SPELLING 
HEALTH 
DRAMATICS 
CITIZENSHIP 
MUSIC 
LITERATURE 
li 
It 
,J 
:I 
II I! 
lL== 
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- use of words in written ..Languag~ worksi 
li 
- proper amount of sleep required for 
an active brain and body; the value 
of a balanced diet; and the effect 
of fresh air and outdoor play on the 
body 
- impromptu dramatization of favorite 
stories 
I' 
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- manner in which to conduct oneself in I 
I 
public places; and the proper care of I I 
public property II 
11 
II 
- appreciation of beautiful compositions: 
I 
- reading of poems - favorite standard 
classics 
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I PUPILS' BIBLIOGRAPHY II 
Title Au:bhor Publisher li 
[! 
Adventure of Peter and 
Lotta 
Arlo 
Batloon Moon 
Big Book for Boys' 
Hobbies 
Book of Christmas 
Stories for Children 
Bremen Band 
Biskmv 
Cobb 
Cabot 
Hall 
Walters 
Grinnn 
Child of Vrbino Ramee 
Child Ink Stick Wiese 
Chinook and His Family Seely & Lane 
Circus and All About It Smith 
Harper 
Putnam 
Holt 
Lathrop 
Dodd 
Macmillan 
Whitman 
Doubleday 
Ginn 
Stakes 
City Stories Matthews & Coffin Macmillan 
Climbing Twins and 
Other Stories Clark Ginn 
Clothes We Wear Carpenter Amer. Bk. Co. 
Engineer Kuh Macmillan 
Everything and Anything Aldis Minton 
Food We Eat Carpenter Am. Bk. Co. 
Golden Goose Seaman Macmillan 
History Primer Oscar Geeson Hinds 
Homes Far Away Fairgrieve & Young App~eton 
Japanese Twins Perkins Houghton 
I! 
li II 
1! 
II 
J! 
li 
jl 
li 
li 
il 
j 
II 
One Hundred Best Poems 
This Physical World 
Pilgrim Stories 
Pinocchio 
Robinson Crusoe 
Magazine 
The American Boy 
Nature Stories 
Our Dumb Animals 
Boy Scout-Boy's Life 
St. Nicholas 
Popular Mechanics 
Fie+d and Stream 
Educational Screen ·Magazine 
Barrows 
Poelak 
Pumphrey 
Collodi 
Cowles 
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Whitman 
Rockwell 
Rand 
Ginn 
GJa nagan 
Mass. s. P. c. A. 
Park Ave. N. Y. 
200 E. Ontario 
Chicago, Ill. 
Ave. 
Title 
Character Building · 
Through Recreation 
Recreation Games 
Recreational Games for 
Home and Ph yground 
Physical Education in 
Elementary Grades 
Namual of Special Classes 
Victrola Records: 
Author 
Heaton 
Hebbert 
Bancroft 
Neilson & Van 
Hagen 
MUSIC 
Pilgrim's Chorus from Taunhauser 
Aria from Aida 
Serenade - Schubert 
Familiar Southern Songs 
Old Black Joe 
My Old Kentucky Home 
Old Folks at Home 
Massa's in the Cold Ground 
Publisher 
Univ. Chicago 
Putna111 
Macmillan 
Barnes 
With the selections taken from the Operas--a very 
simple version of it may be told. 
The above selections from the opera were maw because 
of the presence of a large number of c:. ildren whose parents 
were foreign born. 
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15 boys 
Youngest 12 
Oldest 16 
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Do you work after school? 10 yes 5 np 
------~---------
2. How many hours do you work? 2~ Average No.ofhours 
6 most - 1 least 
3. Do you work in the morning before you come to 
school? 13 yes 2 no. ___ .,.___ ___ _ 
4. Do you worl{ evenings? 6 yes 9 no 
5. Do you work Saturdays? 11 y_es 4 no 
6. Do you work out of doors? 8 yes 7 no 
7. Do you belong to any clubs? 
Y. M. c. A. 
Boy Scouts 1 
Church Club 
Boys' Club 1 
10 none 
8. Do you go to the Boys' Club? 5 y_es 10 no 
9. What do you like to do there best? 
Pool Boxing Ping-Pong Bowling 
10. Do you read books? 10 yes 5 no 
11. Do you read magazines? 9 yes 6 no 
12. Have you a library card? 2 yes 13 no 
13. Do you listen to the radio? 11 yes 4 no 
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14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
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What program do you like best? 
Mills Bros. Baron 2 Rin Tin Tin Buck Rogers 4 
Skippy Four Marx Bros. De~ective 
Do you go to the moving pictures shows ?_1_4~y~e_s;;,.__ _ :::.l~no li 
I' How many times a week? 15 averages 3 most 1 least 1 
II 
II What kind of pictures do you like best? 
Cow boy _________ _ 
Detective 9 
---------------
Funny ____ --~5 __________ __ 
Love _______________ ___ 
Do you like to play out of doors? 15 yes 
Do you repair things around the house? :::.1...;;4~y-..:e;...;.s:__.--:l::;...,..;n~o--
Do you go to a camp in the swmmer? 5 yes +O no 
What do you like to do best when you are not working 
and are not in school? 
Football 2 
Baseball 4 
Boys 1 Club 1 
Camping 3 
Swi:rmning 3 
Games 1 
Electrical Set 1 
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UNI'i.' - SAFEI'Y IN 'NINTER SPORTS 
AIMS: 
To show how ordinary winter sports:rmy be healthful as 
well as enjoyable. 
To show dangers of sliding, etc. on unrestricted areas 
To teach the necessity for quick thinking in emergen-
cies; good sportsmanship; and protection of younger 
children. 
READING: 
1. Read all stories fro:n newspapers, acade;nic reading 
boo~s, ~asazines, and library books available for 
winter sports. 
2. Learn reasons for di f,'erent S}:-orts 
b. sk~J. ting 
c. Snow shoeing 
d. Snow forts and fightin6 
3. Learn to reai mmes of stredts set aside for safe 
slicling 
4. Know safe ponds, lakes, etc. for skatlng 
5. Learn si~ple safety rules 
LANGUAGE: 
1. Write stories about personal experiences in sports 
~. ural stories about class. 
I i 
I , 
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3. Picture study and appreciation 
4. Tellins and writing reasons why certain streets 
and ponds are considered "safe" 
SPELLING: 
1. Learn meanings and uses of all common words used 
in this project. 
2. Use these words in written sentences and daily 
conversation. 
ARITHMETIC: 
1. Learn prices of skiis, snow shoes, sleds, skates, 
etc. 
2. :Plan skating party and find out expenses for each 
individual 
3. Find cost of winter outfit--skii suit, heavy 
jacket, shoes, etc. 
GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY 
1. Compare New England sports with those of other 
countries 
2. Means of transportation to our mountains and 
Winter Carnivals 
5. Automobile and train routes above places 
SCIENCE AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION: 
1. Proper clothing to be worn 
2. Cleanliness after heavy exercise orptay necessary 
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3. Most nourishing foods to be eaten in winter for 
sources of heat·, building material, energy and 
general food health 
4. Compare foods and clothing needed in winter and 
summer 
5. Difference in exercises and play in summer and 
winter. 
HANDWORK AND SHOPS: 
1. Build foundation for hill and lake from bricks and 
cement. 
2. Grade hill for sliding and toboganning 
3. Cut figures of child.ren from wood or clothes pins 
4. Make wooden picket fence for use around trays 
5. Make log cabins for rest and refreshment houses 
6. Spray blue water paint on scenery 
7. Spray and crumple heavy paper for snow 
8. Spray clouds_on back-ground 
9. Make or draw mountains for scenery 
10. Make notebooks for pictures and work done on this 
project 
11. Make sleds, skiis, etc. from tin and paint them 
bright colors 
12. Dress figures 
13. Paint fence green 
14. Final assembling of complete project in room. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR WINTER SPORTS 
BOOK 
A Book of Winter Sports 
Skating 
Snow and Ice Sports 
Book of Winter Sports 
Magazine 
Ladies Home· Journal 
Recreation 
popular Mechanics 
Country Life 
Colliers 
AUTHOR 
Dier 
Heathcote 
Tebbatt 
Jessap 
Syers 
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PUBLISHER 
Macmillan 
and Longmans Green 
Datton 
London 
Publisher 
Curtis Publishing Co. 
315 4th Ave. N. Y. 
200 E. Ontario Ave. 
Chicago, Ill 
244 Madison AVe. N.Y. 
Springfield, Ill. 
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CHAPTER X 
GRADE III-IV LEVEL 
1. Introduction 
{BOYS J) 
2. List of Units and Science ~rejects 
3. outlines of Unit on Textiles 
4. Outline of Unit on East Boston Air-
port 
5. Units - Current Events 
Story of Coal 
Introduction 
In this chapter the accomplishment of the group 
under discussion is beginning to leave the primary stage, 
beginning at a third grade level and overlapping into the 
fourth grade level, hence the study of the men listed in 
the biographies has more historical significance, such as 
Inskeep suggests for reading material (3:209). There is, 
nevertheless, much material~ the child's own environment 
used as a starting point for the pupil's exploration of 
the field of knowledge. The unit on Textiles is in out-
line form but is much more comprehensive in scope than the 
project in cotton suggested by Inskeep, (3:245) in that it 
gives the opportunity of a comparitive study of the most 
common materials. One of the activities, not listed in 
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the outline, consisted in having the boys press their own 
trousers in class. Inskeep suggests that children might l 
well bring clothing from home to be repaired in the domestic 
I 
science department {3:302), but she does not suggest that 
the school teach the pupils to press their garments in 
order to improve their personal appearance. 
At the time that the unit, the East Boston Airport, 
was being planned, the state was developing and enlarging 
this air~ mmi~h the pupils could see as they journed to 
Boston on the "Narrow Gauge Railroad". The boys had 
already developed an interest in airplanes which found an 
expression in the activities connected with this study. 
The handwork activities which correlated with this unit 
consisted in the construction of a replica of the East 
Boston Airport upon the floor of the school room, thus 
visualizing the unit in the ~ncrete way. Inskeep recom-
mends the construction of a rtelief Map (3:196) as the best 
means of studying the State. It is equally valuable in a 
project of this type. 
'l'he boys in this group were also interested in the 
newspaper headlines \3:67) but it was noticeable that th~y 
were more interested in the crime news and that much of 
their converSation had to do with these events. Inskeep 
maintains {367) that these pupils should be encouraged to 
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bring ·in items or interest and taught to use this molder of 
public opinion. 'l'he pupils requested time to discuss what 
they had found interestins and as this is one means of 
developing a talking vocabulary which Inskeep claims is so 
necessary (3:79), a unit of current events was begun, sti-
mula ted somewhat by the m wspaper reports of Byrd's pre-
paration for his South Pole expedition. This unit did not 
have possibilities of correlating with the shop work, but 
was rich in language possibilities Vlhich according to 
Inskeep consists or.building up a talk~ng vocabulary, a 
1~ tening vocabulary and a writing vocabulary. (3:79). 
~ project on Foods has already been ofrered £or 
girls but this project should not be confined to girls. 
Inskeep reco~~ends the comparison of foods to the ruel of 
automobil~s (3:277), a comparison that would have more 
meaning to boys. She also suggests (3:295) the thrift valu1 
of good foods resulting in a better physical well being, 1 
"right foods to bui~d a good house", she says. 
A local industries project, the General Electric 
Company, is the next in orde~. as this local industry 
study has already been mentioned several times and recom-
mended by Inskeep ( 3·: 290-91) it is only necessary to state 
here that this industry has been selected as more suitable 
to an older group. 
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Public Health has been chosen as a project because 
of the close connection of community Health and the Public 
Schools. The Department of Health is the agency in com-
munity life that does the remedial work for retarded 
school children that Inskeep declares (3:271) has a con-
stantly growing place on school programs. Inasmuch as 
this work is carried on by means of community taxes, it is 
only fair, to the taxpayer, states Inskeep (3:272), that 
these children be put into a c ondition to make the best 
use of the training given them. 
Another community project is concerned with the 
types of schools which the taxpayer supports so that 11 all 
the children of all the people" may have the type of edu-
cation to which they are entitled. This might be considere 
as one phase of 11 My City Projectn which Inskeep mentions 
(3:235-36) but as, she declares, a modification may be 
made to fit the needs of any environment, it is justified 
in the connection as vital to the civic understanding of 
the pupils. 
The project of Bus Transportation was suggested as 
a unit of work for one of the lower groups. 'l'ruck 
Transportation has been selected as the further develop-
ment of a Transportation project (3:240) for this group. 
Trucks are feeders to railroads in some cases and in direct 
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competition in other cases. Inskeep suggests (3:243) that 
the cost of paving a highway may be of concern to the child 
as a future voter but, it might be added, the matter of 
regulation of competitive transportation has not only a 
thrift value but a social value to the future voter. 
'l'he project on Wheat is an adaptation of Inskeep • s 
Cereal project (3:253-59). She suggests that nature work 
will lead into geography, - how much wheat is grown in 
Russia as compared with the United states? Wheat, being a 
staple world food, allows for plenty of scope in all the 
school subjects that Inskeep mentions for her cereal pro-
ject (3:254). Wheat has been shipped to China to aid in 
relieving famine; an opportunity for teaching the inter-
dependence of all nations, which Inskeep has suggested in 
another connection {3:198). 
The story of Coal, which is outlined in this chapter, 
whereas the three other science projects are listed as 
possibilities, is mentioned by whipple (7:220} under the 
heading of Mining. ~etroleum is mentioned under the head-
ing of'"Drilling for Oil". These would be studied more 
directly in the science classes but the work would be cor-
related with the academic classes. J.ransportation and 
Communication are also included in the field of science 
but it is necessary, as Wallin says ~5:207), to correlate 
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I' 
all the studies in order that the same processes may be 
repeated in different phases of activity. as .stated pre-
viously, Inskeep relates in detail \3:240-45) the develop-
ment of a project on transportation in much the same man-
ner as the project in this chapter on Current ~vents. Com-
munication is so closely connected with 'l'ransportation 
that although not mentioned by Inskeep, whatever state-
ments are made regarding the one project would be just 
as applicable to the others. 
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PROJECTS 
----
Grad~ III-IV Level Boys - (GrOU£ ~) 
Biography: 
George Washington 
U. S. Grant 
Theodore Roosevelt 
James A. Garfield 
Abraham Line oln 
Judah P. Benjamin 
William P. Cody 
Ludwig Van Beethoven 
Charles A. Lindbergh 
no bert E. Lee 
Community Life: 
Public Health 
Public Education 
Current Events 
Dast Boston Airport 
J?oods as J?ue 1 
General Electric Company 
Heroes of Science: 
Greenfield 
HcMilla.n 
Byrd 
Pasteur 
Reed 
Smith 
Local Industries 
Science Projects: 
Story of Coal 
Petroleum Projects 
Textiles 
Transportation: 
Trucks and Their Uses 
Tractors 
Vfneat 
.. ,.. 
OUTLINE OF UNI'r ON 'l'EX'l'IL.!!:S (GROUP J) 
f' ACADEMIC 
1. Different Materials 
a. Story of cotton 
1. Cotton grrJl ing - where - how 
2. Preparation for use 
3. Kinds of cloth - how made 
percale 
prints 
calico 
chintz 
unbleached, etc. 
b. Story of linen 
1. Flax raising - where and how 
2. ~reparation foruse 
3. Linen 
c. Story of silk 
1. Care of silkworms - where 
2. Cocoons 
3. ~reparation for use 
4. Kinds of cloth - satin, rayon, etc. 
d. Story of wool 
1. Sheep herding 
2. rreparation of fleece 
3. Kinds - shoddy, etc. 
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II. Manufacture of Cloth 
a. Mills - looms 
b. Homespun of Colonial days 
c. Dyeing - bleaching - printing 
III. Uses of different kinds of cloth 
IV. Buying and selling 
a. Raw materials 
b. Cloth 
c. Dry goods 
d. Clothing 
v. History 
a. Tapestries of Middle Ages 
b. Persian rugs 
c. Indian blankets 
d. Homespun 
e. Colonial bedspreads and hooked rugs, etc. 
HANDWORK AND DRAWING 
I. Making charts and·maps 
II. Mounting and arranging display materials 
III. Pictures - collecting and drawing 
IV. Posters 
v. Designing patterns 
a. for loom weaving 
b. for hookedrugs 
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VI. Weaving 
VII. Knitting and crocheting 
VIII. Sewing Clothing 
a. Curtains 
b. Quilts, etc. 
SCIENJE 
I. Inventions of machines 
-a. Cotton gin 
b. Looms, etc. 
II. Process of bleaching 
SHOP 
I. Model of factories and mills 
II. Making hooks to hook rugs 
III. Making knitting needles 
WOOD SHOP 
I. Making of simple hand looms 
II. Making of shuttles for large 
BIBLIOGRABHY 
BOOK AUrrHOR 
Story Hour Readers Bk.IV Hartwell 
Hero Tales from History 
Practical English 
World Geo. I,The New 
World 
Burhnam 
O'Toole 
McMurray-
Parkins 
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foot looms 
PUBLISHER 
Am. Bk. Co. 
Winston 
Heath 
Macmillan 
BOOK AUTHOR 
Journeys in Distant Lands Burrow-Parker 
American Lands and 
People 
People of Other Lands 
Iroquois Geo. Series 
Human Geo. By Grades 
Homes Far Away 
Smith 
Bradley 
Fairgrieve 
Young 
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PUBLISHER 
Silver -Burdett 
Winston 
Iroquois Pub. Co. 
Appleton 
OUTLINE OF UNIT ON EAST BOSTON AIRPORT 
For Group J C.A. 12-0 to 17-6 M.A. 7-2 to 10-2 
ACADEMIC 
a. Reason for choosing of a certain location for airport 
b. 
c. 
Geographical factors which enter into aviation 
Devise a list of words for spelling and increased 
lary having connection with project 
vocabu-1 
d. Write accounts of certain notable air flights 
e. Compute costs of building: 
1. An airplane 
2. A Hangar 
3. A road at the airport 
f. Study of tests used to determine ability of student 
preparing to be an aviator (simplify the work) 
g. Read stories~ prominent flier's contributions to 
aviation 
h. Locate on maps airplane flight of importance 
i. Locate on map of u. s. all commercial routes covered by 
airplane 
j. Write letters to various commercial airline companies 
requesting data on schedules for flying and rates 
charged by companies 
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DRAWING 
a. Drawing of different types of airplanes 
b. Cardboard construction of airplanes 
c •. Planning of blackboard border showing airplanes 
METAL SHOP 
a. Construction of metal airplanes 
b. II 
" 
light house 
c. II " Revere Beach R. R. tracks, and cars 
d. " 
II land surfaces using concrete 
e. Study of lighting systems used on airports 
WOOD SHOP 
--
a. Construction of houses, business buildings for floor 
display 
b. II II plane 
c. II II weather vane 
d. It II weather indicator used on hangar 
SCIENCE AND HEALTH 
a. Studying winds and their effect on aviation 
b. Necessity for perfect physical condition in order to 
become an aviator 
c. Study of plan for airport 
d. Physical examination for prospective aviators 
e. Story and development of lighter than air machines 
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f. structure of airplane - so constructed - why 
g. Gasoline motors and Dusel engines 
h. Types of airplanes 
i. Air ships {dirigible - gas, helium, what and where found) 
(inventor -use - probable future -Akron) 
j. Wind, anemometer, barometer, thermometer, altimeter 
BOOK 
The Work Play Books 
Golden Leaves 
Reading and Living 
The New Pioneers 
An Airplane Ride 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
AUTHOR 
Gates & Ayer 
PUBLISHER 
Macmillan 
Hill, Lyman, Moore Scribner's 
Mary Wade Little, Brown 
Helen I. Read Scribner's 
Open Door Language 
Bk. IV 
Scott, Congdon 
Pect, Frazer 
I 
Houghton-Mifflin 
Triangle Arithmetic Bueckner, Anderson 
Bantin, Merton Winston 
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UNIT • CURRENT EVENTS 
The boys in this group have ready access to many news-
papers as they are newsboys and often have some papers left 
over. Early in the fall many of these newspapers found their 
way into the classroom wtth requests from ~he pupils to the 
teacher for a short period in which to discuss the news of 
the day. admiral Byrd was planning his trip to the South 
Pole as this time so it was decidedto use the papers each 
morning to follow his adventurous trip and also to take note 
of any news of general interest. It was understood that 
the class would not discuss murders, or sensational news of 
the crime type. 
General Aim: 
To awaken in the minds of these children a desire to 
know what is going on, not only locally but in the whole 
world if it is a matter of general interest conducive to 
right attitudes. 
S~ecific Aims: 
1. Appreciation of what the N.R.A. is doing. 
2. To appreciate the number of people being put to work 
and the influence felt because of this. 
3. To follow the Lindbergs 1 remarkable flight and to 
bring about a realization of what was accomplished 
by this flight. 
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4. To awaken interest in modern heroes as depicted by 
~dmiral Byrd, Lindberg, and others. 
5. To bring about a greater interest in the reading of 
newspapers, magazines, and books. 
6·. 'l'O furnish a background for better social adjustment 
7. To awaken an interest in-geographical and historical 
facts. 
CRITERIA FOR JUDGING ACTIVITIES: 
1. Did it help in making better social situations? 
2. Was there general pupil participation? 
3. D:id it awaken an interest in local and world happenings? 
4. Did it awaken interest in the right type of newspaper 
articles for pupils to read? 
5. Did the pupils acquire ability to read maps and follow 
routes of .travel? 
outcomes 
1. A greater interest in the right kind of newspaper 
articles 
2. A greater interest in world happenings 
3. Developed habits of right choice in selection of 
newspaper articles for reading 
4. Much improvement and interest in reading developed 
5. Awakening of interest in geography 
6. A practical knowledge of map reading developed 
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7. Improvement in ~nglish noted through use of daily oral 
and written work. 
8. Better social adjustments noted 
WORK CARRIED ON IN ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT 
AND OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
1. Arithmetic 
A. Problems involving the use of the four processes 
B. Teaching of Long Division, - problems 
c. Sets of mimeographed problems involving the use 
of any processes taught to date 
2. Language 
A. Oral reproduction 
B. Quotations - simple direct 
6. Floor talks 
D. Discussion of newspaper articles 
E. Daily record in Log Book 
3. Spelling 
A. List of fifty-five words developed from reading 
material 
B. Sentences required·for all words 
4. Heading 
A. Notebook, - made from Shop Story Reader material 
additional pages addedfrom time to time 
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B. Newspaper articles 
c. ·Magazine articles 
D. Material from Everyday Reading Book 
E. Stories of adventures 
Such as Life of Robinson Crusoe 
Story of Columbus 
Story of Any Explorer 
Lire of Lindberg 
Life of Admiral Byrd 
F. Oral tests were given and a memorandum kept of 
each pupil's difficulty 
G. Remedial work in correcting reading difficulties 
was done 
5. Drawipg ~Handwork 
A. Construction of a large class clipping book 
B. II 11 11 medium size scrap book to be 
used by each individual pupil in which was kept 
newspaper clippings and pictures 
C. A blackboard border was placed on the front board 
show:ing scenes depicting daily happenings 
6. Social Science 
A. Study of zones 
B. study of climatic conditions in different parts 
of the world. 
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c. Making of small maps·showing longitude and latitude 
D. Making of small maps showing North and South 
America 
E. Outlining of Byrd's trip to South Pole 
F. Study of map from Bostoh Post showing the Lindbergs 
trip to Europe, Africa, South America and back to 
the united States. 
7. Shop 
A. The need of good citizen training is most needed 
in this group, working for the approval of others 
and for thesocial group as a whole was the aim. 
B. Lesson on ro nstruction material 
c. Lesson work and working conditions 
D. Study of routes travelled show~ng materials found 
in certain regions 
E. Making of miniature boats, airplanes, small build-
ings. 
F. Much of the handwork done by this group in connec-
tion with the unit consisted of repair work sent 
in to the shop by the School Administration, or 
persons connected with it. Projects ordered by 
various individuals were made by the boys. 
8. Science 
A. Accidents and emergencies 
B. Foods and diets 
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c. The conquest of the air 
D. The migration of the birds 
E. How hirds find their way 
F. The sun our nearest star 
G. The Solar System - the planets 
H. The Story of the Moon 
I· Light - vnmt is light? 
J. Heab -Temperature is important to life on the 
earth 
K. Water - the importance of water to life on earth 
L. What the earth is like. 
9. Extra Curricula Activities: 
A. ·Motion pictures given during.Visual ~ducational 
Periods 
s. Talks by shop teacher during Character Education 
Periods 
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR GROUP J UNIT 
- -- --
BOOK AUTHOR PUBLISHER 
-
New Pioneers Mary H. Ward Little Brown Co. 
Reading and Living Hill, Lyman & Moore Chas. Scribners 
(The Work Play Book 
( 
((Jolden Leaves 
Everyday Reading 
Gates & Ayers 
II tl 
" 
Pearson & Hunt 
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BOOK AUTHOR 
Young and Field Lit. Reader 
Young and Field 
our Neighbors Near and Far Carpenter 
Daily Newspapers: 
Boston Globe - Daily and Sunday 
Boston Post - Daily and Sunday 
Boston Advertiser - Daily and Sunday 
Lynn Telegram-News - Daily and Sunday 
Lynn Item - Dailw 
Shop Story Reader Kennedy-Nutten 
The Laws of Living Things Menge 
Elementary Science Readers Bk. II· 
Payne-Barrows 
Learning About Our World 
our Earth and Its Story 
schmerber 
Craig & Condy 
II 11 Jofinson . 
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PUBLISHER 
Ginn & Co. 
Am. Bk. Co. 
Reaume Printery 
Bruce Pub. Co. 
Benj. Sanborn C • 
Ginn & Co. 
If If II 
l. 
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STORY OF COAL 
) SCIENCE PROJECT 
1. The Coal Age 
A. Nwnber of years ago 
.b. Condition of earth 
1. Heat of earth 
2. Plant life 
3. Animal life 
4. Gases 
5. Effect of gases on vegatation 
c. Physical changes in earth 
D. Formation of coal 
E. Discovery of coal 
F. Uses 
1. Heat 
2. Power 
3. Gases - coke - foundries 
G. Method of mining 
H. Kinds of coal 
I. Methods of sorting 
J. Transportation 
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ACADEMIC 
I• Arithmetic 
A. Teach weights and measures in common usage 
B. Problems involving use or above 
c. Teach long division and apply same to practical 
use 
D. Teach addition and subtraction of very simple 
fractions and apply same to practical use by 
tying up with unit 
II. Spelling 
A. List of words for study and use in sentences. 
Make list from word tying up with unit. 
III. Language 
A. Story of Coal - oral and written reproduction 
B. Business letters to coal firms 
c. Friendly It telling about Lynn Harbor and 
coal firms located on same 
D. Descriptions of kinds of coal 
IV. Social Science 
A. Study of maps 
1. Location of coal fields in u. S. 
2. II II II II II countries of 
the world 
a. anthrcite 
b. bituminous 
c. Lignite 
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3. Mining as an occupation 
4. Products and by-products of coal 
Gas 
Gas Liquor 
Coke 
Tar 
·Explosives 
Dyestuff's 
Picric acid 
Roofing 
Indigo 
Lampblack 
Water proofing 
Wood preservatives 
Paint 
Paring material 
Pipe coating 
Disinfectants 
Naptha 
Saccharine 
Photo developer 
5. Preparation for market 
v. Reading 
A· Word study - all difficult words· used in con-
nection with unit 
B. Daily oral reading lessons from 11 Buried Sunshine" 
c. Selection of books to be used as supplementary 
study and reading material 
D. Assignment of topics to be read silently and 
reported to class 
E. Notebook kept of clippings having to do with unit-
material in books to be used for silent and oral 
reading 
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Manual Arts · 
Making or tracks, cars, etc. out or wood 
BOOK 
The World Book 
Buried Sunshine 
Our Neighbors Near and 
Far 
Human Geography 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
AUTHOR 
0 1 :Shea 
Foster 
Locke 
St. Clair 
Carpenter 
Smith 
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PUBLISHER 
Quarrie ao. 
The Philadelphia 
and Reading Coal 
and Iron Co. 
Am. Bk. Co. 
Winston 
Introduction 
CHAPTER XI 
GRADE .. IV-V LEVEL (BOYS K) 
-
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. a Basic Outline in Science 
4. Units with ~ibliography 
Lumbering 
Construction - Types of Building 
School Traffic 
This group has progressed to the point where they are 
doing work on a fourth and fifth grade level and, therefore, 
the projects listed have a wider variation. Biographies are 
taken from among a group of men that might not be known to 
these pupils. Some of the community projects have a more 
definite bearing upon the duties of citizens in maintaining 
certain services !"or goal of the community, or as Inskeep 
(3:217), for the comfort and enjoyment of its citizens. 
~he unit on construction ~types of buildings) was sug-
gested by the various types of buildings that the children 
passed daily and the uses of the various types. ~his is 
primarily a neighborhood project as suggested by Inskeep 
(3:192) enlarged not only to include the few prominent 
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buildings which she mentions, but to include buildings of all 
types and uses with which the pupils are familiar. It 
includes, moreover, a study of different kinds of materials, 
used in the construction of these buildings, thus including 
the various trade organizations and tying into the shop work. 
Moreover, from the known types of buildings this unit follows 
Wallin's principle of extending the instruction from the 
pupil's known environment {3:193) into the unknown - the dif-
ferent kinds of construction used in other lands. Inskeep 
declares {3:198) that differences among races should not be 
emphasiz.ed, but in this case the different types of buildings 
are shown to be governed or demanded by the different· needs 
and conditions of the various peoples. Underlying these vari-
types of buildings is the common need of all peoples - pro-
tection from weather conditions. This project is also much 
like the shelter project recommended {3:235) by Inskeep and 
covers much the same material. 
Irrigation might be considered a science project or 
might be introduced by the study of nature and weather 
conditions. Whipple {7:213) mentions matter of rain and its 
importance to vegetation but fails to mention what is done 
in regions where rain is scarce. Here again, it is possible 
to go from the "known" ways of irrigation, the use of the 
hose on the lawns or perforated pipes in farm gardens to the 
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to the unknown (5:139), the ancient methods of irrigation in 
the old worlds and thus :become conscious of the similarity 
of the problems of all races and how they have solved· them, 
thus building up the ability to make judgments which is one 
of the qualities that Inskeep declares (3:192) develop late 
in many of the children of this type. 
~he Unit, Lumbering, was developed through the question~ 
asked in class showing interest in lumber camps. Inskeep 
li~ts a project on wood (3:354) that covers many of the items 
used in this proj~ct such as lear.ning the kinds of trees, 
cutting and manufacture of lumber and the uses of the various 
kinds of lumber. Much of the material usm:was obtained by 
writing letters to lumber concerns and the Department of 
Agriculture. a lumber camp was laid out on the floor, 
covering one side of a large room, showing logging operations 
a mill, a railroad, oonnections, etc., and the cabins, mill, 
cars, tracks, etc., were made in the shops. 
The next unit suggested combines in one project many 
of the smaller units suggested for lower groups. 'l'he pupil 
on a fourth and a fifth grade level should be ready for what 
Inskeep calls the "My City Project" (3:235). She believes 
that a project of this type should be the means of strengthen~ 
ing the attitudes of the pupils, in civic life and the making 
of them into better citizens. This unit takes in most of the 
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services performed by municipal organizations for the benefit 
of the community and should foster the right attitude towards 
the paying taxes, says Inskeep (3:237). 
Another unit covering the same general ground but 
organized about the Federal Government Service ought to pre-
pare the pupils for better civic life. Inskeep suggests 
(3:216) that the pupils should begin with the local unit of 
government and enlarge the horizon of the pupil's interest 
to include a relationship of local and national affairs, laws 
etc. Pupils of this age group should be given opportunity 
to give expression to their ideas in order to clarify the 
sordid effects of environmental bad citizenship, says 
Inskeep (3:217}. 
The Science Projects, Water and Foods, are considered 
chiefly from the view point of experimentation. It is hoped 
that at some future date it will be possible to give the 
boys activities in food preparation similar to what the girls 
now have, but adapted to their needs, such as camp cookery. 
Inskeep says (3:362) that both boys and girls often find 
work as domestic assistants, or helpers in restaurants. She 
adds that the cooking class is an excellent aid in teaching 
the hygiene of clean and properly prepared foods. The speci-
men sheet on water and its uses shows how the subject can :1 
be presented interestingly to children of the older retarded II 
group in somewhat the same manner as would be presented in tn
1
e. 
junior high school science. 266 
PROJECTS 
GRADE IV-V LEVEL BOYS 
Biography: 
Robert E. Lee 
stonewall Jackson 
Farragut 
seo. w. Goethels 
Thomas Edison 
Henry Ford 
Benjamin Franklin 
Construction - 'l'ypes of Bu~ldings 
Heroes of Science: 
Morton 
Irrigation 
Lumbering 
Loefler 
Municipal Organization of Community: 
(GROUP K) 
Education - Schools of various types 
Protection - Fire - Police 
Sanitation - Water sewers, etc. 
Service - Highways - Health - Welfare 
National Organization for Community Service 
Post Office 
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II 
Immigration 
•rari.f.f 
Internal Revenue 
Science Projects 
1. The Water We Drink 
2. Foods And How We Use Them 
a. Sources and uses 
b. Cooking - nesults 
c. Preserving 
d. Food Constituents 
e. lt'o od charts 
.f. Selection of .foods 
g. Digestion and absorption 
h. Circulation of blood 
i. Food making activities of plants 
j. ~hotosyntheses and Respiration 
k. How to grow plants 
SPECIMEN WORKING SHEET 
WATER AND ITS USES 
To teach the children the origin, composition, neces-
sity to li.fe, commercial vaLue and uses of water. 
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SCIENCE: 
1. Introduce the subject by belling the theory of the 
beginning of the world 
2. Formula. - H2~ 
3. Generate the gases - hydrogen and oxygen 
4. Properties of these gases. Uses 
5. Per cent of the world made up of water 
6. It II " II body II II II II 
7. Necessiti to life 
8. Water power - hydro-electric - electric power steam 
9. Irrigation 
10. Water as a solid - liquid 
11. nater as a protective agency 
12. Man's control of water. His servant, friend and 
enemy. 
ACADEMIC 
Reading of stories, formula for water, etc. 
Study distributions of water over earth's surface 
Kinds of water - salt - uses 
fresh - uses 
Make maps showing distribution of water over earth's surface 
Deserts - oasis - their uses 
Formulate directions for making a water clock, use as a 
basis for this work. Story of "The Water Clock" by 
Frederick ~· Kuonmer 
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Formulate a list of words, connected with subject, to use for 
spelling and increased vocabulary 
plan arithmetic problems connected with subject of water 
Study of "Boulder Dam" and its use 
Growth of rivers from tiny stream; benefits derived from 
rivers - transportation - beauty of scenery - irrigation 
HANDWORK 
Construction of desert scenes showing oasis and surrounding 
vegetation 
Plan floor display showing settlement of Salt Lake City by 
Mormons 
Assembling materials for an aquarium 
Mounting of pictures of life found in fresh and salt water 1 
,. 
Scrap books, newspaper clippings, pictures of different 
bodies of water. 
ART 
Drawing landscapes 
Posters for uses of water 
Blackboard border depicting uses of water 
Making of labels 
Collections of post cards and-assembling same in albums 
Background for floor display, showing mountains surrounding 
Salt Lake City. 
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WOOD SHOP 
---
a. Irrigation of young trees 
b. Streaming wood 
c. .ttainfall 
d. Bulletins from Dept. of Forestry on trees in relation to 
waterfall. 
GENERAL SHOP 
a. Quenching of heat 
b. Making concrete 
c. Curing concrete 
d. cooling and heating purposes 
e. As a salvest 
f. iempering moulding sand 
g. Controlling forge fire 
h. As a cutting compound 
1. An agent for creating power 
j. .Lhe distribution of power 
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A UNIT ON LUMBERING 
\\ ---~-
A unit of work on +umbering was suggested by_a question 
asked concerning a lumber camp. ~he teacher turned the ques-
tion back to the other members of the class to answer, and 
the answers proved that the group had little knowledge of 
lumbering. It was at once decided that a study would be made 
of lumbering as an occupation and a floor display used to show. 
the finished results. A group of three boys was selected to 
goto the £ynn Public Library which is only a short distmce 
from the school. Here with the aid of the librarian many 
splendid books were selected and brought back to the school. 
Each of the three groups of boys was dividedinto three smal-
ler groups. l!;ach group elected a chairman and a secretary. 
~he chairman's duty was to see that each member of the group 
conducted himself properly and used every minute to advantage. 
~he secretary kept a written record fo all work done in the 
group and also kept a list of things n~eded for the floor 
display. ~fter each reading lesson this list was added to. 
We felt that we had a real problem on our hands and each boy 
went to work with a will. 
ACADEMIC 
a. Visit to library for selection of books telling about 
lumbering as carried on in the united ~tates. 
b. Sending of friendly letters to friends living near 
lumber districts 
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o. study of appropriate poems 
1. Trees 
2. Trees asleep 
3. Fire in the ~imber North 
d. study of stories about trees 
1. nhy We Love Our Trees 
2. The History of the Sugar Maple 
3. The Charter Oak 
4. The Washington E~ 
5. Penn's Treaty Tree 
e. Talks 
1. Care of tools 
2. Uses of lumber 
3. Descriptions of different tools used in Wood· 
shop, etc. 
r. completion of movie reel with captions 
g. Writing of compositions for school newspaper 
h. Teaching of board measure with review of four processes 
and fractions 
i. Measuring 
1. Distance 
2. Cardboards 
3. Logs 
4. Miniature figures 
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j. Locating of u. s. forest areas 
k. Making of plastecine outline maps depicting forest areas 
1. Correlation of Reading and Geography by use of cards 
showing maps of u. s. having darkened areas and a 
m. 
n. 
o .• 
descriptiun of that type of tree 
Effect of wet and dry seasons on growth of tree 
Study of Trees in American History 
The Saw in History I 
Development of this type of saw from the earliest time 
down to the present day. 
p. Stories from history for language and ~ocial science 
q. Application of words in spellin£ list to language work 
r. Simple estimate of values in building 
s. Write to firms selling lumber requesting catalogue 
giving kinds and prices 
DRAWING 
a. Ink silhouettes of tree types 
b. Construction of colored paper border for blackboard 
c. " 
It trees from cardboard 
d. Drawing of background - soft chalk 
e. Making of paper patterns for figures 
f. Arrangement of project on floor 
COOKING 
a. Construction of outside fire used at lumbercamps ,_and bean 
hole for baking beans 
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HiANDWORK 
a. Making of quilts and blankets for bunk house 
b. Scrap books showing types of trees and pictures showing 
uses of wood 
c. Assembling of floor display 
METAL SHOP 
a. Making of sheet metal mountain and covering of same with 
concrete 
b. Construction of railroad tracks, tressel, bridge, obser-
vation tower, for forestry fire patrol 
c. Miniature saws made depicting types from savage age to 
present age 
d. Construction of a country stone wall 
WOOD SHOP 
a. Making of miniature figures of lumber men at work 
b. Construction of small log cabins 
c. Measuring of wood for projects 
d. Study of kim s of wood 
e. Construction of a saw mill 
f. construction of small theatre for movie display 
SCIENCE AND HEALTH 
a. Rainfall and its effect on growth of timber 
b. Life in a lumber camp - work and recreation 
c. Structure of mountain and timber gr:'OvV th found part way I 
up mountain I
I 
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d. Types of trees found in certain locations of U. S. and 
reason for location 
e. Destructive lumbering - how to avoid 
f. Plants and their function 
g. Structure and growth of plant life 
h. Carbon dioxide cycle 
i. Age of trees - how determined - history of 
j. Forest fires and diseases 
k. Conservation 
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CONSTRUCTION - TYPES OF BUILDINGS AND THEIR USES 
- -
One day during a general conversat-ional period tm boys 
talked a,bout all the difi'erent types. of buildings which they 
pass coming to and going home from school. We fim lly brought 
about the fact that each type was develop:d because of a de fin-
ate need. It was planned at that time to make a study of 
typm of buildings and to determine what needs had developed 
these various types. 
General Aim: 
To determine how construction has met the needs 
which have arisen for different types of buildings. 
Specific Aims: 
1. To bring about an appreciation of all the different 
types of cons true tion which we see all about us. 
2. Recognition of different types of construction 
5. A knowledge of materials used in buildings 
4. To leaTn the proper process of mixing cement 
5. To learn the kinds of wood used in different parts 
of in~erior finishing. 
Criteria~ Judging Activities: 
1. Was there general pupil participation? 
2. Has the uni-c made the pupil more observant of his 
surroundings? 
3. Did each pupil complete the work for which he was 
responsible? 
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4. Was there interest displayed by the pupils in the 
·unit? 
Outcam s: 
1. Interest developed in their surroundings 
2. Collection of_magazines and clippings proved an 
int eres t in the unit 
3. Interest in silent reading developed 
4. Knowledge of types of buildings common to certain 
countries developed: through this an apparent 
liking for geography was shown 
5. All work started was finished proving that special 
class pupils can finish work started 
6. All boys had some work to do in connection with 
the unit and were held to the completion of this 
work 
7. An appreciation and understanding of the needs for 
different types of construction was developed 
. 8. Much practical work was accomplished_in the shop 
9. Various groups worked together harmoniously 
10. Daily talks on construction proved to be an aid 
in the correction of improper English 
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ACTIVITIES INVOLVED 
1. Arithmetic 
2. 
A. Problems involving use of fractions - addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division 
B. Anea 
C. Perimeter 
D. Board Feet 
Language 
A. Descriptions of types of buildings as seen in 
everyday life 
B. Development of a list of different types of build-
ings. 
c. Friendly letter telling about our city and its 
buildings 
D. Business letters to various firms 
3. Spelling 
A. List of forty words developed from reading materia]. 
B. Sentences required for all words 
4. Reading 
A. Everyday Reading Books 
The Chinese Home 
A Home in the Alps 
A Visit to the Philippines 
B. The Homes We Live In 
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C. Notebook containing pages from The Shop Story 
Reader which had been mimeographed, - additional 
pages added from time to time. 
D. Oral Reading tests given and a memorandum kept· of 
each pupil•s difficulties 
E. Remedial work in correcting reading difficulties 
was done 
5. Drawing and Handwork 
A. Blackboard border with each picture showing a dif-
ferent type of building 
B. Clipping Notebook 
c. Each building mounted on a square foot of rock-
board and suitable surroundings placed around 
each building 
D. Type pictures drawn and mounted 
6. Shop 
A. The handling and preparation~ building materials 
B. The manufacture and use of cement, brick 
c. The use of stone, slate, and wood 
D. Plumbing, fittings and materials 
E. Interior finishing, lighting by means of windows 
F. Landscape gardening 
G. General household mechanics 
H. Teaching of terms: - Sill - Frame - Bridge -
Post stud 
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I. study of the structure of a Dutch Colonial House 
using a miniature house in the Wood Shop 
7. Social Science 
A. Local geography, - arrangement of streets, - loc-
ation of well-known buildings: - Police - Fire -
Bank - City Hall - Lynn Gas & Electric Offices and 
Plant - School Buildings, etc. 
B. Contrasting of American houses and buildings with 
foreign ones 
l 
c •. Effect of weather on different types of construction 
D. Geographic locations of places from which supplies 
for buildings are obtained 
s. Science 
A. The work of steam 
B. How electricity works 
c. Formation of rocks 
D. Messagas by telephone 
E. How we are supplia:l ·ni th pure water 
F. How people live and work together 
9. Extra Curricula Activities 
A. Motion Pictures given during Visual Education 
Periods 
~. Talks by shop teacher during Character Education 
Periods 
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UNIT - SCHOOL TRAFFIC DEPARTMEWr 
General Aims 
A. To bring about a recognition of law and order and 
through this recognition to develop habits of proper conduct 
for each pupil with due regard for the rights and safety of 
others. 
B. To develop a desirable type of ~adership. 
S;r:e cific Aims 
A. To develop courtesy 
B. To develop habits of conduct which will carry over 
into adult life. 
c. To determine ways in which to avoid accidents 
D. To develop a sense of responsibility 
E. To develop in the older pupils a desire to assist 
in the care of the younger pupils 
F. To develop a feeling of pride on the part of the 
pupils toward the school 
G. To develop habits of orderliness in passing 
Criteria for Judging Unit 
A. Did the unit have educational vaue? 
B. Were the members of the traffic squad earnest in 
their endeavorsf 
c. Will the unit aid in bettering the conduct of the 
pupils in the corridors and basements? 
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D. Did the unit produce actual life situations? 
E. Did the unit produce leaders capable of taking, 
charge? 
outcomes 
A. Developed a better understanding of the rights of 
others 
B. A knowledge of the rules and regulations of the 
Bobbet Ungraded School 
c. A desire to observe carefully the rules and regula-
tions of the Cobbett Ungraded School 
D. A recognition of the characteristics necessary. to 
become a leader 
E. Developed a carry over interest to the traffic 
problems of our own city 
J> 
F. Developed a more satisfactory system of passing in 
corridors 
G. Self-government was tried and found satisfactory 
ACTIVITIES FOR TRAFFIC UNIT 
A• . ·Reading 
1. Dramatization of correct· habits of conduct (use 
short stories) 
2. Dramatization of stories read silently which were 
illustra title of rules and r eguJa tions regarding 
traffic procedure. 
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3. Reading of common traffic signs in general usage 
4. Reading of mimeographed she·ets. pertaining to rules 
and ,·regulations in force in the Cobbet School 
B. Arithmetic 
1. Costs of imaginary fines 
2. II for purchsing uniforms 
3. II II making arm bands, badges, et~. 
4. Planning of suitable signs (measurirg, spacing, 
borders) 
5. Costs of lawyers for defense court 
C. Language 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Records kept of poor English heard in corridors and! 
corrective work planned 
Weekly talks on duties of a traffic officer 
Written competetive examination for office,af 
Chief of Police and also for places on polke force 
4. Letters of invitation to regular police officers to 
attend school assemblies to talk on Traffic 
Departmen~ Methods 
5. Oral talks illustrating desirable characteristics, 
such as, courtesy, kindliness, helpfulness, orde. rli~~· 
ness, etc. 
6. Reports on causes of accidents 
7. II " ways to avoid accidents 
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D. Spelling 
1. List of 50 words to tie up with the unit 
2. Sentences for all words studied 
3. Dictionary study of all difficult words 
E. Social Science 
Shops 
1. History of traffic laws 
2. Needs for changes in traffic laws to meet changes 
in conditions 
3. Contrasting of traffic situation as found in 
cities with that of towns 
4. Contrasting of traffic situations as found in the 
United States with those of foreign countries 
5. Signs as used by the Indians 
6. Modern signs - where seen, etc. 
A. Construction of si·gns for use in windows 
B. Construction of miniature ·city showing traffic signals 
of all types 
c. Draw simple plan of our building showing at what posi-
tions traffic officers should be placed to secure 
best results 
D. Making of a metal mould for casting badges 
E. Casting of metal badges 
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Drawing and Handwork 
A. Printed signs 
B. Blackboard border depicting traffic situation 
c. Scrap book with clippings of accidents which have taken 
place in Lynn 
D. Maps of city with colored beaded pins mar~ing location 
of automobile accidents 
E. Making of felt bands for traffic officers 
Science ana Health 
A. Operation of electric traffic signals 
B. Physical examination of candidates for police force 
c. Correction of physical defects 
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CHAPTER XII 
GRADES IV-V-VI LEVEL (BOYS L) 
1. Introduction 
2. List of Units 
3. Science Projects 
4. Units: 
Lynn Harbor (with Bibliography) 
Coal 
School Court 
Trees and Their Uses 
Electricity and Magnetism 
Introduction 
This is the group of boys that have reached the highest 
I 
accomplishment level in the school. After a year's work in · 
this group, there are always quite a number who reach a sixth1 
grade level in reading which those in charge of the work 
have accepted as a basis of promotion into the Junior High 
Schools. In June 1934 there were fourteen boys out of a 
group of 18 who earned this promotion. The projects listed 
under this chapter {5:150) have as their goal the preparation 
of the boys who by this time ,are· almost 16 years of age for 
their next step, 'Nhether it be to Junior High School or to 
Industry. Wallin states (5:150) that many of these pupils 
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would be able to complete the sixth grades or seventh 
grades satisfactorily, a statement which our experience 
has verified. 
Inskeep recommends thrift training (3:7) and savings 
bank accounts. She states (3:293) that educators generally 
favor a regular time each week for thriftand urges that 
thrift be considered as a means of realizing ambitions 
(3:294) rather than as a deprivation. In this group, more 
than in any other, a project in banking will furnish them 
with much needed information. Inskeep suggests (3:304) a 
Business Utilities project that contains much the same 
material as this unit, such as depositing and withdrawing 
money from the .bank, paying bills, budgeting incomes, and 
the writing o£ business letters. At first glance, she says 
{3:305) it would seem to be too advanced for retarded chil-
dren, but if we fail to give a working knowledge of these 
things -life contacts -how can we teach them to live the 
lives of self-supporting, self-controlled citizens? 
Our list of biographies for this group is mostiy 
made up of men of this or a recent generation and the 
science biography canbe later extended to include other 
notable figures in the field. 
Retarded children, says Inskeep (3:25) are victims 
of failure and consequently there is every incentive to 
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dishonesty and they are often drawn into criminal ways. If 
this happens, they come in contact with the law, the county 
courts and perha~s are sent to the county training school. 
Therefore, a project on county organization has been selected 
as having a direct bearing on citizenship and obedience to 
law, such as Inskeep mentions (3:216). 
The project, Driving a Car, is purely vocational in 
its scope. There may be some doubt as to the advisability 
of allowing retarded boys to drive cars, a .question we will 
not take time to discuss inasmuch as the law makes no dis-
qualification because of mental retardation. It is a fact 
I 
II 
that they do pass the examinations for driving a car, there-- : 
fore, the task of the school, if it is to aid them in 11 ge ttidg 
I 
and holding a job" (3:7), is to give them the necessary in-
formation and prepare to be as efficient as possible. 
Wallin says (5:174) that there are mentally defective 
children who are stable and trustworthy and who are capable 
of sustained application who can be expected to hold a 
routine position for a long time. 
For boys who may be leaving a school as they arrive 
at the age of sixteen, the project International Friendship 
will help them to have a better idea of world affairs. 
Inskeep mentions (3:200) the peaceful border between the 
United states and Canada and the friendly relationship 
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between the two nations • This would be a fine setting for 
a beginning of this project which has as its aim - the build-
ing of better international social attitudes. 
It has been pointed out by one who has made a study 
of continuation school and employment that pupils ro not 
know how to apply for a position, when looking for work. 
This accounts for the unit on job getting or what Insk~ep 
terms·"Getting and Holding a Job. (3:7) 11 She s~ys that 
(3:4) there is a personal attitude towards work that must be 
developed, but the pupil should be taught not only how to 
go about it, but the necessity for certain legal procedures. 
Wallin gives information {5:171) as to the types of jobs 
suitable for subnormals, the training the schools should 
give (5:172) and the fitness of the individual for certain 
classes of work (5:173) and suggests a surv'ey of positions 
available for deficients (5:174} and the conducting of a 
placement agency (5:175) but no where do we find it suggeste 
that the school offer definite instruction of how to go 
about it. This would seem to the writer as important as 
any of Wallin's suggestions, arid has, therefore, been placed 
in this list. 
The pDoject on Lynn Harbor was developed because of 
interest throughout the city in the government's operations 
which consisted of widening and deepening of the channel 
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and of filling in behind a bulkhead and creating more land 
for the city. Interest was stimulated in the pupils by an 
excursion to the waterfront and by.visits to the school of 
engineers and workmen from the dredger. Wallin suggests 
(5:179) that the school should teach by means of things, 
objects, field explorations and excursions rather than by 
words, symbols, etc., for defective children are "thing 
mindedu rathernthan "word minded". Moreover, after building 
·a miniature harbor the pupils took this material, set it up 
in the school administration building and explained what 
activities they had accomplished to the School Committee. 
This gave the pupils expression in oral English at the con-
clusion of the finished product. Inskeep declares (3:97) 
that it is essential to train mentally retarded children 
to give brief accurate descriptions of what they have done. 
Coal was a corrollary unit to the Harbor ~roject. One 
of the School Committee members invited the class, after 
1~ tening to the description of.their work, to visit the 
local gas plant. 'l'his unit comes under the designation of 
a local industries project which Inskeep recommends \31290) 
and has been menti~.before. I 
..t5ven retarded children should not leave school wi thou.t I 
. I 
some comcept of what the government of the United st~es I 
is doing for them. Inskeep would teach this through work 
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with the United States flag (3:190-91}. She w.ould 
the interests that are protected by the government 
I 
teach thJ 
behind ouJI 
flag, what our government is doing for them in protecting 
peoples! rights and protecting individuals. As this group 
is more mature than the other classes, a project embodying 
th~se ideas of Inskeep but going a step farther into the 
make-up of uur government will have a bearing on good citi-
zenship. Inskeep, although she does not suggest this form 
of project, mentions some of ~he ~vernment bureaus such as 
the United States Forestry Service, (3:217} and National 
Parks. 
A Local industry, which most communities have, is the 
local hewspaper, "this greatest molder of public opinion", 
as Inskeep refers to it {3:67}. A trip to a newspaper plant 
is a projlect well worth while. Not only should the boys and 
girls be taught to look up help wanted, lost andfound ad-
vertisements, weather forecasts as Inskeep suggests in her 
chapter on Reading (3:67), but they should know how a paper 
is prepared, what is usually published in the daily paper, 
how the information is obtained and the great influence I 
that a paper carries in a community. A class newspaper is l 
suggested by Whipple (7:116) as a means of motivating written11 
compositions; not only will it peri:orm that function but willlj 
motivate a newspaper proj~ct fully as well. I 
II 
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The School Court is an attempt to socialize school 
behavior and to utilize group disapproval upon non-social 
school behavior. Inskeep approves of a class government 
project in which the discipline is upheld by the class and 
in which the of~enders are placed on trial before the class 
(3:161). She maintains that this project offers unusual 
possibilities as a language project for retarded chiE ren 
and that it also is worth while in character building 
virtues. {3:112). 
The Unit of work covering our national government 
and another covering the country organization have been 
mentioned in this chapter. To complete the list, and in 
order that the pupil may understand the complete set up of 
our country, a unit on the State Government has been selecte< 
as recommended by Inskeep {3:195). She suggests the state 
be studied in its geographical setting with relation to 
where the school is located before taking up the part it 
plays in our political and national organization. 
Trees and Their Uses is a kindred project to the one 
outlined by Inskeep {3:235) as a Shelter Project. Although 
not studying directly the typesand evolution of shelters, 
it does cover the material in geography in the history of 
social living in hygiene, arithmetic, art, manual training 
and domestic science which she describes. 
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The science projects tie up with Shop Work, Hygiene 
and Physical Education. Experiments are developed in the 
class to illustrate the laws of science and in this the pro-
cedure is in harmony with Wallin who says (3:197) to use 
objective and concrete methods, teaching by means of things, 
activities, representations, illustrations and object les-
sons. Ingram says (12:514) that the curriculum needs to be 
made up of experiences which enable the child to live more 
fully at each level of development. This science project 
is one concrete means of doing this. 
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PROJECTS 
GRADE IV-V-VI LEVEL BOYS 
Banking - Thrift Habits 
Biography: 
Calvin Coolidge 
Andrew Carnegie 
Daniel Webster 
Eli Whitney 
Edward Bok (Autobiography) 
Ford 
Luther Burbank 
Bolivar 
County Organizations: 
Courts 
Schools 
Driving ·a Car 
Heroes of Science: 
curie 
International Friendship 
---=--
(GROUP L) 
Why Canada and·the United States are and should be 
friends 
Job Getting: 
Certificates 
Examinations 
How to find 
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Lynn Harbor - Coal 
National Government 
Newspaper 
A School Court 
The State Government 
Trees and Their Uses 
Science 
I. 
II. 
. III. 
Electricity - The Invisible Giant 
Conservation of Energy - Machinery 
Our Invisible Enemies - Bacteria 
IV. Life - Its Origin and Betterment 
a. Correlated with Physical Education 
Program 
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INTRODUCTION !Q PROJECT, LYNN HARBOR 
A unit ·or work depicting the possibility of teaching 
concretely and bringing life situations into the classroom 
has ,just been completed by boys of the Cobbet Ungraded 
School. This unit of work originated in the Manual Training 
Shop, and was completed through the cooperation of all depart-
ments of the school. A special type of work was done in 
each room and the whole unit was assembled for display in 
the academic calssroom. 
Material was gathered from many different sources. 
Mr. Benson, an employee of the Dredge Company, who is a 
relative of one of the boys, came to the school and gave a 
talk on the operation of the dredge. He brought with him 
many pictures illustrative of the work. This was followed 
by a trip to Lamperts Wharf with· Mr. Benson conducting the 
party. Several members of the party were taken aboard tm 
dredge and the operation of the dredge was explained. 
Later we secured the services of Captain Robertson, 
Harbor Pilot, who explained the method of piloting boats 
m and out of the harbor safely. A discussion period fol-
l~~ed the talk and each boy had a question ready to ask the 
Harbor Pilot. Mr. Piper, Principal of the School, gave a 
talk on ship building. 
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In the Metal Shop a reflectoscope was made by pupils 
under the instruction of Mr. Fielding. This was used to 
show pictures of boats typical of different periods. In 
the shop a cement model was made showing the harbor and 
surrounding territory. Colored water will be used to show 
the depths in the harbor. Tiny divers were also moulded 
in lead in this shop. 
Science and Health as connected with the harbor project 
was taught by the science teacher. 
All papers done in the academic classroom were mounted 
by Group J. under the supervision of the handwork teacher. 
This group also completed a book of drawings showing scenes 
in Lynn Harbor from 1692 to 1933. A clipping book was made 
by the pupils in Group J in which all newspaper clippings 
and illustrations were kept for future reference. 
The wood shop furnished all wooden models u&rlin the 
display. Buildings located along Washington Street ar.d 
Broad Street were made in miniature and displayed on a set-
ting showing Lynn Harbor. Every type of boat found in Lynn 
Harbor was modelled from wood and is on disp~ay. 
Specimens of coal brought into Lynn Harbor and sold 
here were mounted. Also specimens of shells, rocks, etc., 
found on the beach were mounted tob e used for future use. 
A book containing mounted specimens of seaweed was brought 
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in and was enjoyed very muc~. by the boys. 
All academic work was planned so as to give p·ractical 
application to the information obtained about the dredging 
of the harbor and the benefits to be derived by the city. 
The finished unit was displayed at the Massachusetts 
Normal ~rt School, at Boston, on Monday, Feb. 6, at a 
Conference of Special Class Teachers. a member of the Gobbet 
Faculty gave a short talk telling about the development of 
the unit. 
Problems: 
I. What will this dredging of Lynn Harbor mean to Lynn 
as an industrial city? 
II. What will this work now being done mean to the boys 
afthe present generation ·ten or fifteen years hence? 
General Aims 
To have student-s take advantage of the vast amount of 
knowledge which m~y be gathered because of Lynn's proximity 
to the Atlantic Ocean which opens to Lynn a favorable means 
of transportation by water routes; thereby extending oppor-
tunities for industrial endeavors which ultimately will pro-
vide future employment for citizens of Lynn. 
;;:;.S~p...;.e_c_i_f_i_c ~ 
1. To awaken an active interest in civic affairs. 
2. To bring about a realization of how city and government 
funds are spent. 
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PICTURE OF 
LYNN HARBOR PROJECT 
SHOWING BACKGROUND AS DRAWN 
WITH WATERFRONT OF SMALL MODELS 
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Organization for Lynn Harbor ~roject 
m 
Academic 
a. Reading of Engineer's maps -tracing channel marks 
b. Finding depths of water 
c. Locating of streets bordering harbor 
d. n II buildings and firms situated on harbor 
e. Discovery of which firms benefited by harbor 
development 
f. Solving of arithmetic problems having to do with 
buying and selling of products brought in and taken 
out of harbor. 
g. Familiarization of nautical and geographical terms 
h. Development of interest in civic expenditures 
i. n " II 11 stories pertaining to 
the sea 
j. Increased vocaowary through study of words connected 
with unit 
k. Increased interest in newspaper articles 
1. Articles on harbor development 
2. II II weather conditions 
3. il II business 
1. Study of kinds of coal and their uses 
m. Construction of simple plastecine maps showing 
harbor and surrounding territory 
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n. sending of letters of invitation and thanks to 
speakers at assemblies 
o. Lectures 
1. story of boats - given by principal 
2. Capt. Robinson's story of Lynn Harbor 
5. Mr. Benson's talk on Dredging of Lynn 
Ha:bbor 
p. Check tests for all subjects taught 
Drawing 
a. study of types of boats with illustrations 
b. Construction of blackboard borders 
c. Making of pic to rial background for display of 
project 
d. Making of illustrations for stories 
Handwork 
a. Making of large scrap books for newspaper clippings 
and illustrations 
b. Mounting of pictures of boabs types to be used for 
room decorations 
c. Making of charts for display of academic work 
a. Construction of concrete typographical maps show-
ing contour of' Lynn proper and harbor bottom; also 
showing construction along the harbor 
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b. Making of reflectoscope to be u~ in showing slides 
c. Mounting of pictures to be used as slides showing 
development of' shipping from early Colonial times 
to present day 
d. Series of lectures and experiments demonstrating 
the motive power of vessels 
e. study of mechanical devices in the development of 
transportation by water 
Wood Shop 
a. Construction in wood miniature of all types of 
boats found in Lynn Harbor 
b. Cutting of floor display boards and painting of 
same 
c. Painting of all models 
d. Construction of miniature buildings wharves, run-
ways, appliances, etc. seen in and around Lynn 
Harbor 
Science and Health 
a. Study of Lynn's care of sewage 
b. Study of weather conditions and their effects upon 
the sea 
c. purification of water 
d. Composition of water (H20) experiment 
e Need of sanitation 
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f. Distillation experiment 
g. Filteration 
h. Freezing 
1. Study of life in the sea 
SPELLING 
List of Spelling words developed by pupils and added to by 
teachers: 
harbor drive 
coal wharf 
oil suction 
l<:b ster engineer 
lumber captain 
wood ocean 
crab iron 
fish cook 
eel steward 
minnow channel 
rat pipe 
clam launch 
water measure 
salt radius 
buoy diameter 
yacht feet 
club square yard 
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I 
sail 
seal 
cod 
.boat 
bridge 
dredge 
sand 
rock 
LANGUAG.l!: 
inches 
width 
length 
area 
depth 
deep 
bulkhead 
ship 
Oral and written stories, book reviews, Daily Log 
Book, poems, given opportunity for letter writing. 
Letter to Mr. Benson thanking him for coming and 
telling him how much we enjoyed his talk. 
Oral and written reproduction of Sea Stories 
Poems ~ The Last of the Saugus Tribe - Alonozo 
History of Lynn) Life in Lynn 300 Years Ago 
Nahant 
Poems in - Green Gate to Sea 
Log Book - Daily· events 
Book Review 
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I 
I 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Maps (plasteline, salt and flour, etc.) 
Lynn 
Lynn Harbor 
surrounding cities and tovms 
Definitions of geographical terms (River, harbor, bay, e 
Daily weather chart kept 
Story of occupations 
Comparison of cities and small country towns 
Globe study - locations 
History stories taken from History of Lynn 
Lynn Beach 
Pirates 
The First Tannery 
Buying of Nahant from Indians 
Growth of Lynn as an industrial city 
Early settlers 
Food found at Lynn Beach . 
Harbor advantages of today 
NATURE STUDY 
study of mounted seaweed 
Collection of shells, starfish, etc. made 
Sea birds - gulls, sandpiper 
study of moon and sun 
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READING 
ORAL AND SILENT 
--
Class book - Green Gate to Sea - daily lessons and checks 
using this book 
Every boy in room read silently some library book (Public 
Library selected and sent them. They sent us a set of 
books dealing with sea life.) 
Checks ~ere prepared and given on all reading work. 
Flash cards made of words selected and laving to do with 
the unit were used. 
Mi~eographed papers were made of lessons to be given 
Clippings, magazine articles, newsp~pers, etc. were brought 
in and used aa reading material 
Drawings to illustrate reading selections 
ACADEMIC CLASS 
Arithmetic ._problems were written by the different teachers 
giving a practical use for Arithmetic by having problems 
tie up with project. 
ILLUSTRATIONS 
1. If.the dredge moves 20ft. every hour, how long will it 
take it to move 120 ft. 
2. If it costs 25c. per square yard to dig out the channel, 
how much woudl it cost to dig out 2555 sq. yards? 
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3. Mr •. Benson tells us that it costs $3000. per day for 
qperating expenses. What would be hhe cost for 12 days? 
4. If the men work in 3 shifts every 24 hours, how long 
·would each shift be? 
\ 
5. The dredge arrived on Feb. 1, 1932 and finished work 
oct. 1, 1932. How many months was it in operation? 
6. If one shovel of coal takes up li tons of coal, how 
much will 2 shovels taketp? 
7. The wholesale priE of coal is $8.00 a ton. How much 
profit is made if coal is sold at $12.50 perton? 
8. The size of the dredge is 200 ft. x 90 ft. What is the 
area? 
9. If the pipe is 4 inches in diameter what is the radius? 
10. The scoop is 3 ft. across. What is the radius? 
11. A man on the dredge gets 50c. per hour. What does he get! 
on an 8 hour I day? I 
12. If lo.bster costs 30c. a lb. what will 5 bls cost? . I 
13. If clams are $2.00 a bushel, what will the cost of 1 
peck be? 
14. The size of the coal barge is 200 ft. long by 150 ft. 
wide. What is the area? I 
15. What will be the :cost to cart 168 loads of sand at $3.15 
a load? 
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16. A steam boat uses 1 ton of coal a day. How much will 
it use in January if it runs every dayt 
17. How much will it cost to paint 24 lobster traps if it 
costs t•08 to paint one? 
18. A boat builder has 7 men employed at ~3.75 a day. How 
much does he pay them all in a day? 
19. A fisherman needs a piece of sail cloth 1• x 3' to 
patch the sail of his boat. How much will he have 
left from a piece 36" .E $6"? Copy drawing and show 
long can I hire it for $2.40? 
21. If the water in Lynn harbor is 14 fathoms deep, what 
is the depth in feet~ 
. 22. A pilot room on an ocean lines is 28ft. 8 in. long. 
What is its length in inches? 
23. How many planks each 9' 6" long will it take to reach 
76 feet along a wharf? 
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24. How many square £eet of battle ship linoleum will be 
needed to cover the cabin room of a yacht which is 
9' x 18' Dimension the drawing which is tob e copied 
I 
.(,:..----------- li ----------~ 
1 
r' 
FACTS CONNECTED ~ THE LYNN HARBOR PROJECT 
1. Development of Lynn Harbor talked over for 60 years 
2. In 1908 talk of MARKET STREET EXTENSION 
3. In 1909 City Council had the Atlantic Gulf and Pacific 
Company make a study of sewage diaposal, Market Street 
Extension and Harbor Front industrial development. 
4. In 1909 bill introduced in legislature calling for the 
changing of ownership )o the City of Lynn of 300 acres 
of flats which belonged at that time to the state. 
s. !n 1910 the Governor appointed a comndssion to study 
I 
I 
contained!) 
the first!, 
the Lynn Harbor. The report which was sent in 
much valuable material and it was decided that 
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step ehould be the proper sewage dispoeal. 
6. In 1923 the matter was talked over again. 
7•· In 1924 the City wae authorized to borrow the sum of 
$1,500~000·to carry out thie plany 
a. In 1925 permission was given the City of Lynn by the 
State Legislature to acquire the harbor flkts. 
9. In 1926, Mayor Ralph s. Bauer introduced a bill into the 
Legislature giving the city the right to borrow money 
for the purpose of building a bulkhead along the harbor 
line and for dredging the flats. 
10. In the f all of 1927 the Harbor Development Committee 
of the Chamber of Commerce talked with Congreseman 
William P. Connery, regarding the possibility of having 
the ~ederal channels deepened 
11. Jan. 5, 1928, the war Department held a hearing in the 
Council Chamber of the Lynn City Hall. The Ar.my 
engineers were convinced that a survey of the Lynn Harbor 
should be made. 
12. !n August 1929 - this survey was made. It was recom-
mended that a 25 ft. channel, 300 ft. wide be constructed 
by the Federal Government 
13. Jan. 1930, Mayor J. Fred Manning, Mr. Charles R.Pricha.rd 
and Mr. Fred Seavey appeared before the cornmitteec at 
nashington to show the committee why the Channel should 
5ID1 
be dredged. 'l·he Harbor Bill was pas sed by Congress and 
money appropriated by them ror the deepening or the 
channel 
14. 1929 ... work on bulkhead progressed in a sat1s.tactory·· 
manner. Contract awarded to Bar State Dredging Co. 
Bulkhead construction of creosoted hard pine piles and 
will be water tight. · lt'illed in land will make an area 
ot over 6 million square .feet which can b e used for 
many purposes. 
15. ~25,000 given to city by the legislature for dredging 
of mud flats. 
16. 1933 - rractically all of the work of deepening the 
channels has been completed or will be soon. It is only 
a question of time now before the amount of money ex-
pended gy the city and the Federal Government wi+l be 
be returned man1 times in greater industry and prosperitY: 
....,HE..;;;.,;P;...;O-.R __ T .. .QE .. EXCURSION 
a. January 18, 1933 - 12:30 to 2:09 p, m. 
b. Lynn Harbor - Lamper' s Wharf 
c. Objectives in trip 
1. To tie up actual experience with project on Lynn 
Harbor. 
2. To give the boys an opportunity to see the large 
dredge which is now operating in Lynn Harbor. 
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3. To see how large sums of money are being spent in 
improving the harbor thereby improving industrial 
opportunities. 
4. I'o better able the children to visualize the harbor 
in relation with dredge. 
5. ~o make' pupils conscious of what opportunities there 
are for them in Lynn. 
d. Mr .• Fiel9,ing, Metal Shop Teacher 
Mr. Grenon, Wood Shop Teacher 
miss Wendell - Academic ~eacher 
Mr. HUgo Benson, employee of the Standard Dredging uo. 
e. Results:-
1. The objectives listed above were accomplished 
2. Our nearness to· the Atlantic Ocean and the opportun-
ities which deeper channels will afford were ap-
preciated. 
3. Children were able to talk freely to others in their 
social group. about the harbor and dredge 
4. ooys could see concretely what industries are on the 
harbor front. 
5. ureated in certain individuals a desire for oc-
cupations connected wtth the sea. 
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Beach: 
Coast: 
Cape: 
Current: 
Harbor: 
Horizon: 
Island: 
DEFINITIONS OF G~OGRAPHIC TERMS 
A stretch of low, flat, usually sandy shore, 
Example, Lynn Beach 
The seashore, example, Lynn Beach, Swampscott tleach 
A point of land extending into the water 
Example, Bass Point and East Point, Nahant 
The more swiftly moving water in a stream or 
other body of water. Exrunple, Current in Lynn 
Harbor. ~o be taken up by Science Teacher 
A bay where ships may find shelter from storms 
Example, Lynn Harbor, Salem Harbor 
A high mound of land. Example, High nock 
The line where the earth and sky seem to meet 
A body of land entirely surrounded by water 
Example, ~gg Rock, Deer Island 
Mud Flats: A low, muddy section of the seashore which is 
Marsh: 
Ocean: 
covered with water at high tide. Example, Lynn 
Mud Flats 
A section of flat, muddy land covered with water 
grass. Example, atlantic ocean 
One of the five great bodies of water 
Example, Atlantic Ocean 
Peninsula: A large body of land extending into the ocean 
Example, Nahant 
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River: A large stream of water, Example, Saugus River 
Tides: The regular rising and falling of the ocean twice l 
a day. 
Criteria ~ Judging Activities 
1. Did this unit have educational value? 
I Did it provide life situations which gave actual experience'! 2. 
3. Did each member of the different groups have some part in 
it? 
4. Did the pupils show interest in the unit? 
5. Did it develop pupil cooperation? 
Outcomes 
1. Boys are showing a keen interest in obtaining outside 
material for unit. Large amount of newspaper clippings, 
pictures, collection of shells, seaweed, etc. brought in. 
2. Desire for library books developed 
3. Interest in silent reading noted. 
4. Boys took frequent trips to harbor to gain more information 
5. Tliere developed an apparent liking for Geography 
6. appreciation of, and a desire for, neat papers was 
evidenced by the neat papers which were handed in. 
7. Boys who had never before showed evidence of finishing 
work did finish up things which they started in connection 
with this unit. (Maps, papers, etc.) 
8. All boys had some work to do in connection with the unit. 1 
Everyone was made to feel this service was necessary. 
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9. Various groups worked harmoniously 
16 • .tUl understanding of the importance of water transporta-
tion.was developed. 
11. an appreciation of the work being done by the gove~nment .I 
in improving our harbol'. 
12. Habits of using maps, globes, etc. 
13. Knowledge of what aonstitutes a continent, an ocean, a 
a harbor, tides, island, peninsula, a river, etc. 
14. understandiDg of how the harbor has helped Lynn to 
become an industrial city 
15. Appreciation of the benefits received because of the 
splendid sewage system emptying into Lynn Harbor· 
16. Appreciation of roods obtained from the ocean. 
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Boston Post - Daily and 
Sunday 
AUTHOR PUBLISHER 
Advanced Geogrpahy McMurray & Parkins Macmillan 
World Book Shea - Foster 
Locke - Clair Quarrie 
story of ~ransportation 
Iroquois Geog, and Work ~ Bradley Iroguois Pub. 
Sea Stories from Library Selected by 
Librarian 
Green Gate to the Sea Brown-Brodhead 
UNIT ON COAL 
---
Silver Burdett 
Invitation to~~~ Electric Company 1 s Q!! Plant Made 
Possible £l Display ££ Harbor Project 
COAL IS ~ IN EIGHT DIFFERENT SIZES 
Broken ) 
) 
Egg ) 
) 
s~ove ) 
) 
Chestnut) 
Pea ) 
Buckwheat ~ 
) 
Rice ) 
Barley 
Used'for heating 
Used more for making steam 
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1. Anthracite is a hard coal o£ a high grade, which is used 
more for heating. It makes a very hot fire; it burns almost 
without smoke and with a moderate amount of ash. It is found 
in ~arge quantities in Northern Penn~ylvania, China, England, 
Hrance, and Belgium, nnthraoite is more rare than bituminous. 
II. Dituminous, or sort coal, is black and easily broken, and 
when burned it gives err a dense smoke and leaves a great deal 
o£ ash. Bituminou~ coal is among the mineral resources of 
every continent, and of many countries. 
Reed and Oostollo 
Practically all the American hard anthracite comes 
from ~ennsylvania. However, there is hard anthracite imported 
from China, Russia, Wales and Scotland. There is even a coal 
mine in Alaska, but none of that coal ever'reaches our market. 
Every state in the Union has some sofb coal - there is 
some in Saugus. 
~ - - -
Sprague ~ Breed 
Hard anthracite comes from rennsylvania - they also 
have some which comes from Wales and Russia 
- - - - - - - -
Lamper's 
Hard anthracite comes from the Lehigh Valley in Penn-
sylvania. Some semi-bituminous from west Virginia • 
Olear Coal comes from Russia - aide of the Xgean Sea. 
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Read carefUlly the directions below and follow out 
these directions by writing what you think the answer 
should be. 
1. Tell how country districts help the city. 
2. Name six kinds or buildings commonly seen in a city. 
3. What fUels are used in the city? 
4. Name difrerent kinds of work done in a c1 ty 
5. Name several sports popular in the city. 
6. In what ways can messages be sent more easily and quick-
ly in the cit7 than in the country? 
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7. What means or t~ansportation are u~ed in the city? 
B. What would you rather live in, in the country or in the 
city? 
~ THINGS !Q ~ ABOUT 
1. What the city gives the country. 
2. How good roads help the farmer, the merchant, and the 
manufacturer. 
;;;.;RE.....;P;;...;O=R=T OF~ T_O ~~AND ELECTRIC CO. 
Date: March 13, 1933 - 12:40 to 2:30 p.m. 
Place Lynn Gas & Electric Company's Plant - Lower Broad St. 
Objectives ~ trip: 
1. Better understanding of how the large~t boat~ get 
into Lynn Harbor 
2. Methods of taking load from ~hips and kinds or coal 
received. 
3. To better a.cq_I. aint the bOJ.s with understanding by 
seeing how coke is made f'rom coal, and also how 
gas is produced to its ultimate use. 
4. Better appreciation of fuels usn in the home 
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~eachers: Mi~s Jessie s. Wendell 
Mr. Wilfred H. Grenon 
Mr. J. Harold Kennedy, Salem,Normal School cadet 
Groups: L and J 
Re~ults: 
1. Manr question~ about harbor which were in the minds 
of the boys were answered by the guide 
2. ~ound where certain kinds of coal come from andwhat 
kind or coal is used by the Lynn Gas & Electric Co. 
3. Boys were able to see how coke was measured and to 
see the different grades used. 
4. The making of different products from coal was 
explained and shown to the boys. 
5. A coke deposit was timed so accurately that the 
oven was opened and the flaming coke taken out and 
treated while the boys looked on. 
6. An appreciation of the various processes that coal 
must go through before coke. 
THE GOBBET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COURT 
AIMS: (social) 
-
To lend the traffic squad the authority it needs, but 
having the consequences whi.ch invest this authority with a 
certain respected force originate ih the student body. 
To stimulate a certain degree of respect toward the 
rights of the individual within the social group. 
=============================Q~==21~. ========================~=== 
To stimulate group disapproval of ideals which are not 
worthy of a place in our present social status. 
To call attention to details of our social plan and 
its laws, and to make concrete efforts along these lines from 
which good may result. 
'.Co bring to the attention of our student body the 
ideas, that the distributi-on or justice, freedom and democ-
racy, requires many obligations and duties from the citizens 
living under its laws and regulations and ethical practices. 
To establish a program of student activity,' under 
which ideas of sound wholesome character may be evaluated 
by the students in an activity where they take the initiative 
in establishing these ideals under the proper guidance, in 
the lives and conduct of their associates. 
To help in the attachment of a certain emotional 
·content to the best ideals of social conduct through the 
verbal expression of these ideals in the presence of others. 
AIMS: (Academic) 
Reading: Briefs prepared by pupils 
Elementary books on court procedure 
Court cases in the newspapers 
.tt'amous trials in history 
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Language: Brie~s prepared by pupils 
Records kept by pupils 
Motions written by pupils before being made 
in court 
Reports made in writing regarding related 
actions 
corrective ~glish after court sitting 
"< 
~ractice lessons in oral ~glish such as 
presentation of cases 
Arithmetic:Cost of court: 
Salaries 
Expense accounts {traveling, meals, rooms, 
( 
(agents, etc. 
Court Buildings (maintenance, heating, 
lighting) 
Cost o~ construction 
social SUbjects: 
The local government (certain of its rami-
fications) 
state and Federal authorities 
Geographical distribution of authority 
History of governments 
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INTRODUCTION 
The court will hear many motions in regard to the con-
duct of ita business, so it will be advisable that the pupils 
be instructed in the proper manner of making such motions. 
rt·is not to be expected that the pupils will under-
stand-the terminology used in this court immediately, but it 
is not considered advisable to abandon the terms of establiah-
ed practice for that reason. 
From time to time events will take place, ·which many 
teachers will be able to explain to the advantage of the 
pupils who witnessed them occur. 
The attitude of the pupils toward this project has so 
far been a wholesome one, but as there will be many problems 
coming up, the teacher's skill and attitude in handling them 
will be vary essential. In this project we must concern our-
selves with the emotions of the pupils which are much in 
evidence. For instance in the case of a boy who had been 
saucy to one of the attractive girl traffic officers, when two 
more attractive girls had testified under oath to the facts of 
the case, the jury's silent a~titude of severe disapproval was 
so intense, that the boy defendant not wishing to continue the 
trial, which had been adjourned, has told other boys that 
he will not come to school again if he has to appear before 
the court. The boy was an habitual offender in this respect 
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and perhaps in no other way could he be brought to realize 
that others are entitled to at least a modicum of respect. 
Collectively their emotions will be much in evidence, 
and through these emotions we have a great opportunity to 
guide their intelligence into normal attitudes and reactions. 
It is not within the province of this court to hear of 
any of the problems involving matters between teachers and 
pupils, such motions nay be easily denied and references to 
such matters striken from the record, and any remarks concern-
ing teachers may be adjudged as in contempt of court, for 
which penalties may be incurred. 4 teacher acting as judge 
cannot be the center of a controversy involving the conduct and 
I practices or a fellow teacher. 
a number of boys or girls having eatablished fair re-
putatim in the school and also having the r es.vect of their 
associates, may upon their request be admitted to the bar 
and may practia:l1 before the court. '!iheir activities will 
naturally be governed by what success they achieve in the 
pleading of their case·s. 'l'hey may be disbarred for any out-
standing misdemeanor. 
In case of an appeal to a higher court the principal 
acts as this court. 
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~.ORGANIZATION AND EUNCTION .Qf ~ .. COBBET ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL COURT 
A. By Teacher ffl 
This teacher is the one in charge of the traffic squad 
Her duties are to 
a. Assign the squad to their posts 
b •. Receive and book reported misdemeanors 
c. See that the cases are properly pleaded 
be.fore _ the c ourt 
d. Coach ~he prosecuting attorney in the 
methods of conducting his cases before 
the.court 
e. ~ake note of and regulate the serving of 
the summons by the sheriff 
B. By Teacher #2 
This teacher has charge of one of the several firms of 
lawyers whose members may be admitted to practice 
before this court. 
The duties of this"teacher are: 
a. To coach the lawyers in the defense of 
their clients 
b. TO help these members of the bar in their 
understanding of the rules of the school 
c. TO help these boys understand the motives 
of other boys 
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d. To help them in their undelrstanding o:f 
the common rules o:f decency, so that they 
may plead the case o:f the defendant with 
better.understanding. \Ignorance of the 
laws and rules of society may be accepted 
as an excuse in this court, but the 
ignorance must be proven to the satis-
faction of the jury. 
c. By other Teachers #3 or #4 
The previous phase of thi.s work may be carried on by 
other teachers who may have in their groups, boys who 
desire to practice~ before the court. 
D. By Teacher #5 
This teacher is in charge of the court room and its 
attendants, she makes the arrangements for the jury, 
the spectators and those admitted inside the rail. 
E. Teacher I 7 
Serves as the ·judge and must conduct thecourt ac-
cording to the accepted procedure. 
F. All teachers' take advantage of this procedure, which is 
common knowledge to every pupil, and in the regular 
assigned Character Education ~eriod which preceeds the 
court session on lt'riday morning, various points and 
practices may be discussed. 
====~==========================~~2~7~================================~==== 
-- 7 · .. 
uRDER OF BUSINESS AND PROCEDURE OF THE GOBBET SCHOOL COURT 
---=- - - - - ----~ ......-~~ ..-...;;..~~ 
Enter: The Judge 
Attendant: (in a loud voice) 
"Hear Ye~ Hear Ye~ all persons having business draw near, 
and ye shall be heard." 
Attendant: (!2 ~ jury) Gentlemen: Do you each and all 
solemnly swear to well and truly try this case of (~ 2! 
!laintiff) against f~ ~-defendant) and a just verdict 
render according to the evidence? -~ __ help !! ~· 
{They~~ answer~ ~.!!,!! ~) 
Six challenges allowed to each side. 
THE CASE MAY NOW OPEN. 
-..- _, ---- ---
Attendants go about saying •'CEASE ALL CONVERSATION" 
Order ~_procedure: 
The introductory speech of counsel 
1st ~laintiff's counsel 
~ Rleadin~~ a consideration and presentation of the · 
facts which make up the action 
2nd Defendant's counsel 
A motion to dismiss the case is in order, but customl 
arily denied by the judge. This is a matter of f9r.m in I 
order to preserve the defendant's rights. A statement of th~ 
defendan~s position is made known, in this denial of the 
merits of the action. 
~==========================~3~2~8~==~======================~~== 
··e~ ··-z_· 
!h! Calling 2f witnesses:· 
Swearing in (by attendant) 
Questioning by counsel, for plaintiff, etc. 
ihe plaintiff rests 
The defendant again moves to dismiss (a matter of form) 
The def'endant•s counsel in action, calling of witnesaJI 
ss, etc., followed again by a motion to dismiss. ihe motion 
is again formally denied without prejudice, with rewf. excep-
tions. 
'!'he Counsel• s Address-~ the Jury: _ 
Gentlemen: says the judge, ::How long will take in youl.'l 
address" Both sides ~ree upon a certain time. :rThe jury is 
yours" says -the judge. 
. 
Your Honor and gentlemen of the jury, begins the 
defendant's counsel, this summing up by the detendant•s 
lawyer, is followed by a similar procedure on the part or the 
counsel for the plaintiff. 
!h! Heavl Charge: At the end of the address by counsel, 
there follows the instructions by the judge from the bench. 
~ Judge: .!!!. !!!! _charge,_ includes a summing up of the case, 
and includes instructions regarding the law of 
evidence and the burden of proof, a. definition 
determining:. the existence of negligence accord-
ing to the lawma.y also be included. 
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Requests !2, charge: ___ _ 
~ Judge: 
These __ .!!,!-~ £l either_ counsel, and are motions 
that the judge includes in the charge to the jury 
certain phases of the case._ 
When these requests are made the judge-uses the 
finest discreation, and must do so in order to 
protect his status upon the bench. 
The ~ retires ~ 2 privacz. .2£ ~ ~ ~' 
from which it may r~ttirn at any time to ask for 
further instructions, or to repo_rt ~ agreement 
.2! .2 ina:bili ty !£ arrive at £!!!. 
An Attendant: Receives the information that the jury has 
reached an agreement and the court assembles 
·to receive the ~erdict. 
~Judge: (from the bench}, "Gentlemen E!!! you agreed 
upon !Verdict? 
~ Foreman: "We have your Honor." 
~ Judge: "What is your verdict·(" 
Bibliography 
The judge received the verdict, and finds for 
the contestants according to the law, and uses 
his discretion within the law. 
"The Man in Court" -- Frederick wells 
Publisher:--G. T. PUtnam 
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TREES - THEIR USES TO MANKIND 
In the early rall the trees wee~ changing colors. The 
boys came back to school arter a week end which had been 
spent partly outdoors and much comment took place on the 
beauty of the trees. The conversation rinally brought about 
the tact that rew persons appreciate the value of trees. rt 
was decided to make a study of trees and their uses to man-
kind. 
General Aim: 
-----~ 
To instill in the minds of the pupils a realization 
of the v alum derived by mankind from trees, and because of 
this realization to bring about more attention to the care of 
trees. 
specific Aims: 
1. TO prove the commercial value -of trees to mankind 
J 2. ':i:o prove the artistic value of trees to mankind. 
3. :.:o show in what ways trees help to keep moisture 
in the ground. 
4. ~o bring about an appreciation of the different 
kinds of foods obtained rrom trees. 
5. To show that we have a duty which we owe to trees. 
6. To show that trees have played a part in the history 
of our country. 
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7. i 10 bring about an appreciation for songs and poems 
written about trees 
a. 110 develop a better knowJa dge of arithmetic skills 
through the solving of arithmetic problems having 
to do with this unit. 
'l'he Criteria .!2! Judging Activities: 
1. lJid this unit have educational value? 
2. Did it provide life situations which gave actual 
experiences? 
3. Did each member of the different groups have some 
part in it? 
4. Did it lead to better social situations in the 
class-room? 
5. ~d it bring about an appreciation of trees and the~r 
value to mankind? 
6. Was the .unit carried to completion? 
7. Was there correlation in all departments?· 
a. Did the unit develop an interest which would be 
carried over into later life? 
9. Was there a sense of responsibility developed on 
the part of the boys? 
outcomes: 
1. A knowledge of the benefits derived from trees 
2. A n " various countries: - the familiar 
trees round in ~each country, and the products or 
each. 332 
3. A knowledge of trade routes carrying lumb~r and 
other products obtained from trees 
.4. Ability to read maps:- locations of continents, 
countries, principal cities, etc. 
5. A knowledge of uses of oceans, riverB, and lakes 
as means of transportation 
6. Interest developed in living habits of people who 
help supply products of trees to us 
7. yroper social habits for.med 
WORK. CARRI~D, .Q!! !!! . VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS 
1. arithmetic 
A. Area _ 
B. Perimeter 
C. Hoard Measure with costs of ma~erial 
v. Review of fractions 
l!i. · Problems 
· 2. Language ... 
A. .Boems 
~. ztories of ~rees 
c. Business Letters 
D. Friendly fl II 
E. Descriptions of lumber districts in the United 
States 
F. Use of dictionary 
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G. Clipping book, - newspaper articles, - magazines 
articles, - and illustrations 
3. Spallin~ 
P' 
A. List of sixty-five words developed 
B. Sentences required for all words 
4. ri.eading · . 
A. Twenty copies of The ·Forestry Primer 1933 edition 
were sent us to be used as reading material. The 
vocabulary is difficult. Difficult words were 
recorded in notebooks under heading "New Vocabu- . 
lary". 
B. Mimeographed papers from The Shop Story Reader 
were used to make a reading book. Supplementary 
pages were added from time to time. 
c. Diagnostic teats were given and a memorandum 
kept of each pupil's difficulties 
D. Remedial work in correcting reading difficulties 
was done. 
5. Drawing_~ .. Handwork 
A. Attractive background for project display made 
in the Art Department, each pupil having some 
part in the making. 
~--~ · ·-:-- · ·ef-· ~- .. 
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B. Blackboard border for room deoo ration, - paint-
ings of trees with leaves taken from the living 
trees were mounted on the same sheet. 
c. Blackboard decorations, - crayon and chalk 
pictures 
D. Study of tree types at different seasons of year 
6. Social Science 
7. Shop 
A. Maps - United States National Forest 
" " 
Forest. Area 
World showing lumber ro~tes 
B. Study of mountain ranges in the United States 
c. Famous trees of our country 
D. List of common trees used for lumber purposes 
E. Pupils worked out list of allbenefits derived 
from trees. 
F. Above list tied up with localities where each 
product is found 
A. Train tracks made 
B. Much construction work such as small buildings, 
log cabins, trains, boats 
c. Samples of all kinds of wood used in shop cut to 
size and varnished to be used for a display. 
D· Board sawed to represent one board foot - used in 
connection with arithmetic in academic class 
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E. Construction of cement mountains 
F. :Mixing of quantities of cement for floor display 
G. Young trees collected from nearby woods and brought 
in to be used in floor display 
H. Trees in_ floor display sprayed for preservation 
with a fluid made in shop 
I. Plastecine figures and anLmals made for display 
a. Science 
A. Talks on Reforestation 
B. Why leaves fall from trees 
c. Scientific care of forests 
D. How plants protect themselves 
E. Effedt of seasons on trees 
F. Enemies of trees 
G. Reproduction in trees 
H. What forests do for us 
I. How trees keep moisture in the earth 
J. Leaves and their work 
K. Elementary forestry 
The culture and appreciation of trees 
Influences of furests on soil form!:ition 
9. Extra Curricula Activities 
A· Motion·pictures given during Visual Educational 
periods. 
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B. Talks by shop teacher during Character Education 
period 
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR GROUP L UNIT 
Book 
-
Stories of Pioneer Life 
Fact and Story Reader IV 
Everyday Reading Bk. 1 
Author 
F. Bass 
Suzzallo-
Freeland 
Pearson and 
Hunt 
:fublisher 
D. c. Heath 
Am. Bk. Co. 
tt 
" 
rr 
The Forestry Priner 
Reading and Living Bk. 1 
A.m. Tree Assoc 
Hill, Lyman &: 
Moore 
Am. Tree Assoc.
1 Chas. Scribners 
Triangle Arithmetic 
Human Geography 
The Forestry News Digest 
pathway in Science 
Learning About our World 
Houses We Live In 
stories in Trees 
New Path to Reading Bk. IV 
Treasure Trails 
Highways - Heights 
prose and poetry Bk. IV 
Shop Story Reader 
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Brueclmer, 
Anderson, Merton J. c. Winston 
J. Russell Smith n 
" 
tt 
Am· Tree Assoc Am. Tree Assoc 
Craig Ginn 
tt 
" 
Carpenter Am. Bk. Co. 
Curtis Lions &: 
Cordts Ginn 
Harper &: 
Hamilton Macmillan 
" 
II 
Francis Avery L. w. Mnger 
Kennedy-Nut ten Raeume Printery 
I 
Book Author 
General Science Caldwell 
Eigkenberry 
The Earth & Living Things Craig & Hurley 
Learning About our world tl 
" 
It 
Elementary Sci. Readers III Payne Barrows 
Schmerber 
The Law of Living Things 
Nature Study and Life 
Nenge 
SCIENCE PROJECT 
SCIENCE 
I. Electricity and Magnetism 
2 A· Early knowledge of electricity 
1. Greeks 
2. Later people 
H. Conductors and insulators 
c. Static electric machine 
lJ. Lightning 
~. Current electricity 
¥· Voltaic cell 
1. Kinds of cells 
G. Magnets 
1. Law of magnets 
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Publisher 
llinn & co. 
u n n 
tl " If 
Benj. Sanborn Co 
Bruce Pub. Co. 
Ginn & co. 
2. ·Blec tromagnets 
3. ~lectric bell 
H. Dynamo-Motor 
I. Telephone, ·relegraph, Hadio 
J. X-Ray 
ACADEMIC 
The work listed below is work which might be done 
in connection with a unit on ~lectricity: 
Reading 
A· The Story of ~lectricity 
H· SUpplementary material brought in from outside 
c. Topics assigned for reports used as oral reading 
material 
D. Dictionary study of all difficult words in material 
studied 
E. Written checks on all reading matter completed 
l'·· Notebook with written stories studied 11'1 connection 
with unit; also mountad.clippings and illustrations 
Social Science 
A· History of Electricity 
B. Story of the Greek philosopher ~hales 
C. story of Dr.Gilbert 1 s experiments 
D. Facts long known 
1. Effect obtained when stroking fUr of cat 
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2. Effect obtained by rubbing flannel cloth 
over rubber comb or penholder 
E~ Story of Benjamin Franklin•s· experiment with kite 
and key 
F. List of uses of electricity 
1. In·buainess 
2. In the home 
G. Study of ~he Life of Thomas Edison 
Language 
A. Oral and written reproduction of well-known stories 
about electricity 
B. Short description of well-known electrical applian-
cas as, flatiron, vacuum cleaner, electric clock, 
. 
toaster, waffle iron, etc. 
c. Floor talks such as: 
1. The Value of Electricity to Us 
2. How Electricity Helps My Mother in Her Work 
3. Lynn the Beat Lighted City in the World 
4. A trip on an Electric Car 
D· Business letters to Lynn Gas & Electric Co., re-
questing pamphlets 
E. Friendly letters to a far away land telling about 
the unit on electricity 
SEellins. 
A. Develop list suitable to age of pupils, such as: 
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electric Clock ele~tricity 
stove ironer current 
cleaner heater appliances 
flatiron cars wires expense 
B. Sentences and dictionary study required for all 
difficult words 
Arithmetic 
A. Processes involved in the measuring of wire 
B. ~roblems involving the four processes (addition 
subtraction, multiplication, and division) in 
connection with study or amperes, volts, watts 
c. Fractions - addition of ) In connection with 
study 
multiplication or ) of Parallel and 
series 
subtraction or ) Wiring 
division or 
D. Decimals - in connection with stu~y of Olm's Law 
E. Illustrative Arithmetic - The Power of Magnetism _ 
four processes in decimals 
The World Book, Vol. 4 
Pathways in Science 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
AUTHOR 
O'Shea 
Foster 
Locke 
The Eavth and Living Th~ngs 
Our Earth and Its Story 
Learning About OUr World 
Craig & HUrley 
It " n 
u n n 
PUBLISHER 
Q,uarrie 
Ginn 
It 
n 
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ELECTRICITY 
General Shop 
-----
Teaching Points 
1. Wiring in series (batteries and lamps} (8 wlts 
(9 amps 
(10 watts 
3. Battery construction (types dry cells and auto) 
" " " 2. Wiring in parallel 
4. Spark Plugs (Ignition) 
5. Magnets (construction) 
s. Magnets (uses) 
7. The magnetic field (lines o£ force) 
Activities 
1. Wiring table lamps 
II bell circuits 
n 
2. Splicing 
3. Soldering 
·Christmas lamps in series 4. Cleaning copper I 
" opague projectors 5. Striping insulation 
I 
If magnets 6. Coiling I 
n Transformers 7. Testing I 
" 1'1 at iron cords (repairs) s. Making connectio~; 
" extension cords 9. Tying electrician'lls 
n reflectors knot 
10. Testing circuits 
Acquaintance with Materials 
-1. Wires 
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2. Lamps 
3. Batteries and materials used in construction and operation 
4. Tools used in work 
s. Connections and fittings 
6. Splicing compound 
7. Friction tape 
8. Solder and flux 
9. Shellac 
10. Fuses 
Care of Tools 
--
1. screw drivers 
2. Pliers 
3. Line tester 
4. Hydrometer 
s. Knife 
6. Soldering iron 
7. Torch 
a. File 
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A. Manual Arts 
-
Introduction 
CHAPTER XIII 
-
The Arts 
....,._. .--..-.-
A. Manual Arts 
B. Industrial Arts 
c. Household Arts 
All work under the heading of Manual Arts is project 
work. Drawing has been includlid under the Manual Arts in this 
~ase because it is taught by the Manual Arts or Handwork 
teachers. Much~ the drawing is copying rather than creativJ 
art. Under the·~arious projects listed in previous chapters 
has been tound a subheading, Drawing and Handwork, and this 
has reference to the work dune under the direction of the 
Handwork teachers to complete a project and is her part in 
the correlation. Wallin states (5:203) that the more sub-
jects that can be correlated around a "core" or project, the 
better the "core". As a consequence of this correlation, 
there is so much hand work demanded for the various projects 
that th~ accompanying list is submitted as a supplimentary 
list to keep the pupils occupied in "channels which prove 
genuinely educative", to use a phrase of Wallin. (5:213). 
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Weaving, knitting, embroidering, chair caning, brush 
making, and free hand drawing which are all listed below, 
are suggested forms of motor activity recommended by Wallin 
(5:243-44) upon which he declares (5:245) emphasis must be 
placed in a curriculum for defectives. These activities 
are also mentioned by Inskeep (3:366-71) who also recommends 
raffia, reed, and leather work as desirable (3:367-71) and 
although these activities are not included in the accom-
panying list, these forms of activit~ have been carried on 
in the past but have been :.·omitted because of a greater inter-
est of the pupils in the activities here listed and because 
of the. fact that these projects are more readily disposed 
of.Whipple records {7:240-243) a similar list for the dif-
ferent mental ages. All three lists under this heading have 
items which have bem omitted here but will appear later 
under the heading or Industrial Arts, the subdivision under 
which our shop work is· carried on. 
Handwork ProJects 
Weavin~ - with two treadle foot power loam. Rugs of yarn, 
or silk, (cut· into 1" strips) cotton and woolen rags 
(cut into 1/2" strips) 
Shopping bags·- with rope handles or braided 
handles of same material - or yarn, or rags 
With four treadle bable looms {weaving 17" width · 
( 
(the other B" width 
3~6 
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Hooked 
table runners, scarrs, doilies, pillow tops, bags 
or different sizes 
Rugs. - original designs drawn and crayoned on 
burlap hooked with yarn, rags, rayon und~rwaar, or 
silk stockings, dyad and cut into l/2u strips 
Chair seats 
Table mats of very narrow silk rags 
Knittins Mittens 
Shoulderettes 
Strips lu wide which sewn close together on burlap 
and clipped make a ravel rug 
Embroider~ 
Designs 
Drawing 
SimJle stitches on runners, scarfs, buffet sets, 
ltinch sets, doilies, pillows 
Allover patterns on paper, cardboard used ror 
boxes, bookcovers, notebook covers, plant pot 
covers, waste baskets, on wood for calendar or 
picture mount. Cloth for pillows - crayoned and 
embroidered. 
Pictures for decorative purposes - and for other 
projects 
34'7 
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Fanor Fillows 
woven on table loom from No. 5 Pearl Cotton 
Woven on large loom from rayon rags 
Chair Seats 
Cained seats 
Braided from silk or wool rags 
Hooked from wool rags 
n yarn 
" " rayon rags 
Brush Makin5 
Making of floor brushes for use by school janitor 
Lunch .§!l! 
woven on table loom of No. 3 ar No. 5 Pearl Cotton 
for table runner 24" long 
Plate doilies woven on small loom - to match 
runner - doilies 12" long 
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B. Industrial Arts 
Introduction 
Much has been written about the education of the hand 
under this topic. Inskeep maintains that it is erroneous to 
suppose that mentally retardedpupils excell in.mndwork 
{3:333-4) a conclusion in which we heartily concur. She does 
feel, however, that handwork is an approach to the mental 
life of the child and that mentally retardedchildren usual-
ly earn their living through some form of manual activity 
{3:333). She adds that handwork must be made easier, taught 
at a slower rate and by methods adapted to retarded children 
{3:335). The type of handwork chosen, she says (3:337) 
should be that which will interest the elder child and yet 
at the same time develop his muscular control and brain 
center cooordination. 
Inskeep believes that character education can be 
taught through handwork {3:334) in that this subject should 
produce a helpful attutude towards the fellow worker and shou d 
train in reasoning and judgment. If the child is allowed to 
make his own decisions it teaches (3:346) faith in self and 
self-reliance in place of the sense of failure to which these 
children are a prey. 
In view of the recognized fact (3:333) that these 
children must earn their living as a rule from manual activ-
349 
ity, many of the activities listed on these pages have a pre-
vocational trend. Inskeep suggests (3:342-43) that each chile 
should be encouraged to become skillful in each sort of hand-
, 
work attempted in order to test out his ability in order to 
obtain a b~tter position after the school days are over. 
I. Woodworking 
Considerable of the work in the woodworking shop takes 
the form of Household Mechanics in which the boys are taught 
how to do the simple repair jobs that occur about the home. 
Whipple enumerates (7:264) a rather extensive and varied list 
of activities under this heading somewhat different from ones 
selected here but which c:-me under the head of simple or~inar:~ 
repairs about a house. ·{7 :262) Wallin states that House-
hold Mechanics has been used extensivel~ in Detroit special 
centers (5:244-45). The first six units are recommenda-
tiona from the State course of study (4:36-37-38); there-
finishing unit is directly mentioned (7:262) by Whipple; 
the upholstering work by Wallin (5:244). Woodworking, taken 
in its exact meaning, is recommended at length by all author! 
ties, Inskeep gives general instructions (3:347-350} as to 
the various types of projects in wood; Whipple gives _an 
extensive list (7:263-4) and Wallin a variety of suggestions 
for projects (5:244). Inskeep also recommends the drawing 
of plans (3:348) which is here suggested for the more advanc-
350 
~roups. The house frameunit is a step beyond any mention-
I 
ed by these authorities and is only for the most advanced 
group. 
UNITS IN WOODWORKING SHOP 
~----- ----
I. Glazin~ ~ 
a. Removing the sash 
b. Remore glass and putty 
c. Cut the glass to size 
d. Bed sash 
e. Set in the pane with glazier points 
f. Apply putty 
II. Plastering ~ 
a. Clean spot to be plastered of loose material 
b. Size 
c. Mix plaster 
d. Apply plaster 
III. Refinishing ~ 
a. Determine what to use in removing covering 
b. If (paint remover) apply with brush 
c. Remove finish but avoid marking wood 
d. Wipe clean and dry 
e. Determine color wanted when finished 
f. Apply stain 
g. Varnish or shellac 
h. Let dry for 24 hours 
i. Apply another coat if needed 
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IV. Reparins .. ~ (Woodworking Projects) 
1. Remove old glue, nails, or screws if needed 
2. Get tools ready to work with such as: bar clamps 
hand drill, C-Clrumps, etc. 
1. Repair needed parts 
4.· Apply clamps 
5. Let stand for 12 hours 
6. Remove glue where not in use 
V. Painting ~ 
1. See that project is clean and f~ee from dust 
2. Take care in mixing ~r preparing paint 
3. Use brush related to project 
4. Guard against runs, fat edges, and holidays 
5. Always do most difficult part of project first 
6. PUt away and let dry avoiding dust 
VI. Grinding ~ 
1. First Qe prepared (use goggles and avoid mishaps) 
2. Liquid to cool tool should always be near by 
3. In grinding plain iron get proper angle - use 
·guide if one is available 
4. PUt edge on tool by using Whit-stone 
VII. Woodworkins Projects 
1. saw a board to measure 
2. Square up a piece of wood 
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VIII. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17 .• 
18. 
19. 
20. 
1. 
2. 
-mTri 
Bread board 
Use sandpaper with sandpaper 
Use bench hook and back saw 
Mitre box 
Picture frame 
Use and care of 
Bird house 
Medicine cabinet 
Flower box 
Foot stool 
Neck tie rack 
Taboret 
Costumer 
Book rack 
Knife Box 
Wall rack 
Smoking stand 
Shoe box 
glue 
block 
Mechanical Drawing Unit {For two upper groups) 
Lay out of paper 
Drawing of ·a simple project - bread board, tie 
rack, foot stool, block of wood 
3. To find where to look for dimension lines on a 
simple working drawing 
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4. Care and use of equipment - board - compass -
pensils - squares - T-square - scale- thumb tacks -
and paper. 
IX. Upholstering· Unit 
1. steps needed to finish product 
2• Use of fillers, burlap, tacks, covering, and gimp 
x. Varnish and Shellac Unit 
-
1. care and use of both 
2. Methods of applying 
3. Hours of drying 
4. Methods of rubbing down 
XI. House Frame Unit (Given to high group only) 
1. Names of sections 
2. Methods of fastening pieces 
3. Where it may apply around home and future 
constructinn 
II· General Shop 
Activities under this heading are hardly possible in a 
large school and conswquently many of the activities here 
mentioned have not been recommended by various authorities. 
They could hardly be considered as training for specific 
jobs or trades such as Wallin recommends (5:244), but are 
prevocational or they may be considered as an attanpt to 
enlarge the scope of hand activities in order that the boy may 
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test out his ability in many forms of work as Inskeep suggests 
(3:342-43) in orderto prepare himsel£ to select the work for 
which he is best fitted. Whipple mentions sheet metal work 
(7:266) and Wallin "metal work" (5:244), but Inskeep does 
not enter this field of activity. Whipple seems to be the 
only one to mention electrial construction (7:267) or auto 
mechanics (7:268) which includes what has been mentioned here 
under four headings, washing cars, cleaning and polishing, 
service station operator, and tire work. As Whipple states 
very plainly (7:268) special class graduates are not likely 
to make skilled auto mechanics but they are capable of certain 
tasks such as those outlined. 
concrete construction has not been mentioned by any of 
the authorities as far as we have been able to find, yet 
there seems to be a field here at least for experimentation. 
It is a splendid form of mo:tor training which Wallin empha-
sizes (5:245) for large strong boys who desire action and 
yet offers opportunities for comparison and judgment in the 
proportion of mat.erials for different articles. 
A recent Cobbet School project, a bird bath for the 
"First Lady of the Land", in which 19Very pupil in the school 
had some part, was manual activity that held numerous op-
portunities for "stimulating mental activity", to use a 
phrase of Inskeep {3:343). Other project and instruction 
sheets follow. 
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS CONT. 
--
II. General Shop Projects 
A. Methods or Teaching 
B. Cold metal Projects 
c. Hot Metal Projects 
D. Sheet Metal Work Unit 
E. Foundry Unit 
F. Electrical Unit 
G. Finishing Unit 
H. Shop Repair 
I. Washing Oars 
J. Cleaning and Polishing Cars 
K. Concrete Construction 
L. Soldering 
M. Service Station Operation 
N. '!'ire Work 
Note: This outline was worked out at the Fitchburg 
State College by Harold Fielding, Instructor 
of General Shop Work at the Cobbett School, 
under the direction of John Lusk 
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A. Methods of Teaching 
1. Instruction ·Sheets 
2. Specification sheets 
3. Charts, text books and tables 
4. Models of work in various stages o£ completion 
s. Exhibitions of superior work done by pupils 
6. Demonstrations by instructor 
7. Demonstrations by superior pupils 
a. Guidance (Manual) 
9. Birections (verb,al ) 
10. The descriptive lecture 
11. The direction of experiments in the forming of.judg-
ments 
12. Making of inferences 
13. Making comparisons 
14. Forensiating between pupils lquietly) 
15. ~uestions \Various types) 
16. Encourage the making of statements by pupils 
17. Question contests 
18. Lectures and demonstrations by leaders in industrial 
life, £rom outlines by the instructor 
19. Visits or excursions to places of interest 
20. use of capable shop foremen and advanced pupils when 
a mutual advantage may be attained 
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21. Moving pictures 
22. The opaque projector 
23. The glass slide projector 
24. The film slide n 
25. The still film n 
B. COLD METAL UNIT 
- -
JOBS 
1. Cleaning, Grinding and Polishing 4:38 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
Table Lamp 
2. Hack Sawing 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
Table Lamp 
3. J1.g Work 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
4. Riveting 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
Table Lamp 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
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5. Drilling 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
Table Lamp 
6. Chipping and Filing 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
Table Lamp 
7. LaJ!"ng uut 
Garden Trowel 
Milk Bottle Holder 
Table Lamp 
a. Pipe Threading 
Table Lamp 
9. Care of tools 
Sharpening Prick Punches 
" Cold Chisels 
Tinning Soldering Iron 
c. HOT METAL UNIT 
- --
Jobs 
1. Bending, Drawing out and Forming 
Angle Irons 
Prick Punch 
Scriber 
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Invalid'd Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Invalid's Bed Rest 
Special Job 
Handling Cold Chisels 
" 
Harsh Saws 
Sharpening Drills 
Cold Chisel 
Special Job 
Tongs 
I 
2. Hardening, Annealing and Tempering 
Prick Punch Cold Chisel 
Scl'iber Special Job 
3. Care of tools . 
Clean, smooth and polish anvil Grind Chisel Edges 
Grind Hammer Heads CUtters 
Swedges Rehandle tools 
D. SHEET METAL_~ 
Jobs 
1. Cutting out S~ock - Use of Shears 
Pot and Pan scraper 
Envelope Opener 
Sink Scraper 
2. Folding 
Sink Scraper 
Dust Pan 
Vegetable Bin 
3. Shaping - Use of snips 
fot and Pan Scraper 
Envelope Opener 
Sink SCrfiper 
Vegetable Bin 
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Dust Pan 
Storage Box 
Special Job 
Storage Box 
Special Job 
Dust Pan 
Storage Box 
Special Job 
4. Punching and Rivetting 
Sink Sorap&n · 
Dust Pan 
Vegetable Bin 
5. Soldering 
Sink Scraper 
Dust Pan 
Vegetable Bin 
6. Layout 
pot and Pan scraper 
Envelope Opener 
Sink Scraper 
vegetable Bin 
7. Care of Tools 
Storage Box 
Special Job 
Storage Box 
Special Job 
Dust Pan 
Storage Box 
Special fob 
Sha~pening Scribers Forming and tinning 
Soldering Coppers 
Hand Punch Bar Folder 
Tin Snips Setting Hammer 
E. FOUNDRY !!!!,! 
Jobs 
1. Molding simple One-Piece Patt~rn 
Paper weight 
Desk ornament 
Special Job 
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2. Molding Simple Split Patterns 
Special Job 
3. Molding pattern with Green Sand Core 
Special Job 
4. Molding Pattern with Dry Sand Core 
Vise Stick Ends 
Special Job 
5. Molding Pattern with Irregular Parting 
Special Job 
6. Dry Sand Coremaking 
Vise Stick Ends 
Special Job 
7. Care of tools 
Cutting and Tempering Sand 
Repairing Flasks and Molding Boards 
F • ELECTRICAL UNIT 
JOBS 
--
1. Splicing Exercises 
Western Union splices~ etc. 
Special Exercises 
2. Wiring Ex~rcise Circuits 
One bell and one button 
TWo bells and one button 
One bell and two buttons 
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Two bells and two buttons 
Special exercises 
3. Wiring Lamps, etc. 
Table Lamp 
Christmas lamps 
Special Job 
G. FINISHING UNIT 
·--
JOBS · 
-
1. Scraping, Removing old Finish, Cleaning and Sanding 
Shpp Equipment 
.Special Job 
2. Paj.nting and Enamelling 
j Folding Cots Christmas Lamps 
Dust Pan Shop pquipment 
Milk Bottle Holder Invalid's Bed Rest 
Table Lamp Special Job 
3. Decoration - stencil, - striping, etc. 
Paper-Weight 
Hot Plate Stand 
Deodorizer Stand 
4. Care of Tools 
Cleaning Used Brushes 
Mixing Paints 
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Flower Pot 
special Job 
Vege.table Bin 
H. SHOP REPAIR UNIT 
--· -·--
JOBS 
1. Attaching ftUbber Heels 
2. II Half'Soles -Nailed 
3. Patching shoes 
I. WASHING ~--The material on this page and following 
to page is adapted from Dykes Encyclopedia 14th Edition 
1926 pp. 644-647. The Goodheart-Wilcox Company 
Motive 
To teach the correct method of washing cars for its 
vocational value. 
To teach the use of correct materials, and to call 
attention to the poor results of wrong materials. 
TO teach a method or procedure, the sequence of the 
operations, and the reasons for such procedure. 
To teach the b oy what p.rts of the car are included 
in the washing process, and the attention needed at various 
points. 
Teaching 
1. Firat dust off the car lincluding top) 
2. Reasons for not wiping are scratching, rubbing 
dirt into finish 
3. washing: Use clear water, no hot water, soap, 
but no alkali 
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4. Reasons for doing section ~ car at a time 
5. Alkali removes varnish on paint 
6. No force to water - reasons why 
7. Washing off mud slowly, use flexible wash nozzle 
a. Reasons for using fUll force under fenders 
9. Reason why and should be washed off by flow of water 
10. After cleaning; use o£ sponge with plenty of water 
11. Drying,·Wi th chamois or wash leather 
12. Removing grease with sponge and castile soap using 
tepid water 
13. Spots caused by rain.or drops of water if left to dry, 
special attention to hood 
14. Washing radiator from rear, if necessary to clear 
spaces and Yby? 
15. Washing Equipment 
Two 10 qt. pails 
Two Chamois 
Two Sponges 
Castile Soap 
wool duster 
Hose with flexible nozzle 
Whisk Broom 
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J. CLEANING~ POLISHING~ USING CLEANER !liQ POLISH 
Motive: 
To teach the practice o~ renewing the original lustre 
to the painted surface 'or the automobile body 
To teach a useful work of some vocational value, 
within the boy• s range of achievement 
To teach the methods and practices o~ those accustomed .. 
to this line ·or work. 
Teaching.Points 
The necessary materials: 
Clean sponges 
Automobile soap - ivory or castile 
Chamois skin 
So~t Waste 
Cheesecloth 
Cleaner 
Wax po::J.ish 
sequence of washing 
Wash thoroughly with auto soap when necessary. After 
cleaning, .if car ~a d~ll, use cleaner. Spread on and rub 
it in with a square pad o~ cheescloth that has been wet and 
wrung out. Pad should be about 1 yard square, and ~olded 
into six inch square to fit the hand. Cleaner should be 
rubbed well into cloth with the fingers before applying to 
car. 
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Only one panel should be cleaned at a time, and the 
cleaning motion should be from one edge of the panel to the 
opposite edge, using a straight motion. 
Cleaning should be done in the shade, where the surface 
to be cleaned will be in the shade as cleaning in the sun 
will cause the cleaner to dry rapidly. After the car has bee 
cleansed the car may be polished with wax polish. If any dul~~ 
spots appear, they should be gone over again with cleaner 
until a full lustre appears• ~he cleaner should be removed 
with a dry, soft cloth. The removing of the cleaner is a 
polishing operation and when a lustre is secured, the wax 
A. 
polish is used to fix and preserve the lustre secured by 
using the cleaner. 
The polish is applied in the same manner as that used 
in applying the cleaner~ with the difference that the cleaner 
is removed with the surf,ace dirt dissolved by it, and the 
polish remains, leaving a smooth,thin,protecting coat, having 
a surface hard enough to make the wiping of the dust off the 
car possible without mratching the finish. 
Gleaners have the property of dissolving some of the 
finish of the car, thus rubbing and cleaning too much in one 
spot may result in the paint being entirely removed, or at 
least thinned until the under coat shows through. 
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After a car has bean polished, it may be kept bright 
by use or wax only. 
The cleaner should be used, if' necessary, but its use 
shoUld be limited to its necessary !'Unction, that of cleaning. 
If there.are no dull spots on the car, its use is not 
necesa~ry. ThepOlish will renew, the lustre, if not too dull. 
I£ car is dull and weathered, use cleaner. 
CLEANDG ENAMELED PARTS OF THE AUTOMOBILE 
-----=----·- ·- _._.,.. -· 
A good cl eansar or enameled parts of the automobile, 
when parts are very dull and greasy, may be made by dissolving' 
1 lb. washing soda in 2-l gals. water. This should be applied 
briskly with a soft cloth; then polish with a piece of cotton 
flannel. Care should be taken that all crystals are dissolved, 
aa any remaining undissolved will scratch the enamel when 
being rubbed over it. The solution will ruin any paint, so 
care should be usedin applying it only to enameled surfaces. 
The enameled parts of the car may be as follows: 
Radiator 
II splashers 
Bonnet 
Front and rear fenders 
Gasoline Tank 
Fire Carriers 
. 
Steering column 
-- ~ ... -- -
; '£P??F-=; ~~ - cym=zzz,. ·-=;=:--;:= ... - -----
Shifting lever 
Black engine parts 
Enamelled parts of lamps 
The care of and cleaning of materials associated with 
care and upkeep of an automobile. 
CLEANING NICKEL PLATED PARTS 
Do not use brass polish on nickel platedparts. Use 
regular nickel polish·or silver cleaner paste, or Putz pomade 
may be used. Use only the softest flannel rag or chamois to 
rub with. After nickel is polished, an oil7 rag rubbed 
occasionally over the nickel surfaces will tend to kee~ it 
from tarnishing. Use 3·in 1 oil or vaseline. 
CLEANSING LAMP REFLECTORS 
-
:Do not clean lamp renectors except when absolutely nec• 
essary, as they are often silver plated, and'easily-spoiled. 
Dust on the reflector, or on the glass lens, may cut down the 
light on the road by one half. To clear a reflector, use a 
very so:rt clean cloth, or powdered dry rouge and a chamois 
skin. Do. ~ use pressure. Rub with a circular motion. 
Never rub a reflector with a cloth or a ch~ois skin which is 
covered with dust or grit, as the silver flating is very soft, 
and the scratches it w111 receive w111 ru1n it for service. I 
If a reflector becomes tarnished, or scratched, take it to a 
silver plater, and have it buffed. It cannot be properly 
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polish&d in any other way. An improvement canbe made how_;-
ever where reflectors are tarnished, by moistening the rouge 
with a£ohol, and applying with a soft chamois. Putz pomade 
applied with a very·soft clean chamois may also be used. 
!Q OLEAN G~ASS L.t!;NS 
Absorbent cotton dipped in alcohol and lightly rubbed 
in a circular motion over the surface, will be found effi-
cient. A good metal and glass polish that will clean off 
fly specks, grease, paint and other st~ins from metal or 
glass, may be made of 1 part wheat nour bo 5 parts dry 
powdered fire or potter's clay. Use with·a damp woolen 
cloth. 
There is nothing b attar for cleaning glass than a 
mixture of half alcohol and half water. It will clean off 
dirt and leave a bright polish. One may use a pieceof soft 
cloth or a piece of tissue paper. 
CLEANING TOP (OUTSIDE) 
.;..;;;;==----
A top that has been in use some time, may be cleaned ·bY! 
using "the following mixturet 
l/2 pt. raw linseed oil 
4 cups water· 
l/2 cup turpentine 
Apply with clean rag and rub dry. Mohair tops should 
be frequently dusted and brushed off. 
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Ifthe top is mohair use a pail of tepid water-and a 
bar of castile soap. Place the soap in the pail, and work 
up a good lather. A large, clean sponge is dipped]n the 
water, and the 'bp, is thoroughly washed orr. 
rr the ~op. is very dirty, use a broom first. Often it 
is cleaned with soap, wash thoroughly with clean water, so 
that no alakli spot's will appear. 
Pantasote top and curtains are best cleaned with a sort 
brush that has been dipped in water in which a little ammonia 
h~s been added. Rub until dry. Never attempt to clean top 
and curtains with gasoline1 or kerosene. 
TOP DRESSING 
-
A good top dressing may be made from the following: 
1 part liquid a·sphal tum 
to two parts castor oil 
add 1/2 oz. ivory black to each pint of the 
mixture. 
This· dressing may. be used on either rubber or leather 
tops with excellent results. 
Cemenli: 
History 
Kinds 
K. _ COURSE !!! CONCRETE UJNSTRUCTION 
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Specifications 
Manufacture 
concrete: 
water: 
Definitions 
Strength 
uses 
Selection of aggregatea 
Testing of local aggregabes 
Colorimetric, and silt tests 
Grading of materials 
The water cement ratio 
Test and estimate water in concrete and aggregates 
Control of water cement ratio 
Proportions: 
Sand, Cement, Admixtures, Crushed Rock, Stone, Water 
- -· " 
Recommended mixtures for different uses in 
Methods of mixing 
Classification of mixes 
Workability and consistency 
Speed of mixing 
Test of thoro~ghness 
Permeability of mixtures 
Voids 
~=====-====================~~7? 
Proper grading results' 
Estimating final proportions of batch 
Estimating volume, cubic proportions of job 
Cold weather precautions 
Placing: 
Curing: 
Tamping 
Spading 
Vibrating 
Pouring 
Nature of the three setting stages and their require-
menta 
Effect on strength 
Curing methods 
Curing temperatures 
Curing effect on permeability 
Finishing: 
As produced by .form 
Brushed 
Sponge noating 
stucco 
Air blast with and without color pigments 
Zinc sulphate crystals 4 lbs. per gal. of water for 
48 hrs. 
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wood float 
steel trowels, sand blast and tooling 
selected and exposed aggregabes 
Construction of forms: 
Reading of plans 
Preparing and placing forms 
Kinds and conditions or wood uses 
Reinforcing onncrete 
Bracing forms . 
Treatment of £or.ms to prevent adhesion on surface 
Stripping of forms 
Care after stripping 
'fypes or forms 
Provisions for drainage 
Consideration of sub-base conditions 
Estimating: 
Methods of computing quantities 
Figuring costs of materials 
Use' of tables 
uae of formulas 
Checking results 
Estimate cost of walk: 
Cost of short driveway 
Hot bed 
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Cold .frame 
Cis'tern cover 
Steps 
concrete trough 
curb 
Drain 
Lawn roller 
Ooncrete.post 
Chimney cap 
Post caps 
Ash pit 
Sand box 
Feeding floor 
Well curb 
Engine base 
Well top 
Refuse burner 
Lily pond 
Make visits to - constr~ction jobs, and Home Pipe co. 
Visit quarries and sand pits, note methods or washing and 
grading aggregates. 
Concrete jobs 
1. Mixing batch of concrete for 
Plower pot Bird bath Deoder1zer stand 
Hot plate tile Garden seat 
2. Pouring concrete for projects listed 
Bibliographz_ 
Special Job 
Literature, Portland Cement Association 
The New Stone Age, Harrison E. Howe_, Century Co.l921 
The Cement Worker's Hand Book, w. H. Baker, 
Engineering News Pub. Co. 1906 
Industrial Arts Magazine, June 1931, p. 192, 
Bruce Publishing Co. 
L. SOLDERING 
~ Logical Order ~ Tools, Materials ~ Process 
The job is one or soldering a lap joint of two pieces 
of blue or black sheet iron, with half and half solder, 
using no corrode soldering paste as a flux. The copper was 
found to be in poor condition. 
1. Select and prepare stock fo:r some useful and interesting 
purpose 
2. Select tools and materials and location for doing work. 
3. Dress and clean copperwith file 
4. Warm copper for nux 
5. Apply flux to copper 
6. Heat copper to correct temperature 
7. While copper is heating c.Iaan stock 
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B. Heat stock so flux will spread evenly 
9. Spread flux on joint to be soldered 
10. Tin copper 
11. Tin stock on correct side of both seams 
12. Hold or secure lap joint 
13. Heat parts while together with copper 
14. Hold together until cooled. 
M. INSTRUCTION FOR SERVICE STATION OPERATORS (1) 
· 1. The Company 
a. Organization 
b. History 
c. Service Station Department Development 
2. The Operator 
a. Attitude 
b. Appearance 
c. Enthusiasm 
d. Opportunities and benefits 
e. His job 
1. Responsibility 
2. Resourcefulness 
3. Honesty 
4. Sincerity 
(1) Result of Survey of 19 Service Stations: Course · 
Occupational Information B. u. Dr. Blair. 
Courtesy of Mr. MacCauaeland, Personal Director Standard 
Oil Co. 
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3. Products 
4. 
a. How made 
b. Explanation - Production - Refining Methods -
Moving Pictures - Lectures 
c. Why products are superior 
d. Use of proper products 
The Station 
a. JJriveway - How Kept 
b. Lawn and Shlmbbery - Islands and Bottles 
c. .Hestrooms 
d. Floors 
e. Desks and furniture 
f. ·Forms and uses · · 
5. Knowledge of Operation and Maintenance of ~quipment 
a. Gasoline Dispensing Equipment 
b. 1. Checking tanks for water 
b. Motor oil dispensing equipment 
1. Care and cleanliness 
c. Lubrication equipment 
1. use of proper gun 
d. air dispensigg equipment - compressors 
1. Care and safety 
e. Pits and lifts 
1. Cleanliness 
2. Instruction in raising and lowering lifts 
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6. Driveway Selling 
a. customer's viewpoint 
b. Knowledge of products 
c. Intelligent talker 
d. Motor oil solicitation - seasonal change 
1. Benefits of flushing oil 
e. certified lubrication solicitation 
f. Transmission and differential change - seasonal 
change and a ddi t1on of products 
1. '-Use of nushing oil 
g. Spring spray 
h. Household lubricant - i~s many uses -Better than 
3 in ll 
1. Matchless gloss - its many uses 
j. Air Towers -opportunity for sales 
k. use ~ advertising material 
1. Use of Touring Service 
m. Personal interest in customer's car Servic~ 
Service 
a. outstanding 
b. customer's viewpoint 
c.. Intelligent talker 
d. service Policy - Sales 
1. Epproach 
2. Solicit ·full tank 
3'79 
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3. Solicit oil check 
4. Radiator 
5. Windshield and headlights 
6. Air servi ;ce 
7. Salutation 
8. Tipping not required 
7. Sales promotion 
a. Follow-up systems - their uses 
b. Sales through constant personal contact - house to 
house canvas 
c. Quota sheet (use of) 
d. Proper use of advertising material 
e. Zoning stations 
8. Socony Certified Lubrication Service 
1. Job card 
2. Place seat and wheel covers 
3. Hardward (hinges, etc.) -product used 
4. Battery 
s. Clutch throw-out if . reached from top - product 
used 
6. Hood catches and laces Product used 
7. Control fittings " n 
8. St~rting gear housing fl II 
9. steering motor, generator il " 
10. Checking oil - with permission tt n 
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11. universals - Product used 
12. Transmissions and differentials II 
13. Rear wheel bearings " It 
14. Chassis from left front shackle to rear of car and 
back up right side to right front shackle. Pr~uct used. 
15. Springs 
16. Check over entire job 
17. Customer's receipt 
SERiiCE STATION PROGRESS SHEET 
NAME -------- AGE· 
------
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENTS 
Attitude toward employer 
Enthusiam (service without reluctance) 
Personal appearance 
ACceptance of responsibility 
Resourcefulness 
Honesty 
Sincerity 
Courtesy 
CARE OF STATION 
--
Care of driveway 
Care of lawn, shrubs and plants 
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SCHOOLING --~ 
DATE _____ _ 
Care o:f islands and ~ater cans 
Care of oil bottles 
~' Care of pits and lifts 
Care o:f gutters, curbstones and sidewalks 
Care o:f rest rooms 
Care o:f floors, desks and furniture 
KNOWLEDGE OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
~ -· 
Gasoline dispensing equipment 
Motor oil dispensing equipment 
Lubrication equipment 
Air service equipment 
Knowledge of company's service policy 
Knowledge or company.• s products 
Proper filling in and handling of forms 
Reading or charts and instruction sheets 
Greasing service 
Driveway selling 
1. Approach 
2. Solid.t full tank 
3. Solicit oil check 
4. Radiator 
s. Headlights 
, .. 
6. Air Service 
7. Windshield if dirty 
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a. Settle for purchase 
9. Salutation 
OTHER ACTIVITIES 
Flats fixed 
Chains mended 
Cars washed 
Cars polished 
Plugs cleaned 
ACCessories sold 
Batteries charged 
Attention to parking 
Battery water service _ 
Range oil service 
N. AUTOMOBILE TIRES AND TIRE WORK ( 1) 
---
Motive 
To teach that understanding and knowledge of tire workr 
which is considered necessary to the attendant of automobile 
filling and service stations. 
~o develop a skill in handling tires and in the makingr 
of various repairs. 
Teaching Points 
Tires are used on automobiles to overcome vibration 
(1) Adapted from Dykes·Encylopedia 14th Ed. 1926, pp 608-28 
~he Goodheart Wilcox Co. 
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There are two types of tires, solid and pneumatic 
Solid tires are used only on trucks and electrics 
The Double .~ Pneumatic Tire 
The inner tube and its fUnctions 
The shoe. or casing and its function 
The rim and its purpose 
The bead and its purpose 
The Inner Tube and Valve 
- --
The valve stem 
The dust cap 
The method of attaching valve stem to inner tube 
The construction o~ the· inner 'talve to its purpose of 
operation 
The method of inserting or re.moving inner valve by 
using the valve cap. 
Valve Leaks ~ Procedure ~ Locating and Stopping Them 
The use of the rubber disc under the valve cap 
The leak through the red rubber washer seat 
~1he leak caused by the c crushing of the valve cap disk 
It is often caused by turning the cap down too tight 
Method of tracing slow leaks to inner valve or to valve 
stem case 
Method or tracing slow leak to inner valve, without 
re.moving inner tube 
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Method of tracing slow leak to inner tubel locating 
leak and marking same with indelible·pencil 
Removing and cleaning inner valves and replacing with 
new ones if cleaning operation is not successrul 
The precautions necessarily taken in order to keep dirt 
out of the valve stem and from under the valve seat. 
Causes of Leaks 
_;;;::;;..;..;;.;.....;;. 
Leaks aaused by tube being pinched 
Leaks caused by stone bruises 
Leaks caused by tacks and nails 
Old inner tubes become hard and po~ous and laak slowly 
The life of a tube- is from 12 to 18 months 
Leaks may be caused by rough places inside the shoe 
Leaks may be caused by soap stone balls 
Lubrication of the Tube Inside the Case ;;;;.::;;..;...;;.~~.;;;..;....;;.;;_____ --
The use of powdered soapstone 
The use of powdered mica 
The use ot graphite 
Soapstone· powder should be rubbed into the casing two 
or three times a vear. But powdered mica will be found 
to be more durable and quite as effective as graphite. 
Gray inner tubes stick to the casing more freely than the 
red inner tubes 
-.All manu.fucturers treat the inside of the case to pre-
" 
vent the inner tube from sticking 
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Method of tracing slow leak to inner tube, locating 
leak and marking same with indelible pencil 
Removing and cleaning inner valves and replacing with 
new ones if cleaning operation is not successful 
The precautions necessarily taken in order to keep dirt 
out of the valve stem and from under the valve seat. 
Causes o:f Leaks 
Leaks caused by tube being pinched 
Leaks caused by stone bruises 
Leaks caused by tacks and nails 
Old inner tubes become hard and porous ·and leak slowly 
The life o:f a tube is from 12 to 18 months 
Leaks may be caused by rough places inside the shoe 
Leaks may be caused by soap stone balls 
Lubrication o:f the Tube Inside of the Case 
---- ---
The use of powdered soapstone 
The use of powdered mica 
The use of graphite 
Soapstone powder should be rubbed into the casing two 
or three times a year. Hut powdered mica will be found 
to be more durable and quite as effective as graphite. 
Gray inner tubes stick to the casing more freely than 
the red inner tubes 
All manufacturers treat the inside of the case to pre-
the inner tube from sticking 
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Lubrication is most important to the life of the inne~ 
tube, but.it is probably given the least attention. 
METHOVS QE ~RE=P~A~I=R=I=N~G INNER TUHES 
In cases of puncture the casing is practically uninjl+r-
1 ed, but one must be satisf:le d that the nail or tack has· 
been removed before replacing the repaired tube 
Selec·t a cement patch 3/4 of an inch larger all around 
than the hole to be repaired. nide of all trace of bloom 
and moisture from .the tube. 
The surface of the tube should be roughened with a 
piece of emery cloth, this surface should include an area 
larger than the patch. 
The patch should be given two coats of cement 
The roughened surface of the tube should be given two 
coats of cement. 
The patch should never be put on while it is moist 
The cement should be allowed to dry until it sticks, 
firmly to the 'fingers, this allowing may take five minutes 
The cement·joints are of no value if put on wet. 
The patch should be put on with pressure, it may be 
hammered or it may be clamped up in a vise. 
If old patches become loosened and leak, it then is 
necessary to remove them in orderto repair the leak. 
Gasoline will soften the cement so that the patch may be 
pulled off. 
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I The bead, the bead which provided for the clinching of: 
the tire to.the rim is formed by placing the lower end of 
0
j 
the fabric around a bead form, which on the clincher type 
tire is of hard rubber and in the straight side tire is of 
small wires whi~h may or may not be braided. 
The chaffing strip, is a strip of fabric about two 
inches wide covering the wearing parts of the bead. 
TIRE TROUBLES 
1•here are nine distinct troubles 
Hl - Stone Hruises 
#2 - Loose treads 
#3 - Sand Blisters 
#4 - Worn Treads 
#5 - Chaffed Tires 
#6 - Rim CUts 
#7 ·- Punctures 
#8 - Cuts Clear Through the Carcass 
#9 - Blow OUts 
CAUSES AND REMEDIES 
Stone brusies are caused by the tire striking a atone 
causing ene or all the layers or fabric to be broken, yet 
the tread may not be even cut. The inner tube works into 
the break and a:lblow out is the r~sul t, the tire being un-
able to stand the air pressure at the point weakened by 
the breaking of the fabric. 
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If the· fabric is broken on the inside of the casing, 
blow out patches or a reliner is used but a reliner is 
rather hard on the inner tube~ the tire so 'repaired may be of 
service as a spare tire. 
One ma.Y however find the stone bruise by pressing with 
the fingers while the tire is off the rim. 
One should not t~ to find weak places in a tire while 
pressure is up in the tire. Do not feel or kick any swel~ing 
or blister on the tread because if a blow out occurs at the 
time the tread is touched, about the same thing that happens 
to the tire will happen to the hand or foot t~t touches it. 
Sand blisters are caused by sand and.dirt working in 
through a hole in the tread and getting in under it. 
The hole throughwnich the sand and dirt worked in may 
be several inches or it may be a foot away from the blister 
it caused. 
The sand blister may be cleaned out by cutting into the 
tire in a half circle around the blister, then by lifting the 
flap caused by the cutting, the blister maybe clean~d out. 
The loose flag caused by the cutting shoud be vulaan-
ized in place. 
The hole through which .the sand entered the tire may be 
filled with a substance known as tire dough, or it may be 
vulcanized. 
~=======~==================~~8~ 
Worn Treads 
-
Treads worn in the center, or slightly to one side of 
the tire usually are the result of driving in street ·car 
tracks or wheels being out of line. The lack of alignment 
of the front wheels as cause ofworn treads occurs often 
in winter when the ro~ds are full of ruts causing the 
steering knuckles to become bent or the steering mechanism to 
be out of order. 
Chafed Tires 
Chafed tires usually worn on the side, this is a result 
~om driving too close to curb stones, in street car tracks, 
or in ruts. Water works into these chafed places and rots 
the fabric • Such places should be rebuilt and vulcanized. 
Rim Guts 
-- I 
.Rim cuts are the result of running the tire flat after a 
puncture, or running on the rim which damages the curve in 
the rim and which in turn cuts the tire at the rim just 
above the bead. The improper inflation ofthe tire is also a 
common cause. Improper inflation permits the rim to cut the 
tire when receiving a heavy jar, the tire lacking sufficient 
air pressure to keep the rim from crushing the side walls 
against the carcass. 
Rim cuts can be repaired if c~in onl7 two or three 
short places, if cut in sections all the way around the tire~ 
it cannot be repaired. 
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c. ;;;H~OU;..;S;;.;:EH;;;::;..;;O.;:;;:LD;;. !!!!§. 
Introduction· 
.The .sphere that Industrial Arts has in the lif'e ot 
the retarded bo7 is filled by the Household arts in the life 
o'£ the retarded girl. It is the"Education or the Hand" for 
mentall7 retarded girls. Inskeep de~otes several pages to 
various phases of instruction in sewing (3:355-61) and like-
wise to cooking {3:361-63). Projects on foods (3:277) have 
already been discussed in connection with this subject and 
with health. 
Whipple devotes several ~ages to sewing and cooking 
(7:285-307) in which she covers quite extensively material 
similar to this. Wallin in a much more condensed way covers 
the subject or sewing (5:243) but instead of cooking recom-
mends (5:244) "Practical training for home service~, a much 
broader subject but covered for the most part by the activi-
ties sUbmitted under the former heading. With this brief 
introduction, we pass directly to the objectives for these 
projects on Household Arts. 
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OBJECTIVES 
1. Formation of proper food habits 
2. Ability to prepare food for a simple meal 
3. Formation of desirable habits; cleanliness, orderr 
liness, economy and accuracy 
4. To develop skill in sewing and judgment in select-
ing clothes 
5. To foster the spirit of cooperation and a right 
attitude toward work 
· 6. Development of interest in the home and a desire 
to share in its responsibilities 
Foods 
1. Food requirements of child 
Why we need food 
' 
What food is best for us 
Make simple breakfast menus suitable for 
~hild posters 
2. The kitchen laboratory 
Equipment 
(1) Developed by M. B. Shat~uck at Columbia "qniversity, 
summer Session 1929, Course, Teaching in Special Classes 
Instructor, Amy B. Dodge 
!lilliMW 
Children tell of home kitchens 
Care of the kitchen - refrigerator, garbage 
can, etc. 
Personal appearance in the kttohen 
Dish washing 
3. Cooking· 
Reason for 
Soap and soap powders 
steps in dish washing 
Learn names and uses of common utansils 
Measurments 
4. Projects 
Apple sauce 
l'repared orange and gr~pefruit 
Baked apple 
Cream of wheat 
Oatmeal 
Cocoa 
Dry toast 
French toast 
White sauce 
Creamed dried beef 
Soft cooked eggs 
I . 
_, =··· 
Middle Group 
The work or this group is centered around the serving 
of a breakfast. 
1. Daily requirements 
2. Breakfast menus dependent upon: 
a. Time of year 
b. Type of work done by members of family 
c. Size, weight, age of members or family 
3. Make simple menus to fit different types 
4. Breakfast lessons 
a. Preparation or fresh rruits 
b. Preparation of dried fruits 
c. Preparation of cereals 
d. cooking or eggs; soft cooked,poached, 
scrambled, omelet 
e. Dry toast, french toast, muffins 
f. _ Cocoa 
5. The dining -room: 
a. Table setting 
b. Table manners 
c. Table service 
6. Planning of breakfast menu 
a. The menU: 
b. The cost of foods; quantity needed 
c. Schedule of work 
7. Serving of one ·or more breakfasts 
a. work out cost of meal 
9. Marketing - discuss a few principles 
10." Make Tecipe notebooks 
Upper Group 
The work of this group is centered around the preparation 
of luncheon or·supper diahea and the serving of several 
luncheons. 
1. Types of luncheons 
a. Meat or substitute (cheese, peas, beans, nuts) 
vegetables, bread, beverage, simple desserts, 
or fruit salad 
b. Salad, beverage, bread, sim~le dessert 
c. Creamed soup, salad, bread, beverage 
2. Lessons include: 
a. Creamed soups--tomato, potato, pea, celery, etc. 
b. Meat substitutes: 
Scal1oped vegetables 
Nut loaf' 
Macaroni and cheese 
spaghetti and tomato sauce 
Cheese dishes 
c. Left over meat and vegetables 
d. Salada 
Vegetable 
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Fruit 
Meat or fish 
e. s~~le desserts 
3. Planning of luncheon 
a. Menu 
b. Cost of foods; quantities 
c. Service 
d. Schedule of work 
4. Serving of luncheons 
5. Marketing 
a. Choosing market 
Sanitation 
QUality of goods 
Weight 
Facts affecting prices 
Treatment of customers 
b. Methods of marketing 
Plan meals ahead I 
Make list ·of supplies 
Keep supplies replenished 
Make list of staples 
Keep in touch with prices 
Deliveries vs. cash and carry 
c. RUles for buying 
Plan what is needed 
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CLOTHING 
Ask price 
BUy when prices are reasonable 
Order definite quantity 
Check weight 
May save by buying-in quantity 
Ethics of marketing 
6. Pupils ke·ep ind.i vidual recipe books or a recipe 
file 
Encourage use of these receipes at home 
7. Budget 
a. Meaning of income, source, expenditure 
b. Divison of income 
c. Child's Budget 
Lower Grou! 
1. T.he sewing basket; implements needed 
a.cissors 
needles 
thimble. 
emery bag 
tape measure 
pins 
thread 
! 
A few facts about these may be taught, also use and care of 
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2. stitches 
hemming stitch 
running 
outline 
blanket 
3. Projects 
diswiper 
duster 
holder 
bag 
doll's clothes 
' 
4. Learn to identi~ a few common materials as, unbleached 
cotton, peroa1e, etc. 
Learn any terms that appear in their work, .as raw edge, 
selvedge, etc. 
5. Darning and patching 
Midd.le·Grou,e 
1. Equipment - review 
a. Needles; kind; uses; emery bag; safety precautions 
b. Pins; kinds; uses; safety precautions 
c. Thimbles 
d. Thread 
Use of' numbers 
Yardage 
Matching to kind and color of material 
Darning cotton 
e. Tape measure 
f. Scissors 
g. Sewing bag; box; or apron 
2. Plain sewing 
a. Kinds of stitches and use of each 
basting 
running 
overcasting 
hemming 
backstitching 
buttonhole 
decorative; outline, blanket, chain, catch, French 
knot. 
b. Kinds of seams and use of each 
plain 
French 
c. Finishes 
hem; use of gauge 
binding 
:facing 
d. Mending 
Darning; use of darning ball 
Patching 
3. Individual Projects 
a. Dust caps 
b. Bloomers 
c. Nlghtgowns 
, 
d. Apron 
e. Baby's bib; blanket 
f. Simple dress 
g. Handkerchief 
h. Simple apron 
4. Simple garment making 
a. Use of pattern by demonstration 
b. Learn to cut.hy a pattern (use of shears) 
5. Textiles: identification, prices, and uses of common 
household fabrics as: 
Unbleached cotton 
Bleached cotton 
Percale 
Gingham 
Crash 
B. _ Terms 
Warp and woof (filling 
Selve~ge 
Lengthwise 
Crosswise 
Length 
Fold 400 
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6. Learn to identify the £our fibers 
UPJ>er Group 
Review work· of previous years, increasing the di£-
ficulty o£ each project to meet the ability of the pupil. 
1. Garment making 
a. Selection of pattern 
Consideration of suitability, style, material, 
How to purchase a pattern; measurements, age 
How to deter-mine amount or material necessary 
b. Study of pattern 
Names .of parts; symbols 
Use of perforatinns 
Use o£ notches 
Directions 
c. Cutting 
~Ting cloth for cutting; lengthwise,· crosswise 
or on bias 
How to economi~e 
Pinning and cutting 
Use of guides on pat~ern 
d. Fitting 
Matching notches, pinning, basting 
Trying on garment, making alterations, refitting' 
Setting in sleeve 
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2. 
3. 
~J 
e. Finishing 
Facings 
Belts, bands 
Fastenings 
Decorations 
Made over garments 
a. Reason for remodeling 
b. Preparation of material 
c. Ways of making over 
Textiles 
a. The fibers - cotton, linen, silk, wool:, rayo11 
Recognition of each 
Sources of each and story 
Uses of each 
Comparative values 
b. The common household fabrics 
Identification 
Weave 
Price 
c. Make posters and notebooks 
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THE SEWING MACHINE Individual Instruction 
-
Each pupil learns to run the machine at the discretioz 
of the teacher, regardless of the gr.oup, when ready for thiJ 
step. A pupil who is expePt and trustworthy may assist a 
beginner •. 
I 
1. Stitching 
a. Practice starting and stopping machine 
b. Practice without thread or cloth 
c. Stitch on paper without thread: 
on straight lines 
on curved lines · 
use of needle as pivot at. angle 
d. stitch on cloth with needle threaded 
e. Learn how to put work into machine 
f. Learn how to remove work 
g. Use and meaning of some parts: 
Treadle, presser-foot, tension, etc. 
2. Threading 
a. Threading,needle 
b. Threading bobbin 
c. Inserting bobbin 
d. Changing bobbin 
3. A1 tering tension 
4. Care 
a. How to tighten belt 
======i===================================================================== 
b. How to oil machine 
c. Always leave machine in order 
d. Learn to recognize· a good stitch 
' LAUNDERING 
1. Need for washing clothes 
2. Knowledge of nature of fabrics 
3. Equipment for washing 
a. Tubs 
b. Washboard 
c. Wringer 
d. Line and pins 
4. Procedure 
a. Sorting 
b. Stain removal 
c. Soaking 
d. Washing 
e. Scalding 
f. Rinsing 
g. starching 
h. Hanging 
!~' 
i. Drying 
5. Ironing 
a. Equipment 
board 
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HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT 
Upper Broup 
The work centers around the care or the girl's own sleeping 
room and care or the school sewing room and kitchen labora-
tory. 
1. The home 
a. What makes a com£ortable hour? 
b. Rooms in houee; use or each 
c. Work rooms 
kitchen 
laundry 
dining-room 
~ 
•• 
d. Living room 
e. Bedroom 
r. Bathroom 
The houekeeping schedule 
Household accounts 
Care or house 
2. School laboratories 
a. Each girl responsible for some duty 
b. Order and system taught 
c. Cleanliness 
~ AND SELECTION OF CLOTHING 
I. The well-dressed girl 
1. Does not depend on expenses 
2. Neatness and cleanliness 
~. Good taste 
II· Selection of clothing 
1. Suitability 
Line · 
Color 
occasion 
Season 
2. Economy 
&. Wearing qualities 
III. Daily care 
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1. Clothes closet 
2. Bureau drawers 
3. Laundering 
4. Care at night 
IV· seasonal care 
1. storing 
2. Airing 
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CONCLUSION: 
The material submitted in this Curriculum for Mentally 
Retarded Pupils is suggestive rather than a definite course 
of study that must be entirely covered during the school 
year. The skillfUl teacher will be able to carry on the 
major projects for several weeks or even months so that it 
will motivate all the classroom activities. What Inskeep 
lists is equally true of the projects listed in this study, 
namely, that it is not expected tba t the form of presentation 
outlined shall be closely adhered to. They are suggestions, 
which the individual teacher will know how to adapt to her 
pupils needs and breathe into them the life necessary to 
quicken her class. ~he end of the project, she says (3:24) 
should result in a unified body of knowledge, which should 
satisfy the quest that started the class on the work. 
Inskeep points out (3:22} that a project for normal 
children affords opportunities for enriching the work of 
accelerated pupils, but that, in the case of mentally re-
tarded pupils, the project is used to arouse an interest 
ins tudies tha~ will adjust these children to their environ-
ment. There.fio·.t·e , an attempt has been made throughout these 
pages to carry out the principle offered in Wallin l5:192-3) 
namely, to begin the project within the child's level of 
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attainment and knowledge,w1th the tamiliar facts acquired 
in the home, in the neighborhood, in the city, and in the 
school and gradually extend the horizon of the-pupil's 
knowledge into realms of the unknown by systematic, orderly 
progress (5:195). The project selected, however, must be 
such as will appeal to the interests of the child says 
Wallin (5:207) and arouse his attention and willing co-
operation. 
Inskeep is quoted by Featherstone (2:134} as in 
sympathy with this procedure, for says he, 11 a project for 
retarded children is a purposeful, motivated piece of work 
within their comprehension which can be completed before 
interest is lost and which should involve hand, head and 
heart activities and whose outcome could be unified with 
the probable lif'e ·and social adjustment of' su.ch children". 
{3:19) 
Thus in a final analysis, we must come to the con-
c~usion that the ~al of' our instruction of' mentally re-
tarded cllildren can be no other than that, which Inskeep 
points out early 1n.her first chapter (3:2) rrThe training 
of' self-controlled , self-supporting ci tizens 1~. Wallin 
• 
declares (5:77) that the ordinary school does not adequately! 
prepare mal adjusted Children f'or the most ~portant re- J _. 
sponsibilities confronting them after leaving sChool, namely, 
making a living by the powers they possess. He calls 
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attention to the large industrial turnover and states 
(5:78) that it is due to lack of proper industrial or 
vocational training. One might add social training to the 
above,_ as it has been said that ,even among normal people, 
the lack or ability to get along with other people has had 
much to do with industrial turnover. It has been noted, as· 
Wallin states (5:286) that there is a tendency among back-
ward children not ~o get along with other children and with 
their teachers. Thus the need or social adjustment. As 
Inskeep states (3:4) "For each child character building 
should progress side by side with mind and hand training 
to the end that he may become a well-rounded, socializing 
factor in racial development." 
Brewer states (1:556) that "the curriculum of the 
backward school composed .only of academic studies must 
be rel~d at least by some measure of activity". In this 
outline we have attempted not only to relieve the studies 
by a measure of activity, but to build a curriculum upon 
life activities by means or projects or units or work. We 
are attempting to do the very thing that Brewer in another 
place (1:653) calls the essential issue--by taking our de-
parture from the traditional subjects of-instruction and 
beginning with the present life actiYities of boys and girls 
~ 
teaching them to organize, improve, and extend their ac-
tivities. 
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This curriculum is a program or guidance ror mentally 
retarded boys and girls and its success can be measured by 
only one yardstick, which Brewer has given us in one sen-
t_ence ll:600) "Progress through school ... --i.f the school be 
a guidance institution,--is measurable only by "LIVING". 
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